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FOREWORD

In June, 1968, the International Atomic Energy Agency held a panel
meeting in Teheran, Iran, to discuss some of the uses of activation
analysis dn studies of mineral element metabolism in man. The aims of
the meeting were to identify and draw attention to specific medical
problems to which activation analysis could be fruitfully applied, to
review the capabilities of the technique itself, and to recommend specific
action which the Agency might take to support further work in this field.

The scientific papers presented at the meeting have been gathered
together in this report, and it is hoped that their publication will be
of interest to all concerned with mineral element metabolism in man,
whether studied by activation analysis or by other methods.

The Agency's thanks are due to the Iranian authorities, and parti-
cularly to the Plan Organization, Teheran, for generously providing facili-
ties for holding the meeting in Teheran. The participation of a represen-
tative of the World Health Organization headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland,
and also of the International Agency for Research on Cancer, Lyon, Prance,
is also gratefully acknowledged.
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PRESENT TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS
OP ACTIVATION ANALYSIS



THE APPLICABILITY OF NEUTRON ACTIVATION TECHNIQUES IN HUMAN
METABOLIC STUDIES

H.J.M. BOWEN

Chemistry Department, University of Reading, England

ABSTRACT
A

The advantages and disadvantages of the technique of .thermal neutron
activation analysis are described. Applications are briefly listed, and
it is concluded that the technique is unsuitable for C.t H, 0 and N; has .
no special advantage for'Ca, ,Pe, Mg and S; is competitive for Cl, Br, Pf
Na, Kf Cu, En, Mn and Mo; and is one of the few techniques with adequate
sensitivity to detect Co, Cr, I, Se and many rare elements at their natural
concentrations in human tissues. Recent in vivo studies are also mentioned.



PRINCIPLE OP ACTIVATION ANALYSIS"

The technique of activation analysis involves the exposure of a sample
and a standard to a source of activating particles, usually neutrons,
followed by a comparison of the radioactivities induced in the two materials.
Most elements become radioactive on exposure to thermal neutrons by the
(n,Y) reaction e.g.

23Na + 1n — * ?^K& + V

stable radioactive, T, ̂  l'5.0h

In the case of sodium shown above, the nuclide ~ Na emits beta and gamma-
rays and has a half-life of 15. Oh. The radioactivity specifically due to
sodium may be isolated either physically, using a gamma-ray spectrometer ad-
justed to record the 1.37 MeV gamma-ray, or chemically by separating radio-
sodium from all other radioelements using one of the many available con-
ventional chemical techniques.

ADVANTAGES

The advantages of activation analysis in comparison with other trace
analysis methods are reasons for the ever-increasing applications of the
technique. They include sensitivity, wide applicability, selectivity,
speed, freedom from reagent contamination, built-in checks, and non-quanti-
tative chemistry, which are discussed briefly below:

Sensitivity t The radioactivity produced in any element depends on the
—2 —1flux density of neutrons (̂  n cm sec ), the isotopic abundance, f, the

mass number, Aj and the cross section (<r barns) of the target nuclide. These
factors are usually fixed. It also depends on the activation period, t, and
the period between activation and counting, t1. If t, t1 and the half-life
of the activated nuclide. T'j , are all measured in the same units:-g

Specific activity = 0.62 fv f A"1 (O.S)*'^ [l - (0.5)*'^] <*is sec^g"1 (l)

it and t' are experimental variables, which are generally set equal to
if this is less than a few days. If we apply this formula to the case of

12 —2 —1sodium, setting t ~ t' = 1'3 and assuming a. flux of 10 n cm sec , we
2 9 — ] — 1find a specific activity of 7*2 x 10 dis sec" g , which implies that

—1010 g of sodium should be detectable. Other sensitivities are given in Table I.



TABLE I . . . .

SENSITIVITY OP THERMAL NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS TOR
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

Element

Ca .
Cl •
Co
Cr
Cu
Fe
I
K

%
Mn
Mo
Ra
P
S
Se
Zn

Nuolide used

49Ca/49Sc
5̂ O

Cl
60Co-
51 Cr
64Gu
59Fe •
128.J.
42K
2TMg
56Mn

. 99Mo/"mTc
24Na
32p
35S
8lSe
6Qm

\ •
9 min/lh
37 min
5-3 yr
28 d
13 h
45 d
25 min
12.5 h
9.5 min
2.6 h
2.8d/6h.
15.0 h
14 d
87 d
19 min
14 h

Sensitivity g .

3 x ID'6

4.x 10~8 '
2 x 10~9

5 x IO""9

io"10
io"7
io~10

• io-9
2 x IO""7

2 x 10*"11

io-8
io~10
io-10
5 x io""5

-95 x 10 *
2 x IO-8

Assumptions:
(see equation l)

1̂2 -2 -1) n cm sec
t = 30d or I whichever is the shorter
t» allowed for where nuclides are short-lived
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Wide applicability; Thermal neutron activation is applicable to 75
of the 81 stable elements. It is unsuitable for most of the elements of
the first period (e.g. C,H,N and 0). A small number of elements on

*xft
activation give rise to very short-lived radionuclides, such as Cl
(Tj. « 37 min), 128I (Tt .= 25 min), ?7Mg (Ta « 10 min)' and 52V (tL = 3.8. 2" ~ii ~s "z
min). These few elements can be determined only if the source of neutrons
is near at hand.

Selectivity! The selectivity of gamma-ray spectrometry is not very
good except with Ge(Li) detectors, which are now coming into more wide-
spread use. The selectivity of activation analysis combined with radio-
chemistry is excellent.

Speed; The speed of analysis is generally determined by the acti-
vation period t, which is ideally chosen to be of the same order as the
half-life of the activated nuclide. t is usually a few hours, and is
rarely more than a week. When t is less than an hour, the time required
for chemical separation (t') determines the speed of analysis, t1 is
rarely more than a few hours, and can be reduced to a few minutes in some
cases. If no chemical separation is employed, t' need only be a few
seconds.

Freedom from reagent contamination: Once the sample has been acti-
vated, impurities in reagents used for chemical separations are of no
importance, since only radioactive elements can interfere.

Built-in checks: If a radioelement has been separated by chemical
means, several independent parameters such as half-life, beta-ray energy
and gamma-ray energy can be measured to chec.k its purity. If any of these
are found to disagree with values from the literature, this may be taken
as an indication that the separation should be repeated or improved.

Non-quant i t at i ve chemi st ry; The chemical separation need not be
quantitative. In separating radiOBodium, milligram amounts of inactive
sodium carrier are added to the sample while it is being dissolved. The
separation can then be carried out without incurring any of the losses
that are usually experienced when working with fractions of micrograms,
and the final yield of radiochemically pure sodium is determined by weighing,
or by some other assay technique such as flame photometry. The activity
of the radiosodium can then be corrected for any losses in the separation
procedure.
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DISADVANTAGES

. The disadvantages of activation analysis may be listed as follows:
lack of chemical discrimination, need for a neutron source, radiation
hazards and costs.

Lack of chemical discrimination; Activation analysis is a technique of
elementary analysis and is unable to distinguish between different valency
states or chemical environments. In the author's view, this is its main
limitation. It IB of course possible to separate the different molecules
containing a given element in a sample prior to analysis, but this ie
likely to involve contamination or lose.

Need fo>a neutron source; >Activation analysis requires a reactor
(minimum cost £ 80,000) or a neutron generator (minimum cost.£ 30,000)
as a source of neutrons. However, it is not necessary .to buy a reactor
to use the technique, because reactor space can be rented at a cost of a
few pounds per irradiation. Since each irradiation may include a hundred
samples, the cost of activation per sample need not be high. Few parts
of the world are more than four hoxirs flying time from a reactor. Hence
one only needs to work close to a reactor when radionuclid.es of half-life
less than two hpurs are involved.

Radiation hazards: When animal material is activated by thermal
neutrons, the major activities involved are almost always Na, K, Gl,
P and occasionally * Mn. For.example, 1 g of dry muscle tissue activated

12 2 —1for 15 hours in a flux of 10 n cm sec will give an activity of 1.1 mCi,
70$ of which is due to Na,which has very penetrating gamma radiation. Al-
though millicurie amounts of radioactivity warrant storage behind lead, they
can be handled for short periods in the laboratory without any radiation
hazard arising. The modifications needed in an ordinary laboratory to make
it suitable for radioactive work are not expensive. They include the pro-
vision of impervious floor coverings, the installation of a fume hood, and
the use of metal trays and rubber gloves.

Costs; Some costs have already been mentioned. The main cost of
activation analysis lies in the equipment used for detecting the radiation.
Where radiochemical separations are used, it is possible to do very good
work with a beta-particle counter (about £ 300) or a single-channel gamma-
ray spectrometer (about £ 400). These instruments cost no more than other
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instruments such as spectrophotometers or flame photometers. However, when
radi ©chemistry is not used, it is necessary to buy some kind of gamma-ray
spectrometer, the minimum cost of which is about £ 3000. Of course, the
radiochemist' s time should also be costed. Radiochemistry needs to be
carried out by a skilful operator, whereas gamma-ray spectrometry can soon
be learnt by a technician. Automation of radio chemical techniques has
been carried out siiccessfully by several groups of workers [l,2t3,4] and
it is hoped that commercial devices will soon, become available.

ELEMENTS SUITABLE FOR STUDY

It has already been mentioned that thermal neutron activation analysis
is not suited to the determination of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitro-
gen, which are best determined by classical techniques, or by activation
with other particles. All other elements currently considered essential
to mammals can be determined using activation analysis and these are
discussed below

Phosphorus and sulphur

These are both major elements, in that they frequently constitute more
than Q.yfo of dry mammalian tissue. They are readily determined by acti-

32vation, but the half-lives of the products are long (14 days for P and
3587 days for S) and both are pure beta-ray emitters. If activated bio-

logical material is allowed fco decay for 14 days, 99% of the beta activity
3?is due to P, so that no chemical separation is then needed for the de-

termination of this element: after 150 days decay, most of the beta
activity is due to S |~6,7,8,9"]« In practice, these times are longer than
most analysts are prepared to wait for their results. In addition, there
is little demand for analyses of total phosphorus or total sulphur. Very
useful results have been obtained for phosphorus-containing molecules
which have been separated prior to activation flOj. Here the great sensi-
tivity of the technique ie moderated by the background of impurities in
the separation media. It is also necessary to correct for mutual inter-
ference between phosphorus, sulphur and chlorine, owing to fast neutron
reactions such as 32S(n,p) 32P, 35Cl(n,*J 32P or 35Cl(n,p)35S.

Selenium

This is an essential element present in mammalian tissues at concen-
trations of about 1 ppra dry weight. Natural levels in vegetation, etc., are
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frequently lower than this and cannot be detected by most analytical
techniques, "but activation is sensitive and reliable for as little as
one nanogram [11,12,13,14,15,16].

Chlorine r bromine and iodine

Chlorine and iodine are both essential; bromine is not known to be so.
All these elements are volatile and this may lead to difficulties during
activation. Radioiodine r.toms may recoil out of the sample into the ;
container wall, where they are strongly fixed. Activation is neverthe-
less a useful technique for analysing natural levels of all three elements,
provided that the radiochemistry involved can be carried out at or near
a reactor f14,1?,18,19,20,21,22,23], This is because the half-lives of

•jO
activated chlorine and iodine are relatively short ( Cl Tj. » 37 min.:
128 ~sI TÎ  = 25 rain.). Radiobromine has a longer half-life and may even

2 • , ,
dominate the gamma-ray spectrum after a few days decay. There is great
need for a reliable analysis for iodine at nanogram levels, which would
appear to have been met by activation [243*

Sodium and potassium

The alkali metals are major elements in mammalian tissues and are
important in maintaining the electrochemical balance between cells and
the fluid which perfuses them. Potassium is the major cation within cells,
while sodium is the major cation in extracellular fluids such as blood
plasma. Both sodium and potassium are readily activated to products with
convenient half-lives ( Na TI = 15h; K Tt =-- 13h) which often dominate2 ~?t . - •
the gamma-ray spectrum. There is rarely any difficulty in determining
sodium in activated mammalian tissue by gamma-ray spectrometry, but
results for potassium may be systematically low unless special care is
taken [25], This is because of mutual interference between the gamma-
radiation from Na and K.. Although activation has excellent sensitivity,
it has not proved competitive with flame photometry, which is by far the
most widely used technique for sodium and potassium. It should, however,
be considered where there is a need for very large numbeis of analyses,
especially where these involve very small tissue samples or if there is a
need for a non-destructive method [6,7,8,26,27,28,29].
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Calcium and magnesium

Calcium and magnesium are also major elements in mammalian tissues
where magnesium is complexed by ATP and many proteins. Unfortunately,
neither element can be determined with great sensitivity by activation
analysis, and the half-lives of the isotopes produced are either very short
(e.g. 4^Ca T! = 9 min.; Mg Ta * 3.0 min.) or very long (e.g. Ĉa TO. =

Hi • •$ 2"
165d), Activation analysis can be used for determining magnesium in
tissues with high calcium content (e.g. bone), or for determining calcium
in tissues with high magnesium contents (e.g. red blood cells), where
most classical methods fail [26,30,31»32,33»34]« In general, however,
atomic absorption spectrometry is to be preferred for determining these
two elements.

Iron

Iron is a trace element in most mammalian tissues but often enough
is present in sufficient quantities to colour the ash brown. Microgram
amounts can be determined by activation for about a week, followed either
by chemical separation or by gamma-ray spectrometry after two weeks' decay
[35l« This is not very convenient and is seldom used, except when other
elements are being determined at the same time by activation. Spectro-
photometry and atomic absorption spectrometry are more convenient and
more sensitive analytical techniques. Lowman and Krivit [36] used iron
enriched in stable Fe for metabolic studies in pregnant women. The

59enriched iron was readily detected by preferential activation to Fe.

Copper t.. zinc, manganese•..and.molybdenum

These four essential elements all occur in mammalian tissues in
amounts ranging from 0.1 - 100 pprn dry weight. All are constituents of
raetalloenzymes or metal-activated enzymes, whose numbers are constantly
being swelled- by new discoveries. All are readily determined by acti-

-10vation for a 12h period, the sensitivities being of the order of 10 g
-8 -11 -8copper, 2 x 10 g zinc, 2 x 10 g manganese and 10 g molybdenum. Acti-

vation analysis is a competitive technique for all these elements. It is
more sensitive and no slower than spectrophotometry for copper [31,37,38,
39»40,41f42,43,44] and manganese [31,45,46,47,48]; it is one of the very
few reliable methods for molybdenum in submicrogram amounts [49»50j5^-]»
and is less subject to interference than is atomic absorption spectroscopy
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for zinc [38,39,44,52]. Using inexpensive equipment, one skilled analyst
can analyse thirty samples for these four elements in a day, if the

, , , * ,. ' ' ^

counting time i's not too long.

Chromium arid cobalt

These elements are probably both essential to man, and occur in human•'r. ^ i
tissues in amounts ranging from 5 - 250 ng gT . They can be determined ,
with great sensitivity by activation analysis using an activ&tion period

, • . ; ' ' • ' • - . - , •" 51
of 2 weeks or more, since the nuclides produced are long-lived. -Or
has a half-life of 28d, and Co has a half-life of 5.3yr. Activation
analysis is the best existing technique for determining these two elements
in the concentrations at which they occur naturally in tissues, despite
its slowness [37,53,54t55.561.

Toxic elements

Activation analysis is frequently the best, if not the only, technique
capable of determining the natural levels of a large number of elements
not yet known to be essential to mammals. It should be noted, however,
that all these elements, including for example gold and all the lanthanides,
occur in concentrations corresponding to more than one atom per cell, so
that they could conceivably fulfil some biological function. Activation
analysis has made possible the determination of the natural levels of
elements which can usually only be detected at abnormal, toxic concen-
trations [9,35,57,58,59]. The amounts of arsenic [14,60,61], antimony
[14,62,63], cadmium [44,63] and mercury [14,44,61,64] normally present
in the human body can now be studied, but many more data are needed for
populations in different regions of the world. It has been suggested
that populations living in ancient continental shield regions may be
subjected to higher concentrations of toxic elements than those that
live in alluvial river valleys. Studies of this kind, which are only
in their infancy, can now be undertaken without having to report fnon-
detectable' against many analyses.

Inr vivo studies

It is possible to carry out activation analyses for some elements
in living animals, without killing the subject. Anderson et al. [65] have
shown that it is possible to analyse living patients for chlorine, sodium,
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potassium and calcium without exceeding the maximum permissible dose. It
is also possible to determine the iodine content of thyroid glands in vivo
by localised neutron activation and counting [66,67]. Parabee and Thornton
[68] have shown that natural sulphur in human hair can be used as a ra~

' ' \'/> \2.diation dosimeter for fast neutrons by reason of the S(n,p) P reaction.
Rundo and Bunce [69] have estimated the hydrogen content of subjects An
vivo by counting the prompt 2.23 MeV gammas after neutron irradiation.
These studies are of great interest, but require expensive neutron sources
and counting equipment.
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THE MEDICAL ACTIVATION ANALYSIS RESEARCH PROGRAMME OF THE IAEA LABORATORY

R.M. PARR
Medical Applications Section, International Atomic Energy Agency,

Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT

Analyses carried out under the Agency's laboratory programme in medical
activation analysis commended in 196?. This paper describes the laboratory
facilities and experimental methods now in use, and reports briefly on re-
sults obtained to date. The analytical scheme places greatest emphasis on
non-destructive methods (i.e. without radiochemistry), and by the use of
a Ge(Li) detector and a 2-parameter Nal(Tl) gamma-ray spectrometer, pre-
sently allows the determination of up to 12 elements in unprocessed tissue
samples. Projects completed or underway include (i) an investigation into
the uniformity of distribution of mineral elements in human liver, (ii)
studies of tissue concentrations of trace elements in relation to mal-
nutrition and cardiovascular diseases, and (iii) the determination of iodine
in food, natural waters and other "biological materials in relation to the
epidemiology of endemic goitre.
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e activation analysis work of the Fedical Applications Section of
the IAEA laboratory was started in 1Q6? with the general aim of providing
laboratory facilities and expertise to support research On topics of
special interest to the Agency in connection with its Research Contract
Programme. At that time, the part of the Research Contract Programme
concerned with Radioisotope Applications in Medicine was intended primarily
as a means for supporting research work in developing countries on selected
medical topics such as endemic goitre, anaemia, malnutrition and. parasitology.
More recently, this part of the Research Contract Programme has undergone
a revision in the sense that it is now more concerned with selected radio-
isotope technifiueg, amongst which activation analysis is now specifically
mentioned.

As far as the Agency's own laboratory programme is concerned, the
detailed planning of the research and development work to date has been
guided largely by proposals and encpiiries relating to possible collaborative
research projects of various kinds which have been received from institutes
and individuals in several of the Agency's Member States and from other
International Organizations. Most of these proposals have not been imple-
mented by the Agency, but they are listed below to exemplify some of the
current interests of research workers in the medical activation analysis
field. Tn 'alphabetical order of country, they are:

Proposed coriaborati ng i nstitute Ŝî £?-_§EE.Li55ii0-3

1. Institute of Medical Research Goitre (measurements of -
Sydney, Australia stable iodine in foods and

waters)
2. Atomic Energy Commission, Gastric cancer in Japan

Research Establishment Riso", Iceland and Scandinavia
Roskilde, Denmark

3. International Agency for Research Carcino»enicity of mineral
on Cancer elements

Lyon, France
4. Hniversity of Tokyo Liver disease

Tokyo, Japan
5. Auckland Hospital Board Goitre (measurements of stable

Auckland, New Sealand iodine in ohromatography spots)
6. University of Cape Town, Protein-calorie malnutrition

Cape Town, South Africa
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7. The Diabetic Clinic
Durban, South Africa

8. World Health Organization
Geneva, Switzerland

9. Regional Radioisotope Centre for
the Arab Countries t

Cairo, Egypt, U.A.E.

10. World Organization of
Gastroenterology,

London, U.K.

Diabetes

Cardiovascular diseases

Goitre (measurements of
stable iodine in natural
waters)

Gastric cancer

Up to the present time, only four of these proposals have in any way been
implemented by the Agency (numbers 1, 6, 8 and 9). This paper gives an
account of their current status, and at the same time reviews the facilities
of the Medical Applications Section of the IAEA laboratory and some of the
intended directions of future research.

STAFF AND-.TECHNICAL FACILITIES

The current laboratory programme is supported in the main by one
professional officer and two technicians. Additional assistance such
as that provided by the Agency's electronic and mechanical workshops is,
however, also available and increases significantly the number of people
contributing to the development of the programme. Laboratory space con-
sists of one room for sample preparation and radiochemistry (formerly a
mobile radioisotope training laboratory) of area about 20 eq. metres, and
a second room of area about 17 sq. metres where the gamma-ray spectrometry
apparatus is located.

Neutron irradiations are performed in the Austrian Studiengesellschaft
ASTRA reactor located a few hundred metres from the Agency's laboratory.

23 ~2 —1Thermal neutron fluxes up to 2 x 10 ' n.cm sec are available, and pneu-
matic tube and other installations provide the possibility for choosing ir-
radiation periods of anything between a few seconds and several days.

The analytical procedures currently applied place emphasis on the use
of purely physical techniques whereby many elements can be measured si-
multaneously in each sample without the need for prior radiochemistry. Given
the high level of technical (particularly electronic) support available
in the Agency and ready access to electronic computers for data processing,
this approach appears to make the best use of available skills and facili-
ties in the laboratory.
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Two types of radiation detector are now in use. Both are gamma-ray v

spectrometers, and offer high selectivity for the measurement of indi-
vidual radionuclides contained in complex mixtures. The first is a Ge(Li)
detector of volume 20 cm coupled to a 1024-channel pulse-height analyzer,
and operated inside a Compton anticoincidence shield comprising approxi-
mately 1 cubic metre of licpiid scintillator solution. A simplified block
diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. Typical spectra recorded
with this instrument are shown in Figures 2 and 3» and it will be noted
that many indi'vridual radionuclides can be identified from the very sharp
photo-peaks that they produce. In principle, data analysis is very simple
since it is only necessary to integrate the area of ea'ch peak (by adding
together the channel contents and subtracting an estimate of the "back-
ground" under the peak), and to take the ratio relative to the corresponding
peak area obtained from a standard source. In practice, however, the
analysis of a complete spectrum calls for a large amount of relatively
tedious work, including the application of corrections for radioactive
decay of the components of the spectrum and for variations in counting
efficiency with sample size. It has, therefore, been found extremely
beneficial, both in terms of speed and reliability, to carry out these
calculations with a computer. Data are taken directly from the analyzer
on punched paper tape or punched cards, supplementary information on
half-lives, sample weights, channel specifications etc., is coded on
punched cards, and thereafter the data handling is entirely a matter of
machine processing and computer calculation. Results are printed directly
by the computer in vug/g together with estimates of the errors due to
counting statistics.

Experience to date with this .system has shown that in liver tissue
at least 9 elements can be determined from measurements on the unprocessed
sample at various times after activation; these are Na, K, Cl, Mn, Fe, Co,
Zn, Rb and Br. In practice the first four are determined from measurements

11 —2 —1made shortly after an irradiation of 1 hour at 10 n.cm sec. . The re-
maining group of 5 elements is studied after 24 hours irradiation at 2 x 10 n.
-2 -1cm sec. ; in this case measurements do not commence until at least 7

days after the activation. In both cases, approximately 0.1 g of dried tissue
are taken for analysis.

The second detection system comprises two 3 x 3 inch Nal(Tl) crystals
operated in a gamma-gamma-ray coincidence mode, thus making a so-called
two-parameter gamma-ray spectrometer. This instrument responds selectively
to radionuclides which decay with the emission of cascade gamma-rays. The
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PIG. 3 Gamma- ray spectra obtained from activated human liver approximately 6 days
after irradiation with thermal neutrons. Upper: normal spectrum. Lower:
spectrum obtained with the use of the Compton anticoincidence shield. Peaks,
with energies in KeV, are (l to r): 65Zn and 24Na (511), 82Br (554, 619, 698,
777, 328), ̂ 4Mn (835), 86Rb (1076"), 59pe (1097), 65zn (1115), 5$Fe (1291),
82Br (1317), (1369), 82Br (1525), (1732).
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energies deposited simultaneously in the two detectors are recorded in a
two dimensional array of 64 x 64 channels. Topical spectrometer displays
from unprocessed tissue samples measured 1 - 2 weeks after activation permit
identification of the activation products of -Br, Co, Cs, Sb, Sc and Zn.
The two-parameter system therefore extends to twelve the number of ele-
ments that can be determined in unprocessed tissue samples. For certain
of theee elements, such as Br and Co, which can be measured by both
systems, the two-parameter spectrometer is probably preferable on account
of its higher sensitivity. However, data processing is not as simple,
mainly because of the large number of data channels (4096) that are
employed, and largely for this reason the two-parameter system has only
been used up to the present time for qualitative analyses.

In addition to these two detector systems, the medical activation
analysis laboratory also has detectors of a more conventional type ,

«

namely Nal(Tl) gamma-ray spectrometers operated in the conventional one-
parameter mode.

CURRENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

The implementation of the present programmes of the Agency's labora-
tory and of future programmes for which commitments already exist t re-
quires the further development of instrumentation and techniques (i).to
increase the number of elements that can be analyzed and the accuracy of
each analysis, and (ii) to improve methods of sample and data handling so
that larger numbers of analyses can be carried out with a minimum of
human intervention- Current development work is aimed at (i) improving
the selectivity, stability and accuracy of the gamma-ray spectrometry
apparatus used in this work, and (ii) permitting the greater use of
computer methods for processing tH? gamma-ray spectrometry data.

At the same time that these development projects have been underway,

a number of small scale medical research projects have also been
carried out. These are:

y whole human liver

The principal purpose of this investigation was to provide a con-
venient series of samples for use in the development and testing of
analytical procedures. However, an important subsidiary purpose was to
test the hypothesis that a sing-It) small liver sample can be used to give



TABLE I TJKIF05KITY OF DISTBIBUTION OF MIHSRAL ELEMBSTS IK WHOLE HUMAN LIVER

(Hesults are

Position Code

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Mean Cone,

tissue
Ratio
highest/
lowest

quoted

Na

105
92
82
102
96
96
99
102
111
105
117
91
101

97
105
101

5260

1.43

for each element as percentages of the

Cl '

109
115
67
111
118
95
110
102
103
83
124
88
92
88
114
83

5970

1.85

X

128

97
81
104
88
79
107
108
79
108
117
79
104
102
126
95

8890

1.62

Mn

97
108
118
94
94
91
112
100
86
89
103
115
83
88
89
134

6.18

1.61

Fe

93
90
100
97
86
102
101*
101

95
97
99
95
116 .
112
103
111

1460

1.35

Co

107
110
112

114
110
88
95
86
87
87
85
82
100

97
104
135

0.144

1.65

mean concentration)

Zn

100
99
103 '
101
94
102
104

- 99
96
97
96
95
114
116
97
87

326

1.33 .

Br .

129
107
,107
133
101
95
69
74
83
106
77
84
135
111
98
93

5*4

r'

1.96

Rb

103
89
75
101
92
99
103
109
96
125
86
111
108
103
-
-

14.5

1.6?

I
,"0
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an acceptably accurate picture of the mineral element status of the whole
organ.

One whole and apparently .normal human liver was obtained for a study
of the gross distribution of its mineral element content. The liver was
divided into 16 parts, from each of which approximately 2 g of fresh tissue
was excised. These individual samples were dried in a vacuum desiccator at
room temperature, powdered^ and from each, approximately 0.1 g of dried tissue
was taken for analysis. Two such series of samples were prepared, one for
a short irradiation (l hoa*-} and one for a long irradiation (24 hours).

The results obtained for 9 elements in these 16 sampl,es arc listed
in Table I. They indicate far larger variations in concentration than
can be accounted for by the non-reproducibility of the analytical method
itself, which, it is estimated, is only of the order of 5 to 10 %, The most
variable of the concentratrons observed were .those of bromine for which the
ratio between the. highest and lowest values was almost a factor of two.
Some of the other elements gave far more uniform results, particularly
zinc, for which the ratio between the highest and the lowest values was
only 1.33. No obvious correlations of trace element concentration with
position in the organ are evident in these data.

2. Minera.1 ̂elemente in malnutrition :

A small pilot-scale project has been initiated in collaboration
with the University of Cape .Town to study the effect of protein-calorie
malnutrition on the concentrations of mineral elements in various tissues.
To date, 12 liver samples and 8 blood serum samples have been received
and analyzed; however, the project is still at too early a stage for any
conclusions to be drawn.

3. ^germination of iodine in foods,__naturalwaters and other biological
materials

A small scale research project on iodine has recently been initiated
in collaboration with the Institute of Medical Research, Sydney, Australia.
This project is concerned with an apparent seasonal variation in the
incidence of goitre in several areas of Mew Soxith Wales, and the Agency
has undertaken to carry out a small number of analyses of foods, and natural
waters from these localities.
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The iodine concentrations in these samples are generally so low that
it is not feasible to use & non-deetructive method of analysis. A chemical
separation procedure has therefore been set up involving a chromic acid .
oxidation, of the sample after activation, followed by a distillation and
solvent extraction of the iodine. The original content of stable iodine

1 ' ~\ Oft
in the sample is estimated from measurements of the induced ' I activity
(half-life 25 minutes) while the chemical yield correction is determined

125 • ' • - : •• 'by means of ' -T added to the sample at the beginning of the chromic acid
oxidation step. All the activities are estimated from measurements made
with a 3 x 3 inch Hal(Tl) gamma-ray spectrometer. The whole procedure
has been tested with water and milk samples to which known amounts of
stable iodine had been added. The results obtained are shown in Figures
A and 5* In general, there seems to be no particular difficulty in
assaying for iodine with a precision at least as good as 5 % (standard
deviation), and with a limit of detection rather less than 1 nanogram.

Analysis of several food and water samples received from Australia
is now proceeding, as well as of several water samples-from the U.A.R.
(item 9 mentioned in the Introduction).

4« Mineral element^ in cardiovascular disease

In collaboration with the Cardiovascular Diseases Unit of the
World Health Organization, a research project has been initiated which
is intended to provide data on the role of mineral elements in the
aetiology of cardiovascular diseases. Further details of this project
are given in the working paper of Dr. R. Masironi (these proceedings).
From the analytical standpoint, the current status of this investigation
is that a small number of tissue samples have been received, and analyses
are under way. However, the project is still at too early a stage for any'
results to be reported.

FUTURE WORK

The techniques currently in use in the Agency's laboratory do not
permit the determination of a number of elements which it would be inter-
esting to study, such as Cd, Cr, Cu, Hgt Mo and Se, and there is little
prospect that purely instrumental non-destructive methods can 'be devised
that would be generally applicable to these elements. For this reason,
more attention is being paid to radiochemical methods for processing the
samples after irradiation. It is felt that existing instrumental techniques



in combination with group radiochemical separation schemes would provide
an extremely powerful and versatile method of analysis, and this is the
direction which it is now intended to explore.

Specific applications of these techniques are likely to be. chosen
according to the needs of a coordinated programme that the Agency proposes
to set up in this field. These are expected to include work on specific
medical problems such ae cardiovascular diseases, thyroid disease, and
cancer, as well as services such as the preparation and testing of
standard analytical reference materials.



INVESTIGATIONS OP THERMAL AND 14 MEV NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
IN PAKISTAN

S.M. QAIM
Atomic Energy Centre, Lahore, Pakistan

ABSTRACT

The applicability of the technique of activation analysis is briefly
discussed. Experimental facilities available in Pakistan, and the en-
visaged programme of analyses of trace elements, are outlined. The sensi-
tivities of both thermal and fast neutron activation analysis for various
essential elements are discussed. A survey of the activation work done
in. Pakistan, as regards biological materials, is presented.



INTRODUCTION

The detection by activation analysis of elements in trace quantities
is based upon the principle of conversion of the element into a radioactive
nuclide followed by the assay of the induced radioactivity. Activation
is carried out mostly by neutrons, although in recent years charged particles
[1-4] and photons [5-7] have also been used. The applicability of non-
neutron activation, however, is limited mainly to the determination of light
elements because it is only for these that non-neutron induced reactions
have reasonably good cross sections. For medium and heavy elements, neutrons
are almost exclusively used.

The major sources of .neutrons are nuclear reactors in which both thermal
and fast neutrons are available. Thermal neutrons give rise mostly to (n,)f)
reactions. In the case of fast neutrons present in the core, other reactions
such as (n,2n) and (n,<*) are also possible. The cross sections for these
are, however, very low. Neutrons can also be obtained from a neutron generator,
but since the energy of these is quite high («14 MeV), reactions like (n,2n),
(n,p) and (n,<<) predominate and, for activation purposes, one would, usually
have to choose one of these rather than the (n,TS) reaction [8-10], In such
generators the flux of neutrons is rather low so that the sensitivity is
generally not very high.

The assay of the induced radioactivity is carried out either directly
by autoradiography [4fll], Y~ray spectrometry, etc., or by first performing
a chemical separation and then estimating the activity. When a large number
of elements are present in the sample under investigation, many radioisotopes
are formed. In such cases a chemical separation prior to the assay of the
radioactivity is often a necessity.

The activation method has several advantages over many other methods of
—11chemical analysis. In many cases it can detect as small an amount as 10 g

of the element, and is simple, selective^and often fast. Other analytical
techniques like flame emission spectrometry, X-ray fluorescence analysis,
atomic absorption spectroscopy, etc., have a sensitivity which is comparable
in many cases to that of neutron activation, but each of these is applicable
to the determination of only a few elements. Since the activation method
is much more widely applicable, an activation analysis programme has now
been established. This paper describes in general the facilities available
in Pakistan, and outlines the present programme of trace element analysis.



EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES •

The major source of neutrons is the 5 MW Pakistan Research Reactor
(PARR) situated at Islamabad. In the core a flux of 10 n cm sec*"1

' • 11 —2 —1is available and in the thermal column 10 n cm sec . A built-in
rabbit system provides a possibility for making short irradiations, A
neutron generator, situated at Lahore provides 14 MeV neutrons by the H

n - R ? T
(d,n) He reaction. The flux in the external beam is 5x10 n cm" 'sec"* .
A Van de Graaff machine, situated at Dacca, provides 2 MeV protons. For
most of the elements this energy is not high enough to'allow the protons to

\ • ' ' ' •
overcome, the Coulomb barrier? therefore activation is not possible. Never-
theless, a few trace elements may be determined by means of scattering ex-
periments like those of Rubin, Passeil and Bailey [12]. However, since the
scattering technique is rather difficult, the chemists and biologists who'
are most interested in trace element analysis would not find it convenient
to use. One can get neutrons of moderate energies by interactions of these
protons with certain targets, but the flux would be quite low. This machine,
therefor.e, is not very useful for activation anelysis purposes.

Facilities' for radiochemistry are available only at Lahore and Dacca.
The chemistry laboratory at the reactor site at Islamabad is in the last
phase of completion and will be ready soon. Several thin-window GM counters'
of known geometry for Jf-counting, well-type Nal(Tl) crystal scintillation
counters for gross ^-counting, and 3"x3tr Nal(Tl) crystals in conjunction with
single-channel and Laben and Nuclear Data 512-channel analysers for V-spectro-
metry are available at all three centres. At Lahore a 3 cm Ge(Li) detector,
with a resolution of about 0.3 percent, is also available.

TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSIS PROGRAMME

Although in non-biological systems the determination of trace element
concentrations is important mostly for quality control, in biological systems,
estimates of these trace elements is becoming almost essential because they
are known to be involved in important physiological processes occurring in
all living systems. It has been reported [13,14] "that a definite relation-
ship exists between trace element levels in the body and certain diseases.
There is also strong evidence that some types of goitre, cancer and other
diseases are associated with abnormal trace element levels. The levels of
trace elements in soils and diets of a specific areia to a large extent
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determine their concentrations in the tissues of inhabitants of that area.
More knowledge of trace element concentrations in various components pf
biological systems would therefore provide a better understanding'of many
diseases.

The levels of trace elements of interest in biological systems are
-6 -12 .of the order of 10 to 10 g per grain of the sample. At the microgram

level many methods of determination can be applied,but when the concentra-
tion is lower, of the order of a nanogram, the activation method is generally
tiie most sensitive. We envisage using this method for studies of various
biological systems as outlined below.

Trace elementa in soils; The important trace elements in soils are
Zn, Mnt Cd, Cu, Co, Se, Mo, etc. It has been thought worthwhile to make
•a survey of soil samples with respect to these elements in order to find
out if the variations in their concentrations in soils of different areas

liave any marked effects on the physiological actions of various plants.

Trace elements in.agricultural products? Wheat and rice are commonly
used as staple foods in Pakistan. Recently some strains of wheat have
been obtained from abroad which give higher yields. Since these varieties
might, have different levels of trace elements, a programme of analysis of
all the varieties of wheat and rice, with respect to the essential elements,
is planned.

lodi ne concent rat ions in ws.t er samp les; In some of the north western
areas of West Pakistan the disease of endemic goitre seems to be rather
common. This might arise due to iodine deficiencies in the drinking water.
A water survey has been recommended by the WHO Consultant in Pakistan. As

a preliminary to a programme of goitre eradication it is intended to make
a survey of iodine concentrations in water supplies by activation analysis.

SENSITIVITY OF THE METHOD

Before embarking upon an activation analysis programme it is essential
to know the sensitivity available for the detection of each element. The
sensitivity (w) in gm is given by

w = _________MA_____________
f x«rxf x 6.02 x 1023 x (l-e""Xt)

Where
M is the atomic weight of the element,



A is the minimum detectable rate of disintegration of the activation
product

f is the fractional isotopic abundance of th'e target isotope
** is the cross section of the reaction
^ is the flux density of incident particles
\ is the decay, constant of the product radionuclide
t ie the time of irradiation
and all parameters are expressed in the centimetre-gram-second system
•of units. ,

On the assumption that, with a. detection efficiency of about 30 percent,
a sufficient count-rate per mijmte is obtained to give counting statistics
of + 2 percent, the, sensitivity of the method for the elements of interest
has been calculated. The irradiation time was assumed to be either 6 hr
or the time required to produce saturation activity of the product radio-
nuclide, whichever was less. The flux of thermal neutrons was taken as
1 1 - 2 - 1 8 - 2 — 110 n cm sec and of Id MeV neutrons as 5 * 10 n cm sec . The

cross sections were taken from the literature fl5]» Sensitivities for
thermal neutron activation are given in Table I and for 14 MeV neutrons ,
in Table IT.

Prom Table I we see that the activation technique should be very ad-
vantageous for the estimation of Mn, Cu, I, Au and V, but not so for Se, Zn,
Fe, Cr, Ti and Tl. However, if the irradiations of the samples are carried

13 -2 -1out in the reactor core where a flux of 10 n cm sec is available, Se,
Ti and Tl can also be estimated. In the case of Pe and Cr, the activation
technique does not offer any special advantages over other methods of analysis,
In Pakistan the estimation with respect to short-lived isotopes is presently
not possible because it takes about 3 hr to transport a sample from the
reactor site to Lahore. Isotopes with half-lives of about 2 hr or more can
thus only be used.

Prom Table II we see that the fast neutron activation system is also
not superior to other instrumental methods of chemical analysis, such as
spectrophotometry, emission spectroscopy, etc. Only in the case of

Zn64(n,2n) Zn&3

Cu63(n,2n) Cu62

Fe54(n,2n) Fe53

V51 (n,y) V52



SENSITIVITY OP THERMAL
FOR A

A. Element Product
Radionuclide

Mn 56Mn
Se Se

81,,Se
r* 69m_. 'Zn Zn

B. Cu Cu
Pe Fe

C. I 128I

D. Au Au
Cr 51Cr
Ti ^1Ti.
v 52v
Tl 206T1
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TABLE I

NEUTRON INDUCED ACTIVATION
F'EW TRACE ELEMENTS

Half-life

2.58 hr
120 days

19 min
13-9 hr

12.8 hr
45 days

25^5 Mi*5

2.7 dâ ys
27.8 days
5,8 min
3.8 min
4.3 min

ANALYSIS

Sensitivity (g)

10~9

8 x IO""5

1C'7

3 x 10~6

8 x 10~4

IO"9

3 x io""5

1.5 x 10~6

2 x 10~9

io-6



TABLE II

SENSITIVITY OF 14 MEV NEUTRON INDUCED'ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

FOE A FEW TRACS ELEMENTS ''; ' ' '" • i "'.,"'"''

Element Nuclear Product Half-life Sensitivity (g)
Reaction Radionuclide

mt " \f 5^R

Se n,2n I3mSe
n,2n ^Se
n,2n Se

Zn n,2n /••'Zn
n»P ^fi^11

n,p Cu

B. Cu n,2n 62<"'u
n,2n Cu

Fe " n,2n •* Pe

„ _ • • v ' '128TC. I n,t 126I
n,2n 124ffi_,
n,* So

_ . , ,. 196ra.D. Au n,2n 1^? Au
- < •. .n,p y 'Pt

Cr n,V 49Cr

n,2n Cr

Ti n,V 5J|i
n,p Sc

V n,V ->2V
nr»t Sc

• • • ' 205

2.58 hr
3.6 min
3.8 rain

44 rain
c *y *ut *• '5f ram
3.9 min ..

38 min .
12.8 hr
5 1 MS* **» x inin

12.8 hr
9.8 min

8.4 roin

25,5 min
13 days
21 min

9.5 hr '
18 hr

27.8 days
42 min

5.8 min
1.8 min

3*8 min
1.83 days

7 x_icf|

6 x 10~5'

7 x .Kf-*
2.4*x 10~^
2.1 x 10~4

1.2 x 10~4

.* • * •

7 x 10~6

' 7 x 10~6

4 x'lO~|
3 X.10 :

1.5 x 10̂
2.1 x 10 • •
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can sensitivities of the order of 10~ g be expected. For greater sensi-
tivities, higher fluxes must be used, but with the present machine this is
not possible.

SimVET OP ACTIVATION ANALYSIS WORK IN PAKISTAN

Activation analysis has been employed by Sani et al»fl6l at
Lahore for the determination of trace elements in soil samples. Three elements,
Mn, Se and Zn,were looked for in about 20 different samples collected from
various regions of West Pakistan. A comprehensive account of the results
will be published elsewhere. A brief resume is given here:

75Selenium; The isotope chosen for its estimation was 120 day S.e
"""'" Q,

because the 19 min Se is too short-lived. In order to obtain enhanced
sensitivity, the irradiations were carried out in the reactor core. After
chemical separation the estimation of the activity was carried out by
}f -spectroraetry.

In most of the soils no Se could be detected. In one specific region,
however, lying along the sides of a rivulet, the soils were found to have a
high selenium content. In the upper regions the selenium content was
found to be about 100 ppm of soil. This concentration decreased to 20 ppm
in the soils of the most downstream areas. Among the livestock of this
î rsa, the disease of decaying hoofs is quite common. This disease might
possibly arise due to the high selenium content of the soils, but as yet,
it is not possible to build up any correlation because exhaustive work
has not been carried out.

Zinc; The estimation was carried out by irradiating the samples in
the reactor core, separating Zn radiochemically and analysing the Y-spectrum
of 13.9 hr '"Zn. The concentrations of Zn in various soils were found to
lie between 10 and 100 ppm, which is normal.

Kmet [l?] has reported that a survey of soils from various states of
~.I.A. has shown that 32 states have Zn deficient soils. The situation
seems to be aggravated by the use of phosphate fertilisers. The use of
chemical fertilisers is now becoming common and it would be interesting to
keep a periodic check on the levels of various essential elements in soils.

Manganese: Sani et al.ri61 attempted to estimate Mn by direct JT-ray
spectrometry but noted that, due to the presence of high-energy V-rays from
other abundant radionuclides such as Na,the technique was not satisfactory.



By introducing a chemical separation step, Mn could be estimated with ease ;
and accuracy. The amount of Mn in soils of different areas'was found to
vary between 20 and 50 ppm, which is normal,

Other elements; Work on the estimation of other elements such as Mo,
Co, Pe and Ou is in progress. Preliminary work on the estimation of Fe
and Cu in agricultural products like wheat and rice has been carried out at
Lahore using fast neutron activation, ̂ he occurrence of both these elements
has been qualitatively detected. Further work on their quantitative esti-
mation is in progress.

In a small village near Gilgit, a north western region of West Pakistan,
a survey of endemic goitre is being carried out under the auspices of the
British Wellcome Trust. We are interested in the survey of iodine concen-
trations in drinking waters of the same area. This would be possible by
thermal neutron activation analysis. Since other salts are also expected
to be present in the water supplies, radiochemical purification of iodine,
after irradiation, would be most necessary. Unfortunately, due to the

1 OQ • *
rather short half-life (25.5 rain) of I, produced by the (n,Sf) reaction

127on It the study cannot be carried out as yet. It would, however, be
possible when working facilities for radiochemistry are available at the
reactor site.
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APPLICATIONS OF TJEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

IK MEDICAL RESEARCH IK THE PHILIPPINES

3. DE LA CRUZ
Bio-Medical Department, Philippine Atomic Research Center,

Quezon City, Philippines

ABSTRACT

Neutron activation analysis as used for determining the concentrations
of trace elements in biomedical samples could be an indispensable tool.
in medical research in the Philippines, The vital role that trace ele-
ments play in many biological processes is well known. As essential
constituents of certain vitamins, hormones and enzymes, they are needed
for the proper functioning of all living cells [ll. This report des-
cribes the current activities and future programme of applications of
neutron activation analysis in biomedical research at the Philippine
Atomic Research Center.



LABORATORY FACILITIES

The Philippine Atomic Research Center .(PARC) has recently formed
a Neutron Activation Analysis !?nit. This unit is presently equipped
with a 100-channel gamma-ray spectrometer utilizing a 3" x 3" sodium
iodide crystal detector. It also has facilities for the radiochemir.nl
separation of different elements of interest in irradiated samples using
ion exchange, solvent extraction or other selective chemical techniques.
The source of neutrons is the Center's research reactor (PRR-l) which

12 — £> -1'provides a neutron flux of 10 n.cm sec .

MEDICAL ACTIVATION ANALYSIS RESEARCH PROGRAMME

The Bio-Medical Department of PARC, in cooperation with the Neutron
Activation Analysis Unit, has prepared a programme on the use of neutron
activation analysis in the investigation of certain medical problems
in the Philippines. This programme consists of the following projects,
which will be undertaken according to their priorities and depending on
the availability of research funds.

1. Determination of trace elements in human kidney stones. The objective
of this study is to find out what trace elements are present in renal stones.
This study is intended to reveal the relationship, if anyt between the
formation of renal calculi and imbalances in the amounts of trace elements-
in foodstuffs and in the bodies of patients suffering from the disease.
This project is currently being undertaken in cooperation with.the
Philippine General Hospital. The Neutron Activation Analysis Unit has
reported the following preliminary results obtained from this study. By
using nondestructive neutron activation methods, that is, by resolution
of the gamma-ray spectra of samples irradiated with thermal neutrons for
various durations, it has been deduced that the activities induced in the
samples were due mainly to sodium, magnesium, copper, and zinc. In the
analytical scheme, Mg was determined nondestructively after a short ir-
radiation of the sample, and Cu and Zn were determined destructively using
an ion exchange separation procedure.

2. Investigation of the correlation between trace elemental concentrations
in saliva and human teeth camples anl the incidence of dental caries among
Filipinoe. There are places in the Philippines where dental caries is
common. Since nitrogenous materials play an important role in the formation
of permanent teeth in utero, it would be wise to suspect that the nutrition



of pregnant women might be a contributing factor in the aetiology of
dental caries anon,? their children. It has also "been reported that the
sodium chloride, globulin and lyeozyme contents of.the saliva have
something to do with the incidence of dental caries [2.1. The discovery of
the caries-inhibiting effect of minute amounts of fluoride in drinking
water has stimulated the interest of researchers in the possible effects .
of trace elements in general in this connection. Selenium and vanadium in
particular appear to play a. role in dental disease ^31. "Phc programme of
work, including the allotment of responsibilities between the Philippine
Atomic Research Center and the Burero.i • of Dental Health, Department of
Health, is being finalized. The first phase of the investigation, will
include the collection of saliva and teeth samples from persons without
dental caries, who are residing in a small region where the fluoride
level of the water supply is known. 'The analysis of trace elements in ̂ hese
biological samples will be made to establish the corresponding normal
values. , '

3- Determination of the mean concentrations of trace elements of medical
importance in normal human tissues in Filipinos. The trace elements to
be investigated will include cadmium, manganese, chromium, vanadium, -nickel,
silicon, selenium and copper. Autopsy specimens for elemental analysis will
be taken from normal healthy persons meeting- accidental death and presenting--
no signs of disease. Subjects of the same sex and age will be chosen for
study. The data to be obtained from these studies will be used in estab-
lishing the control values needed for the investigation of certain diseases.
This project will be undertaken in cooperation with The National Bureau
of investigation and government hospitals.

4. Determination of tra.ce elements present in the cornea of patients
suffering from cornea] blindness. There is an eye disease which is er.demic
only in a certain part of the Philippines. This disease, known as the
Mindoro Blindness, is common in Mindoro, a province irt the southern part
of Luaon f4]« This blindness was found to be due to corneal degeneration.
An investigation into the nutritional, dermatological, and genetic aspects
of the disease was made, but so Par, the pathogenesis of the corneal
degeneration hap not been fully established. This corneal blindness is
considered as one of the difficult ophthalmoLogin problems affecting the

socio-economic orogress of this province. This study will be conducted in
collaboration with the Philippine Eye Research Institute.
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5. Determination of trace elements in the larvae of capillaria which
presently cause a mysterious disease in certain parts of the Philippines.
The disease is said to be mysterious because until now, the life cycle
of the capillaria species causing skin and intestinal lesions in human
beings has not been known. If one would know the elements present in
the larvae, these could be labelled with the corresponding radioisotopes
to study certain aspects of the life cycle of the parasite. This study will
be conducted in collaboration with the Department of Health.
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TRACE ELEMENTS IN HUMAN TISSUES- NORMAL VALUES*

I.H. TIPTON
Physics Department, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, USA

ABSTRACT

. This paper discusses the significance and usefulness of measurements
of "normal" concentrations of trace elements in human tissues ,• and describes
some of the work that has been carried out.to establish the elemental
composition of "Standard Man". Points mentioned in these connections in-
clude baees for normalization (wet weight, dry weight, etc.), cell fractio-
nation studies, and the need, for future work to supply data that are still
lacking for several of the potentially important trace elements.

* This work was supported by subcontract 2351 under W7405 eng 26 between
Union Carbide Nuclear Corporation and The University of Tennessee.



SIGNIFICANCE OF "NORMAL LEVELS"

Any measurement is ma.de quantitative only by comparison with some
accepted unit. Most physical, chemical, and biological properties are
measured by comparison with a standard or control. That is, there are
very few absolute measurements in any field. The topic with which this
meeting is concerned is doubly involved with standards and controls. The
analytical method itself is only as good as the standards which are \ised
to quantitate it, and the biological experiments are mea.ningful only if
there are adequate controls. The more uniform the bases of comparison,
the more meaningful the results from experiments performed by different
laboratories will be. The chief problems with interpreting data on trace
elements are that so few laboratories use the same standards for com-
parison, and that there are almost as many ways of reporting results as
there are laboratories. If this meeting does no more than persuade its
members to report results on trace elements on the same basis it will
have served a useful purpose.

One area in which the concept of a reference standard - a "Standard
Man" - has already proven useful is the field of health physics, or
radiation protection. Prom the time of the first experiments on induced
radioactivity, the hazards of exposure to ionizing radiations have had to
be recognized and dealt with. Estimation of radiation dose, whether from
sources external or internal to the body requires, among other things,
a knowledge of the elemental composition of the organs and tissues of
the body. Although individuals vary considerably in this respect, it
was considered important from the outset to have a well~defined reference
individual, and equations for estimation of radiation dose were developed
on the basis of a "Standard Man", which was defined as a typical occupational
worker. The earliest formulation of the mass and dimensions of the organs
of Standard Man was presented at the Chalk River Conference on Permissible
Dose late in 1949 tut at that time very little information about elemental
composition was available. After a thorough search of the literature had
produced almost no useful data, a programme for the analysis of human
tissues was set up in 1951 at The University of Tennessee in cooperation
with the Health Physics Division of Oak Fidge National Laboratory and char-
ged with the task of determining the trace elemental composition of "normal"

human tissues. Although the chief concern at that time was with the
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occupational worker, it was understood from the outset that eventually it
would be important to know how elemental composition varied with age, sex,
and geographical location. The. instructions to the cooperating pathologists,
therefore, specified only that the samples "be taken from victims of in-
stantaneous accidental death and that the tissues themselves not contain
any obvious abnormalities. It was requested that there be a distribution
in age and sex, if possible, and the programme was set up in those cities
in various parts of the United States which had a Medical Examiner's Law -
that is a law that autopsies may be legally performed on victims of in-
stantaneous death without the consent of the survivors.. It turned out
tha.t the geographical variations within the United States were not signi-
ficant for most elements, and in 1963, central values, with indications
of variation, for 150 adults from all parts of the United States were
published [~l],

At about 'the same time that the first early, tentative, results from
this programme were published in 1953> Drs- Schroeder and Perry of Washing-
ton University were reaching the conclusion that trace elements play a
fundamental role in heart disease. Also about this time, atomic energy
establishments were being set up in countries other than the United
States, and the need, for a world-wide basis for adjustment of Standard
Man was urgent. Dr. Schroeder's proposal to collect samples of tissues
from around the world for analysis was readily accepted. Dr. Perry set
oiit for Africa in 1955 and Dr. Schroeder made his collecting trip in

1956-7.

Since there are very few cities in the world which have a "Medical
Examiner's I-aw" it was impossible TO stipulate that tissue samples be taken
only from victims of instantaneous accidental death. In a number of cities,
Dr. Schroeder did perform the autopsies himself, and could observe the con-
dition of the subject and the tissue. In others the tissues were already
prepared for him or were collected after his departure. Some of the varia-
bility in the elemental content of these tissues must be attributed to these
uncontrollable circumstances [2],

Whereas the tissues from the United States were placed in polyethylene
bags and quick frozen at autopsy, then transported by air and kept frozen
until ashing, the tissues from locations outside the United States had to
be placed in metal free formalin at autopsy and transported by ship, often



spending weeks en route. Thus no wet weight of sample was available for
the tissues from countries other than the United States. Since the
analyses were based on ash,;the data were reported as miorograms per gram
of ash or as grams per 100 grams of 'ash. The relations between ash weight
and dry weight were reported for all the samples together with the re-
lations between 'aeh weight and wet weight, for samples from the United
States,- These permitted recalculation of the data on another basis
when required.

In the statistical evaluation of these data, the median was chosen as
the central value for several reasons. From a plot of the, frequency dis-
tribution of the individual reoults it was o'bvious that most elements were
not normally distributed about a mean value but were skewed toward high values,
thus making the mean misleadingly high. Also, many of the trace element
concentrations were lower than the limit of detection of the analytical
method. Assigning a value of zero and thus implying that these elements
did not exist at all in these samples gave a value lower than the true
mean, whereas assigning the lower limit of the method to these samples
gave a value higher than the true mean. Thus only the lower and upper
limit of the mean could be calculated for these elements in these' tissues,
and it was impossible to use this range of the mean in further statistical
treatment. Non-parametric statistics, employing rank and using the median
as the central valve, were thus used to analyze the data and to determine
the significance of differences between groups.

Although the published paper on subjects outside the United States

gave the total range and the 95 % confidence interval on the median, the
task group for Standard Man decided that the 80 % range (10th to 90th
percentile) was a more meaningful statistic to represent variability
because it left out freakishly or accidentally high and low values while
giving some indication of the spread of ''normal" values.

Values for elemental content f3] of Standard Man ware based for the
most part on the 150 adults frcm the United States (caesium and rubidium
are based on a group of adults from Japan). On the basis of the comparison
between the group of United States males of working age and those from
other countries f2"j, it is possible - and perhaps even safe - to adjust

these values to other populations (assuming a knowledge of the appropriate
weight of a "normal" man from the other peculation). 3n the present state
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of knowledge, "normal values" are mere useful ir> characterising groups than
individuals.

\ ,

VARIABILITY Of KORL5AL f.KVE] s

It is usual to observe n, wide variability in "normal" samples, even
for elements like potacsium, which is known to be under homeostatic control.
Some of this variability i« due to the method of collection, some to the
nnal.-ytioai raet.hodf "but a prest deal of it is ren.1, as recent studies on
intake and excretion indicate. When the programme was first undertaken,
there wan a great sense of urgency and a demand for broad coverage - as
many elements in ?e many tissues from a? many individuals in as short a
time as possible-. The analytic?! method was1 set up with this in mind, that
is, when a choice had to "be made, precision was sacrificed to broad cover-
age and speJMs.. Actually the precision was a function of concentration. In
the middle ranges, precision was about + 5-20>» at the extremes nearer to
+ 50~.'.00$>. /-n even wider apparent variability arose from the fact that
the region from whicV» a aarr.ple 02 an organ was talce/i varied from pathologist
to pa-thoio^iKt - even fron individual to individual from the same pathologist.
If this progr-anme were repeated today, the exact region frptn which a sample
of â  organ or tissue should bo takers would be stipulated. Even then the
gross composition of the tiseue ;nould vary - the amount of blood vessels,
fat, l.rr.pped biootf, o.tc., would not be the s?une for a.ll individuals.

1-'or all these reasons, the e'ieraental data on Standard iyian should bo.
used with caution in t'ny situation whero fins distinctions arc needed.
A racuonuciido decays no pattwr with what molecule it finds itself asso-
ciated - so for estimates of dose it is usually «\n"ficient to know that
i,ht, element occurs in a certain region, J-or distinctions between disease
shates, much more precise informatiOTi is necessary.

Undoubtedly a great deal of the oo«erve<i variation is real. The
methods employed by the University of Tennessee Isboreitorj' in recent ana-
lycep of self'-choseti diets and all daily excreta are mvroh more precise
thnr thc?tf by which tissuc-;s were analywed, but the variability in elemental
intake and exfretion is still wj.de 14]. With this wiue variation in ele-
mental intake and exr.retj.on. it is not surprising that the variation in

coTive-.it is also wid«.
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NORMALIZATION BASIS OF MEASUREMENTS

Since trace element data are generally used in calculations dealing
with living human beingst they must ultimately be expressed in terms of
wet tissue. The concentrations are so low, however, that most analyses
are performed on samples which have been dried or ashed to concentrate
the element. Therefore the relations between wet, dry, and ashed ali-
quots should be available. (A good water determination is a highly de-
sirable procedure.) Using nitrogen for a basis is desirable under certain
circumstances such as studies of enzyme or other systems when it is known\
that the metal in question is associated only with protein.

STUDIES OP SINGLE TISSUES

There is no single tissue that reflects the trace element status
of the total body. In the University of Tennessee study, liver and
kidney were the two organs in which the greatest number of elements were
observed, but this fact is of doubtful value for the living human being.
The elemental composition of hair reflects intake as well as age, sext
and colour of hair [53- Severe depletion of an element may be reflected
in blood and urine levels, and perhaps in hair, but to be certain one
would probably have to measure the same person under two conditions.

FUTURE WORK

Cell fractionation studies for all biologically important elements
are badly needed. The fundamental mechanisms by which trace elements
are utilized in living tissue are not well understood. If these had been
known in 1949» perhaps Standard Man would never have had to be invented.

Normal levels are lacking, questionable or meagre for: scandium,
vanadium, gallium, arsenic, selenium, bromine, fluorine, iodine, yttrium,
zirconium, niobium, ruthenium, rhodium, indium, antimony, tellurium,
thallium, beryllium,boron, silicon, mercury, lanthanum and lithium. Further-
more, it can be argued that normal levels are still questionable for all
elements and that there is still much to be done before fine distinctions
between normal and disturbed levels can be made.
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MINERAL ELEMENTS IN RELATION TO PROTEIN-CALORIE MALNUTRITION AND
"Tffi NUTRITIONAL ANAEMIAS
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ABSTRACT

Protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM) and the nutritional anaemias
are problems of major importance the world over. The metabolism of
the major elements in PCM has been clarified during the last decade.
However, relatively little is known about the trace elements. Of the
trace elejnents, evidence has recently been reported which suggests that
deficiencies of copper, zinc, selenium and chromium may occur in PCM.
The pathological effects of potassium and magnesium deficiency in PCM
have come under increased scrutiny. The mineral elements of importance
in haematopoiesis include iron, copper, cobalt and possibly selenium.
Studies of the effect of copper and selenium are in the formative stage.



IN'j';?ODUCrfION

Protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM) is a complex syndrome affecting
-•-evcral million of the world's population. It is a preventable illness
caused ,by dietary protein and calorie lack. Economic deprivation and
'ignorance are the major cultural factors which lead to its occurrence.
In the sp-oalled emerging nations this syndrome is the scourge of young
children during the post-wear,?.!-j i-CricC, At this time of rapid growth,
children are particularly susceptible to dietary deprivation. The sub-
sequent sequelae of the disease include both physiological and mental
under-development.. In a recent review, Mstcoff [l] has emphasized the
magnitude of the problem and discussed some of its effects on the bio-
chetrdstry of the body.

The spectrum of disease which occurs in PCM is graphically illustra-
ted by Scrimshaw's triangle developed from the classification of Gomez.
At one extreme - are children who have lost more than 40% of their body
weight and are deficient in all nutrients. They are classified as marasmic.
At the other extreme are children with nearly pure protein deficiency and
an otherwise adequate calorie ir,cake. They are the so-called "sugar babies"
described from Jamaica, and represent "pure kwaohiorkor". Intermediate
grades of protein and calorie deficiency"occur above and between these
two extremes and represent the majority of children vith PCM, Their
deficiencies in nutrients other than protein and calories may differ
depending in part on the ecological setting from which they come. In
addition, they may nova from one category io another depending on the
availability of food and the efitcia of complicating infections.

The major manif^staticas ;. . J,M a^vi •-,...,ox.onimsly similar', however,
t'r-a minor ones may bo quite variable, as exemplified by the variety of
h,i.,v;.',Y.ologic abnormalities described by various observers [2]. Anaemias
in part due to iron deficiency, copper doficiuticy, foiic acid deficiency,
posf" rdy vitamin E deficiency, protein deficiency, possibly pyridoxine
ie ('j oiency, riboflavin deficiency, and infection, have all been described.

Many of the effects of PCM on the homeostasis of the major mineral
elements have been clarified during the past d3cs.de. Considerably less is
known about the trace elements in this illness. Consideration will first



TABLE I

BODY WATER COMPOSITION IN PROTEIN-CALORIE MALNUTRITION
from HANSEN, J.D.L., et al [3]

Recovered
kwashiorkor
(controls)
Low weight
Marasmus
Kwashiorkor
with oedema
Kwashiorkor
after loss of oedema

/

%
Age Weight Expected

No. (months) (kg) weight

2 20.5 11.36̂ 0.21 96.0̂ 2.8

8 27.4 9.27-0.86 71.8̂ 3.1
7 18.7 5.39-1.25 47. A.9

17 19.9 8.19-1.38 70.0̂ 6.4

7.80X1,24 66.8̂ 6.7

Total Body Water*

%
Body
weight Litres

58.5±0.7 6.62

65.8̂ 3.2 6.04X45
76.9X..8 4.09X74

69.9-6.7 5.67X75*

68.1-5.2 5.28X76*

P < .01*

Extracellular Water

%
Body
weight Litres

24.5̂ 0.7 2.79

34.1-5.0 1.81X29

33.2̂ 3.6 .2.73-.5B*

26.8̂ 4.0 2.05i.34*

P < .001*

Intracellular water

•*'
Body
weight Litres

34" . 3.83

42 2.28̂ 0.52

' 36 2.95̂ 0.52*'

42 3.24-0.59*

. P < .05*

a By isotope dilution with TI?0 five hours after injection

b By dilution with sodium thiosulphate
* Data used in statistical test



TABLE II-A

MINERAL CONTENT OF PLASMA AND TISSUES IN
PROTEIN-CALORIE MALNUTRITION

Vitamin

Tissue

P. C.M.

Plasma

Control

Plasma

Na K Cl Mg Se Cr . B12
mEq mEq mEq mEq Ca P Fe Cu Zn |j,g/ l^fig/ R^g/
/I /I /I /I mg% mg% (Jig% ng% (j,g% ml ml ml

no. I5a I5a I5a 10b 33b 39b 33b 34b 37* 9° 7 26*

x 129.3 5.1 106.1 1.63 7.4 2.8 44 94 42 0.07 42.1 365
SE
or 3.2 0.5 4.6 0.35 1.35 1.10 20.5 53.0 14.5 0.05 10- 50-
SD SE SE SE SD SD SD SD SD SD SD 105 1000

no. 20a 20a 20a f f f g g *» 9° i • j

x 142.7 4.7 114.8 2.1 9.8 3.5 105 110 102 0.15 11- 100-
SE 65 900
or 1.8 0.1 1.7 0.25 0.70 0.40 33 16 13 0.05
SD SE SE SE SD SD SD SD SD SD SD

References:

a =
b
c =
d
e =

4 f = 71
20 g = 11
46 h 68
42 i = 73

2 j = 74



TABLE II-B

MINERAL CONTENT OP PLASMA AMD TISSUES IK
PROTEIN-CALORIE MALNUTRITION

Na K Gl Cu

! P.C.M.
:

Muscle
i (mEqT
I ( lOOgDFFS)

Control
Muscle
(mBq)
(lOOgDFFS)

P.C.M.

Muscle
(mEq/litre)

Control
Muscle
(mSq/litre)

References:

a = 4
b = 20
c = 46
d = 42
e = 2
f - 71

* ** Bata used

No
X

SE
no

X

SE

no

X
S3
no
X

SE

P

S
h
i
3
k
1

in

• Jut

30.3

3.3
12a

• 18.9

0.6

lla

35.7*
7.6
Q

12a

4.5*
0.4

£.01*

= 72
= 68
= 73
= 74
= 14
- 35

statistical tests.

15a 14a

31.3 19.9

1.6 1.2
19a I8a

33.4 16.3

l.l 0.5

15a

124.3*
9.2
a

19a

154.8*
9.7

4.05*

P.C.M.

Muscle
(mEq;)
(Kg wet wt. )
Control
Muscle
(mE<̂ )
(Kg wet wt. )

P.C.M.
Liver
(pe/e)
(BPPS)
Control
Liver
(rig/g)
(DFPS)

P.C.M.
Hair
(rig/g)
fdry hair)
Control
Hair
(wfs)
('dry hair)

No. 12k

x 10.1

SE 0. 56
no.
x 17.3

SE 0.96

no.
x

SB
no.
x

SB
P

no.
x.

. SB
no.
x

SB
P '

:

•

.71'
17.3*

3.9
81 .
24,4*

7.3
£.05*

7l

13.9** i

2.7
5
18.5**

4.2
. •.•-•<- 05**.--.

J1
n



FIG. 1

BODY WATER COMPOSITION IN PROTEIN CALORl/E MALNUTRITION
from Hansen, J.D.L-Stai S.A.Med. J. 39: 491, 1965
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be given to our knowledge of water and of the major elements in PCM.
Some of the preliminary information available concerning the minor
elements will then be summarized.

WATER AND THE MAJOR ELEMENTS

Hater

The total body water (TBW), extracellular water (ECW) and intra-
cellular water (ICW) of children with PCM are increased. Recent data
reported by Hansen [3] are tabulated in Table I and illustrated in
Figure 1. Children who are underweight and fall on the upper part of
Scrimshaw's triangle have increased body water. As weight loss in-
creases, so does the percent body water. In fact, mar&smic children have
the largest percent body water (?6.9$). Oedema is not related to TBW
but does relate to ECW in infants with kwashiorkor. The increase in ICW
is probably related to passive movement of water into the cell along with
sodium due to injury of the sodium pump mechanism.

The presumed effect of the increased intracellular water is dis-
ruption of the relationships of intracellular organelles to each other
and dilution of the concentrations of intracellular cations. Hansen has
shown that the water distribution is "immature" in the child with PCK,
soon after recovery. After several months of refeeding the distribution
will return to the expected normal for that age.

Sodium and Chloride

The extracellular concentration of sodium is decreased in part due to
dilution and redistribution of the cation into the cells (Table II-A).
Chloride concentrations are relatively normal. If the child has had
diarrhoea, a frequent complication, serum bicarbonate may be decreased.
Muscle sodium content and concentration is increased (Table II-B,
Figure 2).

Increased intracellular concentrations of sodium (Metcoff [43) impair
the function of the enzyme pyruvic kinase, thus decreasing the conversion
of phosphoenolpyruvate to pyruvate and hence the synthesis of ATP. Pyruvic
kinase is activated by potassium and magnesium. At in vitro concentrations



iNTRACELLULAR CONCENTRATIONS OF WATER AND
MAJOR CATIONS IN PROTEIN CALORfE MALNUTRITION

VS. CONTROL CHILDREN
a. from Metcoff, J., etol Medicine 4§/ 365, 1966
b. from Montgomery, R.D., Lartcel JL 74:264,1960

PCM
Control

1.5

i.O

0,5

H20C

258
±14

9

35.7
±7.6
mEq

124.3
±9.2
mEq
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of potassium and sodium, such as are found in PGM, the activity of the
enzyme is decreased.

Children with PCM are unable to excrete a moderate sodium load. As
a result they are unusually susceptible to congestive failure. Wharton [5]
has observed the occurrence of congestive failure in infants with kwashi-
orkor fed a diet containing 5»9 roEq of sodium/kg. Diets containing 1.0 mEq/kg
or less did not produce this complication.

The effects of PCM on chloride have not been specifically studied.
Chloride is required for potassium conservation by the kidney [6]; it
seems likely therefore,that if excessive gastrointestinal losses of this
anion occur in PCMt potassium losses may be increased.

Potassium

The major intracellular cation is potassium. Deficiency of this
mineral may be severe in PCM (Table II-A) and presumably may lead to dis-
ruption of function of enzymes requiring its presence f4l« The severity

42of the deficit has been shown both by balance technique [7] and K isotope
dilution studies [8], Several possible reasons for potassium loss in PCM
may be suggested. These include enteric loss, disruption of cellular mech-
anisms for maintenance of intracellular potassium [4], impaired renal con-
servation of potassium due to chloride deficits [6], and perhaps secondary
aldosteronism due to a decreased effective plasma volume and decreased renal
perfusion. ^

The muscle content and concentration of potassium have been measured
in PCM by Metcoff [4] and others. Concentration of the cation decreased
to 80$ of normal, whereas the absolute content .was not so impressively
low (Table II-B, Figure 2). '

The mechanism for maintenance of intracellular potassium is presumably
energy dependent. Impaired ATP synthesis, referred to previously, may
allow some potassium to leak from the cell, as intracellular organic
compounds to which the potassium is bound are catabolized. Magnesium is,
in some unknown way,.involved in cellular potassium conservation. Studies
in rats [9] and in man [10] have shown that depletion of body magnesium is
followed by potassium loss. Magnesium depletion may be severe in PCM [73



and may, therefore, contribute to ineffective potassium conservation in these
infante.

Clinical effects of potassium lack are thought to be due in part to an
abnormal ratio between the intracellular and extracellular potassium. Altere<
excitability of smooth muscle occurs, resulting in ileus, hypotension,
muscle weakness,flaocidity and cardiac irregularities. In the rat, potassium
deficiency has been shown to increa»e susceptibility to rê al infection [ll3»
One wonders whether similar effects may occur in man. Studies by
Yoshida [12] on leukocyte pyruvic kinase activity indicate that this enzyme
is decreased in PCM. One wonders whether abnormalities in potassium con-̂
tent of the leukocytes may impair activity of the enzyme and thus interfere
with glycolysis and hence account for the tendency for decreased phagocytosis
by leukocytes from children with PCM [13].

Magnesium

Large body deficiencies in magnesium occur in PCM (Tables II-Af II~B,
Figure 2). The muscle concentration of this cation is roughly 1/2 to 2/3
normal [14]. Balance studies have shown striking retentions of this cation
during recovery [?3«

The clinical effects of magnesium depletion include a variety of neuro-
tnuscular and cardiac abnormalities, similar to those which occur in hypo-
kalaemia or hypocalcaemia. Caddell [15] has reported sudden death occurring
in infants with PCM who have been fed diets relatively high in protein,
adequate in other electrolytes and lacking in magnesium. The electro-
cardiographic abnormalities in these infants were relieved by magnesium
replacement* This derangement in cardiac function may be related to ab-
normal distribution of potassium between the intracellular and extra-
cellular space. Vitale [16] has shown in the magnesium deficient cebus
monkey that severe electrocardiogram abnormalities occur, and that the
pattern may be consistent with hyperkalaemia even though the monkeys are
potassium deficient.

The biochemical effects of magnesium deficiency in PCM are incompletely
defined. This cation activates numerous enzymes in vitrot including pyruvic
kinase. Demonstrations of in vivo chemical abnormalities are limited to



impaired oxidative phosphorylation [17] and phospholipid synthesis [18] by
heart mitochondria isolated from magnesium deficient rats. In addition to
interferring with synthesis of ATP, magnesium deficiency may also impair
some of the metabolic reactions of ATP. Magnesium activates numerous reactions
of ATP in vitro, and presumably this also applies in vivo.

Calcium

Bone formation in the child with PGM may be impeded with resultant
formation of growth arrest lines visible in the X-ray of the long bones.
These lines do not necessarily imply calcium deficiency, but probably re-
present increased calcification where osteoid formation has previously been
retarded. Rickets may occasionally occur in association with PCM. This is
particularly prevalent in the populations which customarily protect children
from sunlight as do certain Arab groups of the Middle East and North Africa [19]»

Serum calcium levels may be decreased in PCM during the acute phase
of the disease [20] (Table II-A). This appears to be related to the low
plasma protein concentrations which occur and, therefore, the decreased
binding of calcium by protein. With treatment, serum levels of calcium
return to normal simultaneously with the increase in plasma protein.

Pat malabsorption may occur in PCM due to atrophy of the pancreas
and the gut mucosa. Hence, one suspects that malabsorption of calcium,
magnesium and vitamin D may also occur. These suspected abnormalities
have not been reported.

Phosphorus

Muscle inorganic and organic phosphorus are markedly decreased in
PCM [21]. During recovery there is a striking retention of the element [?]•

Phosphorus compounds play a central role in energy transformation
in the body. Presumably, increases in inorganic phosphorus concentrations
in comparison with organic phosphorus in the muscles of infants with PCM,
reflect abnormalities in the glycolytic pathways such as Metcoff has des-
cribed [43.

Sulphur

Specific studies of the effect of PCM on sulphur metabolism in man
have not been reported. Deficiency of this element almost undoubtedly
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occurs due to a lack of organic sulphur compounds such, as cystine and
methionine in the diet. It seems likely that deficiencies of two sulphur
containing vitamins, essential for man, thiamine and Mot in, may also
occur in some patients with PGM.

MINOR ELEMENTS

Iron

The occurrence of iron deficiency in children with PCM is relatively
common [20,22,23]» except perhaps in countries where iron cooking utensils
are customarily used. Of thirty-three children with PCM studied in Cairo,
U.A.R. (Table II-A), more than half were iron deficient as judged by ery-
throeyte "indices and serum and bone marrow iron content C20]« Trans-
ferrin levels were low when the children entered the hospital. As they
responded to diet therapy, their serum transferrin rose to high levels
and their plasma iron decreased (Figure 3). The decrease in plasma iron
presumably was a reflection of utilization. The factors which caused iron
deficiency in these children are multiple. Inadequate iron stores at birth
due to maternal iron lack [243r an̂  subsequent iron deficient diets are
two major causes.

Milk (0.4 to 0»5 nig of iron/litre) and milk products are poor sources
or iron. In countries where infant feeding is almost entirely accomplished
by breast milk, without the benefit of supplemental iron rich foods, iron
deficiency occurs at about six months of age. Iron requirements for
growth at this age are roughly 0.6 to 1.0 mg/day. It ±e obvious that milk
alone will not meet the requirement. After weaning, children from the
economically deprived segment of the population are fed low-cost high-
energy foods. Both for economic and cultural reasons these foods are con-
sidered to be "children's foods". Examples of iron-poor foods include
cassava, polished rice, white flourf white sugar and potatoes. Poods rela-
tively high in iron such as meat, viscera, egg yolk, dried legumes and en-
riched cereals are frequently not fed to children, either because they .are
taboo or are preferred by adults.

The availability of food iron for absorption is another important
consideration. The relative amounts of phytate, calcium, and phosphorus
appear to be the major determining factors. Studies by Apte and
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Venkatachalam [25] indicate that the effect of natural phytin phosphorus
on iron absorption is dependent on the concentrations of calcium and
phosphorus in the diet. When the phytin phosphorus content of their
experimental diet was 40/& (in the range consumed by many Indians) 400 tag
of calcium was not enough to overcome the deleterious effect of phytate
on iron absorption (dietary iron - 16.6 rrg/day). Increasing the dietary
calcium to 1000 mg/day allowed adequate iron absorption to take place, at
the same level of iron intake. The calcium apparently exchanged with the
iron bound by the phytate. The avidity of sodium phytate for several metals
has been determined at pH 7*4 by Vohra [26]. In decreasing order they are
copper, zinc, nickel, cobalt, manganese, ferric iron and calcium. Low
dietary protein (<15$) will decrease iron absorption in the rat. The
relationship of this observation ^o man is as yet unclear [2?].

A third factor which may lead to iron deficiency in children is geo-
phagia. This practice has been observed in many parts of the world from
North Carolina, U.S.A., to Panama and Iran. Minnich [28] has recently'

59shown that aa, little as 5 g °? clay, fed simultaneously with FeSO. or
59•"Fe-Haemoglobin will severely interfere with iron absorption. Cations
in the clay (calcium, magnesium, manganese, sodium and potassium) apparently
exchange with the iron, which then forms insoluble compounds.

The fourth and perhaps major cause of iron deficiency in the world
is helminth infection.. Infection with intestinal helminths is not common
in children until they crawl or run about. Anaemia due to these worms
is very common in childhood and adolescence. Anaemia due to schisto-
somiasis is moat frequent in older adolescents and young adults.

Hookworm infection occurs throughout the tropics and subtropics.
It has been estimated that 1/4 of the world's population is infected.
Because many of these individuals arfe chronically ill due to iron de-
ficiency, the economic loss must be astronomical. In the delta region of
the U.A.R., Parid [29] studied the blood loss of farmers infected with
Ancylostoma duodenale by tagging the patients' erythrocytes with Cr.
Individuals with a relatively light infection of 100 worms were found to
lose about 25 ml of blood daily or about 0.25 nil of blood per worm. The
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estimated iron loss was 6 mg per day. One thousand A, duodenale eggs
per gram of faeces were found equivalent-to roughly 4.5 ml pf blood loss.
Roche [30] and Gilles [3ll have studied Kecator amerioanua in a similar
manner. An infection of 800 to 1000 worms may cause approximately 25 ml

-2 -2of blood loss daily. Kecator consumes 1.18 x 10 to 6.35 x 10 ml of
blood per worm daily. Blood loss per 1000 ova per gram of faeces is about
2.75 ml.

Trichurus trichiurug, another widely distributed intestinal helminth,
may cause blood loss of 4 ml per day [32] in heavy infections. Children
with this parasite may become anaemic if their iron intake is marginal.

Loss of blood due to schistosomiasis may also be large. Parid £33j
has found 2-10 rag of iron in the daily urine from patients with active
haematuria due to Sohistpspma haemato'oium. Schistosoma mansoni and
Schistosoma japonlcum cause polyposis of the large bowel, portal fibrosis,
"pipe stem" cirrhosis and portal hypertension. Undefined amounts of
gastrointestinal bleeding may occur due to these sequelae. A recent estimate
of the number of people infected with schistosomiasis is not available.
It is probably in the range of 100 million or more.

Copper

The importance of copper in human nutrition has been suggested by
studies in other species [34]« Attempts by a number of investigators to
produce copper deficiency in the human infant, or to show a beneficial effect
of the cation in therapy of presumed copper lack have been unsuccessful.
The minimal requirement of- infants is estimated at 0.05 to 0.10 mg per kg
per day. Milk contains 0.08 to 0.18 mg per litre. Therefore, a diet ex-
clusively of milk may eventually lead to depletion of liver stores of copper
(four to five times adult concentrations) and the development of copper
deficiency after many months or years. Iron deficiency on the other hand,
is likely to appear much sooner (6 months), unless iron supplements are
given. The copper content of most other foods is of such magnitude that
if they are given with milk,,copper deficiency will not occur. ,

Deficiency of copper is easily produced in the piglet. Much of our
present knowledge of the effects of copper deficiency comes from studies
on this species. When fed a milk diet adequate in iron but deficient in
copper,one-week old piglets have a rapid decline in serum copper and iron.



A hypbchromic, microcytic anaemia ensues and the haematocrit decreases
to roughly 30/& by 100 days. Iron absorption is impaired and tissue con-
centrations are low even though, the iron content of the diet is adequate.
Parenterally administered iron will not reverse the abnormalities. Thus ,
copper appears to affect both iron absorption and utiliaation. For recovery,
the piglets require both iron and copper.

Not only is the haematopoietic system affected, but the bones of
copper deficient animals are fragile and poorly calcified. Pigmentation
of hair is impaired. In second generation, copper deficient sheep, a
diffuse symmetrical demyelination of the central nervous system occurs .
Elastin .formation is abnormal in the copper deficient chicken, and arterial
aneurysms occur.

i

Biochemical evidence of copper lack in PGM has been reported from
Africa by MacDonald [35]* Both hair and liver copper content were de-
creased in these children (Table II-B).

Cordano et aL f 361 have described a copper responsive anaemia in four
infants with hypocupraeraia. The levels of serum copper ranged from 42-72
iig %» The infants had been treated for prolonged periods with an iron
supplemented milk diet. In spite of this, they became progressively anaemic.
Although the anaemia was of a mixed type, the most striking haematologic
improvement occurred following administration of copper. One of the infants
sustained a pathological fracture while in the hospital. Radiograms of her
long bones showed changes similar to those seen in copper deficient
animals.

These patients reported by Cordano are examples of the complexity of
trace nutrient deficiency in PGM. Others [20,22,37] have described hypo»-
cupraemia (< 90 )Jg$) in older children with PGM, "but were unable to relate
this finding to a pathological manifestation. In our series in Cairo [20]
(Table II-A) the serum copper levels varied widely. Many foods in that
region are cooked in copper pots, and one wonders whether this accounts for
the variations observed. It seems possible that the hypocupra«mia which
occurred in some of our patients and all of Lahey's [22] was an indication of
copper lack, just as it is in the piglet [34]« The fact that the infants in
our series [20] and in Lahey's [22] were treated with mixed diets may have



obscured recognition of the signs of copper deficiency.

A second factor in the occurrence of hypocupraemia of PCM may be a
failure to synthesize ceruloplasminf the plasma enzyme to which copper
is bound [34]- This possibility clouds the issue. Establishment of
the presence or absence of copper deficiency in PCM must rest on thera-
peutic trial, as it did in Ccrdano'e [36"J study,

Chromium

A role for chromium in human nutrition is inferred from studies in
the rat. Schroeder et al, [38] have shown that removal of this cation from
the diet of the rat, significantly shortens its life span. Previous work
by Schwarz and Mertz [39] had shown chromium-Ill to be a glucose toler-
ance factor for rats. Trivalent chromium was found to facilitate the
effect of insulin on the uptake of glucose a,nd D-galactose by the rat
epididymal fat pad [40]. On the basis of these studies, Hopkins [41]
et̂ al., working in Jerusalem, studied the effect of chromium-Ill on the ab-
normal glucose tolerance of infants with PCM (Figure 4). They found that
babies from the highlands near Jerusalem had delayed disappearance of intra-
venously administered glucose prior to oral administration of 250 ug of
chromium-XII as CrC1̂ .6H?0. The tolerance was rapidly but temporarily
normalized following chromium administration. Infants with PCM from the
Jordan Valley had normal glucose tolerance without the benefit of thera-
peutic chromium-Ill. Analysis of well water from these two areas of
Jordan showed that the chromium content was normal in the Valley (1.6 pp 10'
and low in the highland (0.5 pp 10 /.Presumably the difference in glucose
tolerance between the two groups of infants was related to the chromium
content of the water. Similar studies were done on infants with PCM in
Nigeria. Again, chromium-Ill was found to improve the clearance of glucose.

While Hopkins and Majaj were evaluating the problem in Jordan,
Carter et al. [4?] studied thirty-four infants with PCM and impaired
clearance of glucose in Cairo, U.A.R. They did not find that chromium-Ill
treatment improved glucose utilization whereas a high quality protein
diet did, although slowly. Analysis of the foods the Egyptian children

q
received showed plentiful chromium. Their drinking water contained 1.1 pp 10'.
Plasma chromium levels in these children (Table 1I--A) were normal, with
one exception.
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It is not possible to determine whether PCM was the cause of the
apparent "chromium deficiency" in the children studied by Bopkiris [41] •
or whether chromium lack was merely coincidental to inadequate stores
at birth and the subsequent consumption of a low chromium diet. The
latter suggestion seems plausible in the case of infants from the high
country of Jordan. ' '

In Carter's study, not only was dietary chromium high, but one
cannot exclude the formation of insoluble oleates [43] in the alkaline
intestinal content as a cause for the failure to observe a beneficial
effect. At present one may conclude that chromium deficiency may at
times be related to impaired glucose utilization in PCM, but that this is
not always the case. Other deficiencies, measured and unmeasured, may
also play a role in this phenomenon.

Selenium

The importance of selenium in human nutrition is implied from animal
studies which show a complex, interrelationship of this mineral with vitamin
E. According to Schwarz [44], rats deprived of selenium but fed adequate
tocopherol fail to grow, develop muscle wasting, adrenal atrophy, and
pancreatic dystrophy. On the other hand, rats deficient in both tocopherol
and selenium develop hepatic necrosis. Tocopherol deficiency in the
presence of adequate selenium results in testicular atrophy in the rat and
encephalomalacia in the chick. Similar phenomena have not been recognized
in man*

Unconfirmed reports of a therapeutic response to selenium [44»45]
administration by infants with PCM prompted Burk and Pearson [46] to

75measure blood selenium levels and Set uptake by erythrocytes taken from
patients with the disease. In their first series, the mean whole blood
selenium of six infants with POM was 0.08 - 0.02 ng per ml. Six infants
who had "recovered" from PCM had a mean whole blood selenium of 0.14 -
0.01 iig$ . The differences were significant. In their second series,
nine infants with PCM had a mean whole blood selenium of 0.11 - 0.05 )*g
per ml compared with 0.23 - 0.05. »g per ml in nine normal children. This
latter level was similar to that found in twelve normal adults. Although



plasma selenium levels were significantly lower in the infanta with POM
compared with the control group (Table II-A), differences in erythrocyte

75content were not. The percent of Se taken up by the erythrocytes of the
nine infants with PGM was 21.3 - 3.7$. The control erythrocytes took up
significantly less, 12.7 - 2.5$. A similar phenomenon has been shown to
occur with the erythrocytes of selenium deficient sheep. Measurements of
whole blood selenium at intervals during treatment showed the levels to
increase slowly. The rise lagged far behind the improvement which
occurred in serum proteins and in other clinical abnormalities.

Subsequently, to determine the significance of a low blood selenium,
Burk and Pearson [47] studied the effect in rats of a selenium and/or
tocopherol deficient Torula yeast diet on blood and tissue levels of
selenium and tocopherol. After four weeks on the diet, the deficient ani-
mals had blood selenium levels which were 1/5 of the control levels
(0.06 Hg per ml vs. 0.30 iig per ml). Control liver selenium levels were
0*75 Pg Per S while deficient animals had levels of 0.08 iig per g. The
presence or absence of tocopherol in the diet had no effect on the selenium
levels. Of interest was the observation that plasma tocopherol levels
were somewhat higher in rats deficient in both selenium and tocopherol, than
in rats deficient only in tocopherol.

1 c.
In a recent study, Burk [48] has shown that Se injected as selenite

into a patient, is bound to the plasma-proteins. Its bond to the
P-lipoproteln fraction appears to be different from its attachment to the

75other fractions. Sixty-eight percent of the Se counts in the ̂ -lipbprotein
fraction were retained after 24 hours of dialysis at pH 13.1. In contrast,
less than 35% was retained by any of the other fractions. An additional
piece of evidence favouring a specific uptake of selenium by jS-lipoprotein
was the observation that the specific activity of the /3-lipoprotein
fraction forty-eight hours after injection was 8 times that of the
<*~lipoprotein plasma fraction and several times that of the other fractions.
The binding of selenium by the jJ-lipoprotein fraction is of particular
interest because tocopherol is also bound by this fraction. Scott has
suggested that one of the functions of selenium may be to assist in toco-
pherol transport.
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Prom Burk's [46J studies and the unconfirmed reports of Schwarz
f Majaj and Hopkins [45]t i* seems clear that selenium lack may.

occur in PGM. The relationship of-this to the.tocopherol responsive
anaemia .described by Majaj et aj., f49l is at present unknown. Un-
fortunately, the diets received by ,the infants treated with' selenium .
were not purified. One ie, therefore, unable,to say with absolute
certainty that some other haematopoietic agent was not responsible for
the weight gain and reticulocytosis observed.. The same criticism may
have been made of the description of the tocopherol responsive megalo-
blastio anaemia. In defence of these clinical studies, however, control
periods during which.the infants did not. improve, preceded the thera-
peutic trials. In addition, reticulopyte responses are said to have -
occurred at the proper time in relation to therapy. At present, one
is unable to judge whether the reticulocyte response following selenium
was mediated through tocopherol or was an independent event.

Manganese« Molybdenum^ Cobalt

Manganese, molybdenum and cobalt are'three trace elements which
have received little attention in PCM. Deficiencies of manganese and
molybdenum have not been observed in man. Deficiency of cobalt occurs
in patients deficient,in vitamin B,„. •

Manganese deficiency in the rat and other species produces anomalies
in mucopolysaccharide synthesis and bone growth [50]t an<* impaired lipid
metabolism and sterility [5-1-3* In vivot as manganese—IIIf the cation .
is transported by a specific beta-1-globulin, transmanganin [52].
Tissues rich in mitochondria concentrate the metal, where it appears to
function in oxidative p^osphorylaTion [4»53]« The whole blood concen-
tration determined by neutron activation is £.4 - 0.08 xig%, one-half of
which is extracellular [543« Manganese is absorbed from the gastroin-
testinal tract by a mechanism similar to that for iron [55j« Perhaps
studies of this metal along the lines followed by Burk and Pearson on
selenium will show whether manganese deficiency occurs in man.

Molybdenum deficiency is extremely difficult to produce in experi-
mental animals but has been accomplished in the chick. The presence of
this metal in xanthene oxidase and certain flavoproteins [56] implies its
importance. If deficiency of this metal occurs in man, it seems likely



to be observed in PGM.

The role of cobalt in nutrition appears to be limited to its presence
in vitamin B-~ (cyanocobalaroin). In nature, there is a cobalt cycle [57l»
Cobalt is taken from the soil by plants. Ruminants cohsume the plants and
bacteria in the rumen manufacture vitamin B1_. The vitamin is absorbed by
the animal and distributed throughout its body. The highest concentrations
are in the liver (50 to 199 W$ ia beef liver). Small but significant
amounts are in milk. Meat and other animal products are consumed by man and
carnivorous animals. The vitamin B ? in the meat is absorbed through the
mediation of glycoprotein (intrinsic factor) produced by the gastric antrum.
This substance binds vitamin B.. ? to the epithelium of the small intestine
(ileum) where it is absorbed. Man's reqirement for vitamin ILp is probably
less than 1 Hg/day. Body stores are usually quite large and roughly three
to five years may pass after removal of the stomach before signs of
deficiency appear.

Causes of deficiency of the vitamin include failure to make intrinsic
factor (genetic), and certain postsurgical and anatomical anomalies
(gastrectomy, resection of the ileum, blind loops, diverticula). Kalab-
sorption due to bacterial overgrowth may occur in some of these latter
conditions. Infection with the fish tapeworm ( piphyllobpthriuni latum)
may lead to deficiency due to removal of the vitamin from the intestinal
contents prior to its reaching the ileum. In people who consume only
vegetables and no animal products, signs of dietary vitamin BI? deficiency
occur [58]. In contrast, lactovegetarians may have extremely low serum
vitamin B, _ concentrations without clinical evidence of deficiency [591*
In these individuals, dairy products obviously provide enough vitamin B, ?
to meet daily requirements.

The consequences of deficiency include megaloblastic anaemia and
degeneration of the central nervous system. Vitamin BI? (hence cobalt)
deficiency is unusual in PCM. Serum B. ? levels are frequently quite
elavated (Table II-A). The megaloblastic changes usually correlate
with low plasma levels of folic acid and/or tocopherol [2,60], They
usually respond to folic acid and not vitamin BI? [60], Their
response to tocopherol has been observed by Majaj et ja.1. [49] a
Whitaker et al. [6l].



Zinc

Low levels of plasma zinc have been ,found in infante with.PCM.
from South Africa [62], and the UtA<,R. [20] (Table II-A). In the
Egyptian studies the plasma content,of zinc remained low after con-
ventional diet therapy. This suggested that the foody content of zinc
was indeed decreased, although low levels of plasma proteins un-
doubtedly contributed to the initial extreme hypoaincaemia,

It seems likely that the causes of zinc depletion in PGM are
multiple. Dietary non-availability may be one of them. The "pre-
kwashiorkor" diet is primarily of vegetable origin. It is "bulky and
much of the material is non-digestible. Incomplete cooking on the part
of the mother and inadequate ,mastication on the part of the infant or '
child may result in failure to disrupt the structure of the plant
material sufficiently to allow digestive enzyme into the interstices
of the food. In addition, plant proteins are thought to bind, metals
more avidly than animal proteins [63], Other organic compounds Such
as phytate [64] and phaeophytin [64], a degradation product of chloro-
phyll, also bind metals, including zinc, and make them unavailable for
absorption. Calcium when present in a high phytate diet'will also de-
crease zinc absorption. Phosphate [65] *n the presence of calcium also
decreases zinc availability. These various characteristics of the diet
may all play a role in "dietary zinc lack". Poods which are good sources
of zinc and not usually included in the wpre-kwashiorkor" diet are milk
(3-5 mg/l), egg yolk (25 mg/kg) and beef (45 mg/kg).

In small infants it seems possible that hypozincaeraia might
occur due to maternal zinc depletion and thus a failure to accumulate
the metal in utero. Recent studies in the rat by Hurley [66] indicate
that the freely mobilizable stores of zinc may be relatively small.
Pregnant rats placed on a zinc deficient diet during the first ten days
of gestation have small litters of low birth weight, and a 22$ incidence
of malformations. Similar evidence is not available in the human.
However, one may interpret the studies of Pories and Strain [67] 'on the
role of zinc in human wound healing [64] as evidence that the body stores



of freely mobilized zinc in man may also be relatively small.

The role of malabsorption and diarrhoea in the development of
the hypozinoaemia of kwashiorkor is -unknown. However, in two adults,

X . .
one with gluten enteropathy, and the second with PGM due to the
dumping syndrome, steatorrhoea and a fear of eating following partial
gastrectomy, we have observed plasma zinc concentrations in the range
found in acute kwashiorkor. It seems, therefore, that the diarrhoea
and malabsorption which may occur in PCM contribute to the hypo-
zincaemia.

The roles of intestinal helminths and/or geophagia in the patho-
genesis of zinc deficiency [68] are probably similar to their effects
on iron homeostasis. The degree of .impairment of zinc absorption by
clay is currently under study. One may estimate that zinc loss per
day due to Ancylostoma duodenale infection may be as high as 200-
250 ug if an individual infected with 60-150 worms bleeds 13-45 n»l °f
blood per day.

The sequellae of zinc lack in the human infant are unknown.
Prom animal studies, and observations on adolescent boys in Egypt
£683, one may expect injury. Studies by Pox [693 have shown that
protein synthesis may be decreased in zinc deficiency (Japanese quail).
Our recent studies [70] indicate that nucleic acid synthesis is de-
creased in the zinc deficient weanling rat liver. It seems reasonable
to suppose, therefore, that zinc deficiency in patients with PGM (if
one may interpet hypoaincaemia as evidence of zinc lack) has profound,
and as yet, undefined effects on growth and mechanisms of cellular
synthesis.

POSSIBLE USES OF NEUTRON ACTIVATION IN THE STUDY OP PCM AND NUTRITIONAL

ANAEMIAS

Relatively little is known about the metabolism of the trace ele-
ments in protein-calorie malnutrition and the nutritional anaemias.
Neutron activation offers a potentially useful means of rectifying our
ignorance.
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This technique allows for the simultaneous measurement of several
elements in tissue or cellular fractions and may thus lead to a clari-
fication of the relationships between elements. By the use of highly
enriched stable isotopes, it 'is also possible to study the .kinetics of
elements without th$ administration of radioactive materials. Acti-
vation analyses of specimens obtained from patients should allow one to
determine the true exchangeable pool.of an element or the uptake of the

t ,

element by a particular tissue. This latter use of neutron activation
of enriched stable isotopes is particularly attractive for studies in
children and pregnant women where the administration of radioactive
isotopes is undesirable.

Technical limitations may make the use of neutron activation for the
study of trace element kinetics difficult if not impossible. The
solution to these problems would offer medical science another useful
diagnostic and research tool.
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EFFECTS OF TRACE ELEMENT DEFICIENCIES WITH SPECIAL. REFERENCE TO ZINC.
STUDIES IN CHILDHOOD AND PREGNANCY IN IRAN AND IN. EXPERIMENTAL :2INC

DEFICIENCY I N HATS.*' ' • - ' ' . •

* ' .

J.G. REINHOLD

Department of Biochemistry, American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon.

ABSTRACT • . • • • •

A study of preadolescent children in Fars Province, Iran, has revealed
the existence of certain signs similar to those observed in male dwarfs in
Iran and Egypt whose failure to grow at adolescence has been attributed by
Prasad and associates to zinc deficiency. The incidence was significantly
greater in village than in urban boys and was associated with low concen-
trations of zinc in serum. Zinc concentrations in plasma and in hair were
lower also in village women, at the puerperium than in urban women. Thus
the village environment includes vectors that affect zinc nutrition un-
favourably. They appear to be specific for zinc.

In rats, lowered zinc intakes caused little change in tissue zinc con-
centrations. A significant decrease in zinc concentrations in hair occurred.
Zinc in plasma fell when intake was very low. Measurements of the acti-
vities of seven enzymes showed that only in those known to be zinc metallo-
enzymes could lowered activities be attributed to z.̂ no depletion.

* This work was supported by grants from the Medical Research, Fund of the-
American University of Beirut and by Public Health Service Grants No, AM-
09622 and AM-05285 from the National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic
Diseases.
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INTRODUCTION

There are at least nine trace elements that are definitely known to be
limiting factors in 'nutrition of higher animals and man and at least ten
more that may be essential but for which convincing proof is not yet available.
% interest was attracted by zinc at the time I spent a year and half in
3hiraz, Iran, in 1962 and 1963. Several years before, Prasad, Halsted and
"•ladimi [61 had described in Shiraz a group of male dwarfs whose dwarfish-
aess could not be accounted for by the usual causes for impairment of
••rowth. Later, Prasad et al. [7] found a similar condition to be pre-
valent in two regions of Egypt. Evidence that it was associated with dis-
turbances of metabolism of zinc, iron and copper was presented. Low zinc
concentrations were found in plasma, urine and hair of affected youths,
and this together with an accelerated uptake and decreased excretion of
^Zn by tissues supported the idea of a special role of zinc in the causation

of the syndrome. This, in addition to arrested growth,was characterized
ky hypogonadism, enlargement of liver and spleen, and anaemia. Therapeutic
trials by Sandstead et, al. [13], in which supplementary zinc was fed,pro-
vided additional support for a role of zinc. It must be mentioned that
zinc nutrition of the population at large from which the Egyptian dwarfs
were drawn is also subnormal by European and American standards, as evi-
denced by low serum zinc concentrations. For this reason and also because
spontaneous growth occurred in some dwarfs, dissent has been expressed con-
cerning the importance of zinc in production of the syndrome [2]. It is my
opinion that there are strong reasons to believe that zinc is specifically
involved.

In Iran, evidence implicating zinc as a limiting factor in nutrition
of man and in the causation of dwarfishneSB is largely circumstantial. A
major project under the direction of Dr. James A. Halsted, having as its
objective the study of human growth in Iran including the role of zinc, may
be expected to provide definitive information. In the meantime, it majr

be helpful to review existing evidence concerning zinc nutrition of the

Iranian population.

One must ask first if the food intake of the villagers and urban poor
is conducive to development of deficiencies of trace elements. Both groups
subsist almost entirely upon bread in much of Iran. Although bread con-
tains appreciable amounts of zinc, probably half of it is in a form that
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is not digestible and is lost in the faeces. P'oods of animal origin contain
the largest quantities of available zinc, but these are consumed in limited
amounts by the villagers. Water supplies in much of Iran are alkaline and/
or rich in calcium. Both factors are unfavourable to the presence in potable
waters of appreciable amounts of zinc or its uptake by the gut. Finally,
during years of lowered food production the intake of all nutrients, and
not only of trace elements, may be inadequate and lead to depletion of
reserves. The effects of low intake may be aggravated by geophagia and/ .
or the deleterious effects of illness, especially if associated with blood
loss.

The studies conducted by my group have had as one purpose the evaluatior
of zinc nutrition in selected population groups in Iran. In a paper presents
at the Prague Symposium sponsored by the I.A.E.A. in 19&4 ̂  described a
survey of the zinc concentration of hair of villagers in Fars Province j"9j«
Zinc was found to be significantly lower in hair of villagers than in that
of controls living in Shiraz. Subsequently, studies of zinc nutrition in
childhood and in pregnancy were carried out and will be summarized in this
paper. These groups showed the lowest zinc concentrations among the
villagers in our initial study [10].

Studies of humans have been accompanied in our laboratory by studies of
experimental zinc deficiency in the albino rat. Some of the results may
clarify certain aspects of human zinc deficiency. These also are to be
described.

ZINC NUTRITION OP IRANIAN CHILDREN

The syndrome attributed to zinc deficiency is manifested by a failure
of gonadal development and growth at the time of puberty. If zinc nutrition
is at fault, the defect may be the cumulative result of a zinc depletion
extending to the earlier years of childhood. With this in mind, children
entering the clinics and wards of the Department of Paediatrics of Pahlavi
University were scrutinized for the presence of unexplained anaemia and
enlargement of the liver. These have been designated syndromic children.
For each such child, a control, a child of the same age and sex from a
similar environment, was examined. Controls were children subjected to
minor surgery or other procedures unlikely to disturb zinc nutrition. The
children were compared with respect to zinc concentrations in serum and



hair according to locale, those living in villages being grouped separately
from those living in urban communities,'mainly Shiraz. It was found that
in serum of village boys classified as syndromic, zinc concentrations were
lower than those of the village controls [3|4]. "The frequency of low
values (>2 S.B. below the mean) as well as the mean values differed si-
gnificantly. Tt is noteworthy that the syndrome appeared less frequently
among urban children, although the flow of urban children through the
wards and clinics was considerably greater than that of village children.
Furthermore, the mean serum zinc concentration of the village controls
was lees than that of the urban controls but the difference was not si-
gnificant.

The syndromic state occurred less often in girls than the boys. This
is in agreement with the finding of Prasad and his associates [6,7] that
the dwarfishness occurs only in males. Low serum zinc concentrations also
are less frequent in girls than boys.

i i

Analysis of zinc concentrations in hair supported those for serum,
although studies of hair of Iranian boys are handicapped by the widespread
custom of keeping hair sheared close to the scaip. It is noteworthy that
no differences were found in copper concentrations of hair. Indeed, copper
concentrations of the syndromic boys tended to be higher than those of
the controls.

Zinc analyses were done mainly by atomic absorption spectrophotometry,
although initially Zincon was used.

ZINC NUTRITION IK PREGNANCY IN IRAN

Among the villagers, the lowest concentrations of zinc in hair were
found in women. Losses of zinc during pregnancy and lactation suggested
themselves as causes. Accordingly, a study of the effects of pregnancy
on zinc nutrition was made in collaboration with Dr. M. Sarram, formerly
Professor of Obstetrics at Pahlavi University [14]. A summary of the
results may be seen in Table IT. The women were classified according to

geographical and socioeconomic status into three groups: those living in
villages, those living in Shiraz under economic circumstances approximating
those of the village women (UL), and those able to afford a private hos-
pital room and physician (UM). Blood was collected two to four days after
parturition and plasma was analyzed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry
either directly or after wet-ashing.
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Plasma zinc concentrations were significantly lowered in each of the
three groups in comparison with non-pregnant controls. Plasma zinc con-
centration in the latter were 0.94 ± 0.044 *tg/ml (mean and standard error).
Berfenstam [1] and Vikbladh [15] among others showed that pregnancy is
accompanied by declining zinc, concentrations in plasma. It is noteworthy
that the lowest concentrations of zinc occurred in the village group and
that the incidence of lower values also was greatest in this group. This
is reflected in the lowered mean zinc concentration which differs signi-
ficantly from that of both urban groups (Table II).

The zinc concentrations in hair also were lower in village women
(Table I). The mean did not differ significantly from that of the lower
income urban group alone (Table II), but when the latter were combined with
the higher income group to make the comparison one of village vs urban
women, the difference became significant.

The lower zinc concentrations in plasma of the village women were not
explained by lowered plasma protein or albumin concentrations, for these
did not differ from those of urban women (Tables I and II). Haemoglobin
concentrations were the same in the village and lower income urban groups.
This is additional evidence that protein nutrition of the villagers was
not markedly different from that of the lower income urban group. The
similarity of haemoglobin concentrations may be accepted also as in-
dicating that the state of iron nutrition was the same. Mean calcium
concentrations in plasma likewise did not differ. Previously, it had
been shown that copper concentrations in hair were the same in urban and
village populations.

Hence, among the four nutritionally important metals calcium, copper,
iron and zinc, only zinc is selectively affected by the village environ-
ment. In general, the same is true of children, although calcium con-
centrations tend to be lowered in both village and urban children. A
significant correlation was observed between plasma zinc and calcium
concentrations in pregnancy (r = 0.41; P - 0.05). A reasonable ex-
planation is that the demand for both elements by foetus and placenta
exceeds the ability to maintain concentrations at levels prevailing in
healthy non-pregnant persons. This assumption is supported by the ab-

sence of a similar correlation in sera of children.



TABLE I

COMPOSITION OF PLASMA AND HAIR IN PREGNANCY

Village

No. Mean-+ S.E.

Urban.
UL* UM*

No. Mean + S.E. No. Mean + S.E.

Zinc, plasma,
ug/ml

Total protein,
g/100 ml

Albumin
Calcium

ffig/100 ml
Haemoglobin,
,g/100 ml

Zinc, hair,

41 0.641,0.021

14 6.24+0.187
8 3.25+0.107

12 8.27+0.611

51 12.29+0.300

58 194+7.7

38 0.76+0.036 24 0.73+0.044

18 6.59+0.200 4 6.46+0.218
7 3.37+0.213 4 3.56+0.285

12 8.63+0.465 ———

63 12.38+0.175 18 13.44+0.415

59 216+9.3 24 288+20.1

TABLE II
STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS

Zinc, plasma
Total protein
Albumin
Calcium
Haemoglobin
Zinc, hair

Village vs, UL*

P < 0.1
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

0.01 < P < 0.05

UL vs. UM*

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

0.05< P< 0.10
P<0.01 ' •

N.S. = not significant
* See text for definition of UL,
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Whether lowered concentrations of zinc in plasma have unfavourable
effects is not known. The possibility that birth weight of the newborn
may be related to zinc in plasma'or hair is being investigated.

ZINC IN HAIR VS. ZINC IN SERUM IN HUMANS

Attempts to demonstrate a relationship between the concentrations of
zinc in hair and those in serum or plasma of humans have been mainly un-
successful. Inspection of scatter diagrams obtained when the two are
plotted on coordinates suggests that there is a degree of dependence.
However, with the exception of the group of village girls studied (Figure
l), the relationships of these parameters within various groups have not
been statistically significant. (A preliminary report to the contrary was
incorrect fl2]).

GIRLS

PIG. 1. Concentrations of zinc
in blood serum and in proximal
hair of Iranian girls. The
diagonal is the regression line
calculated by the method of
least squares. The two sera
with concentrations exceeding
1.40 jag/100 were rejected as
probably contaminated.
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In retrospect, failure to demonstrate relationships consistently is
not surprising. Hair samples included 1 to 2 cm lengths of bundles of
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strands 2 to 4 mm in diameter. The length of the sample varied according to
the amount required to obtain 100 to 200 mg. The results represent the
average hair composition over a period of 6 to 8 weeks. On the other hand,
the plasma or serum analysis defines the flux of zinc during a brief inter-
val of time. Although plasma zinc concentrations appear to be relatively
constant under conditions of stabilized metabolic equilibria, in pregnancy
a disequilibrium exists as demonstrated by the fall in plasma zinc concen-
trations during its course. Zinc concentrations of hair also changed in
some women during the course of pregnancy. High concentration existed in
the early months to be followed by lowered concentrations later. In
general, the composition of hair was stable. A comparison of proximal
(1-2 cm) and distal (8-10 cm) analyses is shown in Figure 2.

PIG. 2. A comparison of proximal
(0 to 2 cm) and distal (8 to 10 cm)
from the scalps of the girls in-
cluded in Figure 1. "Syndrome"
refers to the enlargement of livers
and anaemia of unexplained origin
associated with lowered serum zinc
concentrations (see text). The
diagonals are regression lines.
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Distal samples usually contained more zinc than proximal.

Improved agreement between the results of plasma and hair analyses
might be obtained by substituting short segments of a larger sample of
hair strands for the long segments studied. Improved techniques of zinc



analysis by atomic absorption with decreases in sample size would make this
possible. On the other hand, activation analysis may be adaptable for this
purpose and may prove to be the method of choice. Obviously, additional
studies of zinc in human hair are needed in which segments of minimal length
are compared with plasma zinc analyses.

/

Hair was washed in a dilute detergent, rinsed repeatedly with water,
then with alcohol two times and. finally with ether, then allowed to dry
in air. Losses of zinc were of the order of 5 P6** cent.

EXPERIMENTAL ZINC DEFICIENCY IN RATS

Zinc in tissues

Decreasing the zinc content of the diet of weanling rats from the
25 ppm of & stock diet to approximately 1.5 to 2 ppm leads to decreased
rates of growth within a few days. Later,lesions of skin, small intestine,
and stomach occur. Deaths occur as early as four to six weeks after
starting the diet. Death ustxally is caused by pneumonia-like pulmonary
lesions or bleeding into the gastrointestinal tract. At times, no obvious
cause was demonstrated at necropsy.

tDespite adverse effects of low zinc intakes, little change occurs in
the zinc concentration of visceral organs [12], A decrease of zinc con*-
centration in the liver occurs that is at the margin of statistical si-
gnificance. An exception is the mucosa of the small intestine from which
significant losses of zinc are consistently demonstrated. However, kidney,
pancreas, and spleen show no change.

That the level of zinc in the liver has metabolic significance despite
the small size of the changes observed was shown by comparing concentrations
of zinc in liver with liver alcohol dehydrogenase (LADH) activity (Figur'e
3a). This yielded a significant coefficient of correlation [5]. A similar
correlation between zinc concentration and LADH activity in the supernatant
fraction of the liver brei is shown in Figure 3b.

The LADH activities of zinc-depleted and control rats appear to overlap
in this experiment. This is an artifact resulting from underestimation
of the activities of the control rats in the homogenates. Activities
so measured are substantially less than the sum of LADH activities of the
cell fractions in the control rats. It is of some interest that this dis-
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FIG. 3- Liver alcohol dehydrogenase activity compared with zinc con-
centrations of livers of zinc-depleted (triangles) and control rats
(circles). (a) shows the relationship in a whole homogenate and (b)
in the supernatant. Homogenization was in 0.25 M sucrose. (The author
is indebted to Dr. Enid Pascoe and Michael Arslanian for the experimental
data).

crepancy does not occur in zinc-depleted rats.

Plasma zinc

Plasma zinc concentrations overlap with those of pair-fed controls
consuming diets containing 20 ppm of zinc. If compared by groups as in Table

TABLE III
PLASMA ZINC OP ZINC-DEPLETED MTS. COMBINED RESULTS OF TWO EXPERIMENTS

Control Deficient

Number of rats
Zinc in diet , mean ppm
Plasma Zn , Mean ,
Plasma Zn, S.E.
Student ' s t
P

lag/ml
1

17
23
1.

+ 0.
25
044

5-7
<0.0l

17
1.69
1.09

+ 0.068
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Significantly decreased activities of LACK, of alkaline phosphatase in
the intestine, and of glutamic dehydrogenase in the kidney, were observed
in the zinc deficient rats [5]. Activities of the remaining enzymes were
unchanged. It is important to note "that each of the three enzymes that
responded with lowered activities is known to require zinc either as a
cofactor in the active centre, as & structural component, or both. Addition,
of zinc to the assay systems increased the activities of alkaline phosphatase
and alcohol dehydrogenase•substantially but by increments that were the
same proportionately as the increased activities observed for the control
rats. Frasad et al. f81 have also found that the effect of zinc deficiency
on tissue enzyme activities is restricted to the zinc-depende«t enzymes.

It appears that the lowered enzyme activities in zinc deficient rats
are due to lowered concentrations of these enzymes in tissues and that
they are not the result of a lack of sufficient zinc to saturate the
active centres. Instead, the explanation may be found in the role of
zinc in bringing about the organization of enzyme structural units into
the di~, tri-f or tetramers that are the enzymatacally effective forms.

Although impaired activity of enzymes having no known dependence
upon zinc has been reported by others, it is possible ths.t the effects
observed may have been related simply to a. decreased food intake. This
can be a potent cause of depressed activity of some enzymes and must be
guarded against in studies of zinc deficiency, decreased food consumption
is an early and consistent response in rats to the consumption of zinc-
deficient diets.

SUMMARY

Human, studies

A comparison of Iranians living in villages with those living in cities
in Pars Province, Iran has disclosed that zinc concentrations in serum or
plasma and in hair tended to be lower in villagers during childhood and
at the puerperium. A syndrome of liver and spleen enlargement together
with anaemia of a type not due to usual causes but resembling that attri-
buted by Prasad et al, f6l "to zinc deficiency in adolescent dwerfs, was
prevalent in pre-adolescent boys in villages. 3t was characterized by
significantly lowered zinc concentrations in serum. No differences were
found between village and urban residents in concentrations of calcium,
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III, a significant difference exists between means. However, only ten
of 17 rats included had plasma zinc concentrations lower than those of
their pair-fed litter-mate controls, while t;-;o plasmas were significantly
higher than those of the controls. Comparison of the concentrations of
zinc in plasma with those in liver showed no consistent relationship.

Zinc in hair of zinc,depleted, rats

A striking decrea.se occurs in zinc concentration of the newly grown
hair of rats fed diets having a low content of zinc. Significantly lowered
zinc concentrations were demonstrated within 17 days after an initial
shearing. Minimal values of about 50 to 60 % of the pre-diet concentra-
tions were reached within four weeke ]11]. These changes occur consistently
in contrast to the somewhat unpredictable behaviour of sine in plasma.
Moreover, significantly lowered zinc concentrations in hair occur with
considerably greater uniformity than do decreased rates of growth of rats
on a diet low in zinc.

We have attempted, to evaluate the significance of the lowered zinc
concentrations in hair of the depleted rats by comparing the decreased
zinc concentration in hair with the depression of growth. In most animals,
a decreased rate of growth is associated with the decrease in. zinc con-
centration in hair. However, exceptions occur in which growth is main-
tained at rates equal to those of the pair-fed controls receiving a zinc-
supplemen'fced diet. Such rats tolerate low zinc intakes remarkably well.
They fail to show signs of deficiency and except for the lowered concen-
trations of zinc in hair could not be distinguished from control rats.
It may be concluded that zinc concentration in hair is dependent upon zinc
intake but that it does not reflect the extent or severity of the metabolic
disturbances associated with zinc deficiency [ ].1~|.

Enayine actiy ities^in^ jissuesi ofr zinc-aep̂ ted̂ jrats

The activities of seven enzymes have been studies in rats fed diets
containing 1-5 to tj ppm of zinc and, in pair-fed, litter-mate controls re-
ceiving the same diet supplemented with zinc. Alkaline phosphatase acti-
vities were measured in the small intestine, kidney and. serum, as were -
glut ami c dehydrogenar.e , two ami no transf erases , catalase, and xanthine

oxidase in liver and kidney, and catalase in whole blood. In addition, LADK
measurements were made as already described.



albumin, or total protein in plasma, haemoglobin ir. blcod, or copper in
hair. A relatively low intake of available zinc by villagers is' suggested

i ' '

as one explanation. The use of hair analysis for appraisal of zinc nutrition
is discussed. ( . . . .

'* " -

zinc deficienc in rate

tt concent rations; in hair decrease significantly when rats are 'fed
diets with, a .low content of sine. Zinc intake appears ̂ o "be the controlling
factor. Zinc concentrations in the- liver, kidney, pancreas, spleen, and.
brain undergo little change as a result of zinc depletion, but in the in-
testinal raucosa they are significantly decreased. Plasma zinc concentrations
are lowered by ingestion.of a low zinc diet in many but not all rats. How-
ever, liver alcohol dehydragenase activity is proportional to the zinc con-
centration in whole liver' and in the supernate fraction.

Of seven enzymes studied in liver, kidney and small intestine, only
those with a known dependence upon zinc showed decreased activities. These
were, not restored by addition of zinc to the reaction systems. It is con-
cluded that tissue concentrations of these enaymes are lowered, possibly
because -ainc is 'lacking for organisation into the oligomers which are the
active forms of these enzymes.
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CLINICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL USES OP STABLE IODINE MBASURISMENTS*

. D.A. KOUTRAS ., • •'<'
Thyroid Section, Alexandra Hospital, Athene, Greece

ABSTRACT

Iodine and thyroid function are closely linked, since the only
known role of iodine is its participation in the synthesis of thyroid
hormones. Iodine metabolism may be represented as a metabolic cycle
consisting of three main pools: the Plasma Inorganic Iodine (PIl) pool
into which dietary iodine goes and from where it is either taken up by
the thyroid or excreted by the kidneys, the intrathyroidal iodine pool,
where* thyroid hormone synthesis occurs, and finally the peripheral
pool of thyroid hormones, of which about 80$ are deiodinated and 20$
excreted with the faeces. Endemic goitre is usually due to- iodine
deficiency* There is no renal hotneostatic mechanism to keep "the PII
level constant, and so adaptation to iodine deficiency occurs by in-
creasing the thyroidal iodide clearance rate. Stable iodine measurements
are necessary for a complete study of iodine metabolism. Estimates of
the serum Protein-Bound Iodine (PBl) are the best index of thyroid
function, estimates of the PII and of the urinary iodine are the best
indices of iodine nutrition.

* The original studies on endemic goitre described in this paper were
supported by N.I.H. Grants AM 07464 to B. Malamos and AM 0898? to D.A.
Koutras.



INTRODUCTION

Iodine and thyroid functions are closely linked, since the only
known role of iodine is its participation in the synthesis of thyroid
hormones [ij* Two hormonal systems based on the thyroid are presently
recognized. The classical hormones, thyroxine (T,) and triiodothyronine
(T,)t are iodinated substances synthesized in the thyroid follicles.
The second hormone system concerns caleitonin (also referred to as
thyrocalcitonin), which is a polypeptide hormone synthesized by the
para-follicular or C cells of the thyroid [2,3] and has the effect of
decreasing the serum calcium level. Although it has been stated that
caleitonin also contains iodine [4»5]» this is not generally accepted
at the moment, and therefore the present paper deals only with the
classical hormonal system of thyroxine and triiodothyronine. This has
been reviewed in more detail, elsewhere [l|6tTJ«

IODISE METABOLISM IK MAN

Iodine metabolism in man consists in the synthesis and degradation
of the thyroid hormones. It may be represented diagramatically as a
metabolic cycle consisting of three main pools (Figure l). These are the
pool of the Plasma Inorganic Iodine (PIl), the intrathyroidal iodine pool,
and the pool comprising the plasma hormonal or Protein~Bound Iodine (PBl)
[ij. More elaborate models suitable for computer analysis have also been
described [8],

The plasma inorganic iodine pool

Iodine enters the PII pool with the diet, and circulates as the
iodide ion, which is the only physiologically important form as far as
this pool is concerned. Part of the circulating iodide is trapped by
the thyroid gland and part is excreted by the kidneys. The rate of
transfer of iodide may be expressed in clinical practice as the clearance
rate, i.e. the volume of plasma cleared from its iodide content per unit
time. The thyroidal iodide clearance varies greatly in health and
disease, but the normal range has been defined as 8 to 40 ml/min, whereas
the renal iodide clearance is normally 15 to 55 ral/min [9]. It can be
seen from these figures that although the iodide exireted by the kidneys
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is normally two times the amount taken up by the thyroid, there may be
considerable variations in different conditions. Especially in thyro-
toxicosis and in iodine deficiency, the thyroid clearance may exceed the
renal one by a factor of 10 or much more.

It is customary in clinical practice to study the iodide trapping
function of the thyroid by measuring the thyroidal uptake of radioiodine,
i.e. the percentage of a tracer dose which is found in the thyroid at a
certain time after its administration. "Although this is a very useful
test, it should be noted that measurements of the radioiodine uptake are
expressed as a percentage, not as an absolute quantity [l]. In iodine
deficiency the radioiodine uptake is increased, but the absolute quanti-
ties of iodide trapped by the gland are normal [lOj. The thyroidal radio-
iodine uptake depends on the competition between the thyroid and the



kidneys for trapping iodide and for this and other reasons it has a
complex and logarithmic relation with the thyroidal iodide clearance
rate [ll]. In other words, the radioiodine uptake is a useful clinical
test because of its simplicity, but its limitations should be realized
when interpreting the results [12].

There is no renal homeostatic mechanism operating to keep the PII
level constant [13]» and so this fluctuates in approximately direct
relation with the dietary iodine intake. The normal PII range has been
defined as 0.08 to 0.60 iig/100 ml [9], A better understanding of the
iodide trapping capacity of the thyroid may be obtained if measurements
of the thyroidal clearance are combined with estimations of the PII
level. In this way the Absolute Iodine Uptake (AIU) of the thyroid may
be calculated (~14]» i.e. AIU = thyroid iodide clearance x PII. The
normal values are 0.5 to 6.0 ug/h [l,9]» i«e. on average the normal thyroid
traps about 60 iig of iodide daily.

Intrathyroidal iodine metabolism

The biosynthesis of thyroid hormones proceeds in 5 consecutive steps
[l,6,7j. These may be summarised as follows:

1) Iodide trapping by the thyroid. This is not due to passive
diffusion, but to an energy-dependent active mechanism, which may be
blocked by antithyroid drugs of the perchlorate and thiocyanate type.

2) lodination of tyrosine. Iodide is oxidised by a peroxidase
[15,16], and combines with the tyrosine residues of thyroglobulin to form
3-mono-iodo-tyrosine (MIT) and 3,5~di-iodo~tyrosine (DIT). Possibly
the same enzyme system acts as iodide-perc-xi-Iase and as tyrcsine-
iodinase [17]. It seems that this reaction takes place near the boundary
between follicular cells and follicular lumen. Thyroglobulin, the chief
constituent of the colloid filling the follicular lumen, is a glyco-
protein of molecular weight 650,QOO. Iodide oxidation and tyrosine
iodination are blocked by a vast number of antithyroid substances, gener-
ally called the thiouracil group. These include derivatives of thiouracil
and imidazole, resorcinol, goitrin and even iodide in great concentrations.

3) Coupling of two DIT molecules to form one molecule of thyroxine,
or one DIT and one MIT molecule to form one molecule of T-. The thyroid
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hormones thus formed are stored in the colloid. The normal thyroid
contains about 9DOO iig of iodine [13], in the f°rm of MJT,: DIT, T, '
and T. bound to thyroglobulin.; The distribution of iodine in pancrea-
tin hydrolysates of normal human thyroids is 16.1$ as iodide, 27 4$
ag MIT, 28.0$ as BIT, 13.6$ as T. and 6.4$ as T̂  [18]. Several anti-
thyroid drugs of the thiouracil group block this step also.

4) Proteolysis of thyroglobulin and release of the thyroid hor-
mones. Iodide in large concentration may possibly decrease the rate
of thyroglobulin proteolysis. At any rate, it slows the thyroid
hormone secretion rate [l]. It is estimated that normally the thyroid
secretes daily 52 Bg of iodine in the form of T. and 12 »g as T, [?].

5) Deiodination of the iodotyroaines. In the fourth step, follow-
ing the proteolysis of thyroglobulin, MIT and BIT are liberated
together with the thyroid hormones. These iodotyrosines,.however, are
not secreted into the peripheral circulation but are deiodinated in the
gland by an enzyme called deiodinase or dehalogenase [19]» I*1 this way
the iodine of the iodotyrosines is not lost from the glandt but is re-
utilized for thyroid hormone synthesis.

Peripheral metabolism

The thyroid hormones circulate in the plasma bound to the thyroxine-
binding globulin (TBG.), to the pre-albumin (TBPA) and to albumin itself
[20,21]. Only a small proportion of T. is free, normally about 0.09$ [22].
The serum FBI concentration, roughly corresponding to the thyroid
hormone level, is normally about 5 jag/100 ml, with a range of 3*9 to
7.5 [ij. Rail, Robbins and Lewallen [7] in their review accept as 10.6$
the proportion of the cii'culating thyroxine daily metabolized and as
56$ that of T̂ . About 80$ of the thyroid hormones metabolized are de- ;
iodinated and the iodide liberated is returned to the FII pool, whereas the
remaining 20$ are excreted with the bile and the faeces.

Regulation of iodine metabolism

The thyroid is regulated by a negative feed-back mechanism by the
adenohypophysis and the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus secretes the
Thyrotrophin-Releasing Factor or TRP [23], which reaches the adenohypophysis
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via the portal vessels of the pituitary stalk and provokes the secretion
of the Thyroid-Stimulating Hormone (TSH) by the b^ cells. TSH is a glyco-
protein with a molecular weight of about 25000, which stimulates the
thyroid gland to release its hormones and to trap iodide. The thyroid
hormones, however, inhibit both the release of TRP by the hypothalamus and
the release of TSH by the pituitary. In this way the negative feed-back
mechanism operates and keeps the plasma level of the thyroid hormones
normal. It should be noted that T.,, which is metabolically about 4 times
more potent than T., is also stronger in inhibiting TSH secretion.

ENDEMIC GOITRE AND IODINE DEFICIENCY

Non-toxic goitre is the name generally given to thyroid enlargement
not associated with thyrotoxicosis, neoplasm or inflammation, and may be
due to several causes [l]. When it affects more than 10$ of the inhabi-
tants of a particular locality it is called endemic, since in such cases
an obvious environmental factor can usually be detected [24]. The causa-
tive factor incriminated in the overwhelming majority of goitre endemics
is iodine deficiency [1,24]. In a general sense, endemic goitre represents
the adaptation of man to iodine deficiency [25,26],

As already mentioned, there is no renal homeostatic mechanism operating
to keep the PII constant; Therefore, when the dietary iodine intake is de-
creased, the PII is also low. The thyroid gland', in order to ensure an ade-
quate supply of hormones, must trap.about 60 pg of iodide daily. This is
usually achieved irrespective of the PII level by an adjustment of the
thyroidal iodide clearance rate: in the equation AIU «• thyroid iodide
clearance x PII, when the PII decreases, the thyroid clearance increases,
and so the AIU remains more or less constant. Adaptation therefore to
iodine deficiency occurs by increasing the thyroidal iodide clearance rate-.
This functional overactivity of the iodide-trapping mechanism is commonly
associated with an increase in the gland mass, but in mild iodine deficiency
the biochemical syndrome (low PII and urinary iodine excretion, high
thyroidal iodide clearance and radioiodine uptake) may occur without an
obvious anatomical enlargement of the gland [29>30,31]. This basic
mechanism of adaptation to iodine deficiency has been outlined by Riggs [I3]f
elucidated in Argentina by Stanbury and his associates [25,26] and since then



confirmed by many workers in several other countries.[30,2?,28,29,30,

Ther"e may -also be other contributory mechanisms for adaptation to
iodine deficiency [$2], ̂"̂  "the-'adjustment of the -thyroidal iodide'
clearance to the,Til level ih order to keep the AIU constant is the main
one, .The reason why. some' people are" more sensitive to iodine deficiency
and develop a goitre, oir, put otherwise, why some are more resistant to it
and do not have; t.hy-rpid enlargement in spite of biochemical iodine de-
ficiency, is not clearly known. ISpidemio logical evidence suggests that
there'may be several contributory factors involved [30,32,33]. Children
and females are particularly affected, whereas adult males are relatively
spared [33]. - , .

Although iodine deficiency is the main cause of endemic goitre,
and should be considered as "being the responsible factor in every endemic
unless otherwise proven, there are studies in endemic areas, especially in
U.S.A. [34], where a careful search has not revealed the presence of iodine
deficiency. Finally, there is an area of Japan where endemic goitre is
actually caused by the consumption of excessive quantities of iodine with
the diet [35], but,this is certainly exceptional.

v •

THE .IMPORTANCE OP STABLE IODINE BETSRMI NATIONS

As Riggs [13] has pointed out, radioactive tracer studies provide
data on the rate of metabolism of a particular substance, "but the actual
amounts involved can be known only by chemical analysis. This is as true
for iodine as fcr any other element,>and Koutras et ĵ. fl^l have 'illustrated
the dangers of interpreting radioiodine tests without some knowledge of the
body pools in which the tracer dose is diluted.

In general, stable iodine determinations are valuable for the
following purposes: l) To assess the plasma levels of thyroid hormones
and hence the thyroid status of the individual. This is commonly achieved
by performing serum FBI determinations. 2) To assess the presence or
absence of iodine deficiency or excess. This is usually accomplished by
measurements of the Plasma Inorganic Iodide (PII) level or the urinary io-
dine. 3) For other clinical and biochemical studies. 4) For studying
the iodine, distribution in the environment (food, water, soil).



Paper or column chromatography may be used to further separate the
plasma or the thyroidal iodine into its components. In this way, iodide,
mono-iodo-tyrosine (MIT), di-iodo-tyrbsine (DIT), thyroxine (T.) and tri-
iodo-thyronine (T,) may be individually quantitated and abnormal compounds
may be detected. The normal distribution has been referred to previously.
In several thyroid diseases, there is an increased MIT/DIT ratio and a
decreased T. and T-. concentration, [l]. In the serum, thyroxine is practi-
cally the only compound detectable, with traces of T, and iodotyrosines [l],
Chromatography is an invaluable research toolf but its clinical applica-
tions are limited.

Chemical determination of the iodine itself rests on its catalytic
effect on the reduction of eerie sulphate by arsenious acid [36]. A semi-
automatic method is available [37j. It is hoped that neutron activation
analysis may provide a more sensitive and specific method than the chemical
reactions presently used.

Protein-bound iodine

The "serum FBI level reflects the concentration of circulating
thyroid hormones and is probably the best thyroid test available [l].
The normal range is 3.0 to 1.5 ng/lOQ ml [l]. Increased levels are found
in hyperthyroidism and decreased in hypothyroidism. The separation of the
thyrotoxic and the hypothyroid patients from the normal persons is
good [383» and there is only a small overlap.

Increased levels of FBI are found l) primarily in thyrotoxicosis,
but also 2) when the thyroxine-binding capacity of the plasma increases,
as in pregnancy [39]» 3) in the presence of abnormal iodoproteins, and
4} very commonly after exogenous iodine administration. Decreased
levels are found l) in hypothyroidism, 2) when the thyroxine-binding
capacity of the plasma is reduced, as in nephrosis, and 3) after ad-
ministration of mercury [40] or gold [4l]« For a full review the reader
is referred to the paper by VJayne, Koutras and Alexander [l]. Serum FBI
measurements offer a very convenient way for assessing thyroid function.
They are very frequently used in the more technically developed countries,
and they should also become routine procedure in other countries. The
patient does not need to attend the laboratory in person, since the physi-
cian may draw blood and send the serum to a central laboratory by post.
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The main limitation of serum FBI measurements is that their
diagnostic valxie is reduced when there has "been a previous admini-
stration of pharmaceutical iodine preparations. This, however, can •
be easily spotted if the FBI determination is coupled with an esti-
mation of the thyroidal radioiodine uptake. Whereas in hyperthyro-
idism "both these tests show increased values, after iodine administration
only the FBI is increased, whereas the radioiodine uptake is decreased.

To circumvent the influence of exogenous iodine administration
on the results of FBI estimations, various technical refinements have
been proposed. Extraction v/ith butanol, leading to estimates of the
Butanol-Ebctractable Iodine or BEI [37t42], removes from the estimates
the effects of abnormal iodoproteins and various iodinated compounds,
but the BEI technique is more difficult than the FBI one. Farrell
and Richmond [43] have used a resin column to remove iodide from the
sample. Further technical developments for removing the effects of
iodine contaminants include estimations of the so-called "serum
thyroxine" levels [44,45].

Plasma inorganic iodine

The PII is the best index of iodine deficiency [l]. Direct esti-
mation is made difficult, because of the small quantities involved,
and the presence in the serum or plasma of much larger quantities of
organic iodine compounds. Nevertheless it has been attempted by some
workers, and it is hoped that the use of neutron activation analysis
may increase the precision.

Presently, the FIX is measured indirectly from the specific activity
of the urinary iodide [14]» after administration of ' I, i.e.

PTT urinary 127I x plasma 131I= j_vj_
urinary I

127where urinary I is the concentration of stable iodine in the urine as
determined chemically or by neutron activation analysis. Alternatively,
the specific activity of the saliva may be used instead of the urine. In
any case, care should be taken to exclude the presence of organic compounds
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in either urine of saliva, since these would interfere with the estimate.-
,'

The normal PII range is 0.08 to 0.60 ng/10'0 ml [lt9]« Values below
0.08 ug/100 ml suggest iodine deficiency, values above 1 ug/100 ml are
consistent with exogenous iodinfe administration. Relatively high PII
values are found in countries where iodised salt is commonly used.

Urinary; .iodine • , • . • ' . • . . , . - , .
j '• ' ' ' ' •

The ̂urinary stable iodine excretion correlates well with the PII
level [l]j and is frequently used as an index of iodine deficiency. This
may be thought to be present when the urinary iodine is below 40 Mg/day,
since this value corresponds roughly to a PII of 0.08 jug/100 ml, provided
the renal iodide clearance is normal. Because of its simplicity, urinary
iodine is used more frequently than the PII as an index of iodine defi-
ciency [46]. The iodine/creatinine ratio in a urine sample may be used
as an alternative index of iodine deficiency if a complete 24 h urine
collection is.not available [47]»

Faecal iodine' >: • '.

Estimation of the faecal iodine is made difficult because of inter̂ -
fering substances. Normal values range from 5 to 20 log/day, but,-Vought
et al. f47l in the U.S.A. reported values of 6*7 to 42.1 ug/day. Paecal
iodine estimations are not of great diagnostic importance, but are used
in balance studies and other metabolic investigations.

Iodine contents ;of foods, waters and soils

The same food item may show surprisingly wide differences in iodine
content, according to the place and the season of production [48]* In the
study of iodine nutrition it is, therefore, essential to obtain iodine
estimations in the locally produced .foods. In general, a high content is
found in food items containing iodinated preservatives and additives, or
iodised salt, and in sea-food. Lower, but still.substantial concentrations
are found in milk, eggs and meat. Vegetables and legumes are in general
poor in iodine.

Drinking water makes an insignificant contribution to iodine
nutrition. However, water iodine correlates with the iodine content of
the soil and of the food produced on it; hence an inverse correlation
between the iodine content of the drinking water and the goitre incidence
has been repeatedly observed [49»50J- A value of less than 5 jag/1 is



characteristic of areas with endemic iodine deficiency goitre

Iodine in the soil correlates with the iodine content of foods, and
hence is inversely related to goitre incidence. A full review has been
published by the Chilean Iodine Educational Bureau [5l]» ^n general,
older soils contain more iodine carried from the oceans with the rain.
Newer soils, or those subjected to relatively recent and intense glaci-
ation,' have a lower iodine content, and it is on these that endemic
goitre commonly occurs [52].
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ABSTRACT

Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death in
industrialized countries. Their incidence increases, apparently,
as a, function of technological progress so that in the future they
may become a major public health problem in developing countries too.
Early diagnosis and prevention are the tools best suited to curb such
an alarming trend, but our knowledge of these topics is unsatisfactory,
Valuable information would be obtained through a systematic investigation
of trace elements in relation to cardiovascular function and to various
types of cardiovascular diseases. Such studies would provide clues to
the following questions:

1« Why does the incidence and type of cardiovascular disease differ
from one country to another ? May this be related to differences in
tissue mineral concentrations among various population groups ?

2. Which trace elements if any are beneficial to cardiovascular
health, and which are harmful ones that may act as aetiological agents
for some cardiovascular diseases ?

3« Is it possible to utilize measurements of mineral element con-
centration for diagnostic purposes in cardiovascular disease ?
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PRESENT TRENDS IN THE INCIDENCE OP CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

It is well known that cardiovascular diseases are the leading
cause of death in the highly industrialized countries, accounting
for roughly 50$ of all deaths, '.Arterial hypertension, myooardial
infarction, and atherosclerosis constitute a major public health
problem in these areas. In many'developing countries, on the other
iand, the threat from cardiovascular diseases is not as great but it
Is.complicated by the presence of other forma of heart diseases such as
rheumatic heart disease, and the sc-ca]led cardiomyopathies of unknown
aetiology: Chagas1 disease, endomyocardial fibrosis, idiopa'Ohic cardio-
roegaly, and others, which occur mostly in .tropical and subtropical regions-

Prom an epid,emiological point of view, the incidence of .cardio-
vascular diseases is characterized by two alarming trends: . (1) it
appears to be related to technological progress, considered both on
a country-wise and a time-wise basis, (2) it is not a predominant
cause of death among old and middle-aged people only as it was con-
sidered to be several years ago. Actually, younger people are becoming
increasingly affected by cardiovascular diseases. . .

Table I shows the geographical trend, of cardiovascular mortality:
the highly industrialized countries have much higher death rates from
cardiovascular, diseases than the developing countries.' Very primitive
societies, such as some African tribes, relatively unexposed to industrial
civilization, have been reported to have very low mortality rates from
heart diseases [27]• Tables IT and III show the increase in cardiovas-
cular mortality which has occurred in many countries over the past
several years. As an additional example, mortality from heart diseases
in the United States in 1900 amounted to only 14̂  of all deaths, but in
1964 it amounted to almost 55CA Such changes in cardiovascular mortality
patterns cannot be accounted for simply on the basis of an increased
life expectancy*

Pig. 1 shows how cardiovascular mortality, exemplified by ischaemic
heart disease, increased in the younger age-groups over the past several
years. Whereas in the 75-year old population group, the death rate from
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TABLE i. CARDIOVASCULAR'DEATH RATSS PER 100,000 POPULATION
(TOTALS, ALL AGI3S, BOTH SEXES) *

El Salvador
Guatemala
Philippines
Nicaragua
Mexico
Venezuela
Taiwan
Hong Kong
Panama
Mauritius
Chile
Greece
Poland
Japan
Yugoslavia
Iceland
Israel
Portugal
Uruguay
Netherlands

28
45
53
58
76
101
113
118
127
160
191
236
249
267
265
302
304
329
340
344

Bulgaria 346
Prance 366
Canada 379
Italy 424
Switzerland 426
Czechoslovakia 427
New Zealand 446
Germany 462
Norway 481
Finland 488
Denmark 492
Australia 494
Hungary 507
USA 509
Sweden 527
Austria 533
Belgium 535
UK 574
Northern Ireland 579
Scotland 637

Data for 1964 from: Wld Hlth Stat. Ann. 1. (1967).
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TABLE II. CHANGES (IN fi) OCCURRING IN DEATH RATES FROM ALL CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASES IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES PROM 1955 TO 1964. (ALL AGES, BOTH SEXES)?

Countries

Prance
Switzerland
Venezuela
Canada
England and Wales
Scotland
New Zealand
U.S.A.
Czechoslovakia
Northern Ireland
Netherlands

*

.-8.
l-8 '
-6
.4'.
-4 ' . -
0
1
2
3
3
5

TABLE III. INCREASE (IN #) OCCURRING IN
DISEASE IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES

Countries

Switzerland
Caechosl ovakia
England and Wales
Belgium
Can,ada
United States
Scotland
Austria
Venezuela
Northern Ireland
New Zealand

*

-4
0
2
2

5
7
8
9
10
11
12

Countries

Austria
Australia
Sweden
Belgium
Italy
Germany (P.R.
Finland
Denmark
Japan
Norway
Israel
Hungary

• *
1
1
8
12

13
) 14 '

14
1?
22

25
29
40

DEATH RATES PROM ISCHAEMIC HSART
PROM 1955 TO 1964. (ALL AGES, MALE SEX)*

Countries

Australia
Germany (P.R.
Netherlands
Japan
Italy
Finland
Sweden
Israel
Denmark
France
Hungary
Norway

%
16

) 23
25
28
29
33
36
38
41
45
59
73

Data from: Wld Hlth Org., Epidem. Vital Statist. Rep., 20 9-10 (196?)
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FIG. 1. Ischaemic heart disease: percentage changes in mortality
in 1964 as compared with 1955 (male subjects). *
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this disease remained the same between 1955 and 1964, in,the age group
35 to 44-years it increased "by more than 50$. A higher incidence ,of
ischaemic heart disease is particularly evident in" the male sex: in
the United States, for instance, heart disease death rates for men
and women in 1930 were about the same, but in 19̂ 3 men outnumbered
women as victims by almost 40$.

Prom a social point of view the consequences of these trends are
very serious and will be even more so in the future as technological
progress continues in all countries. We might expect that the death
toll, already enormous, will still mount and will increasingly affect
younger people in the years of their highest productivity. Although
we know a great deal about the medical and surgical treatment of cardio-
vascular diseases, and about the rehabilitation of cardiac patients, it
is obvious that, if we want to curb the alarming trends mentioned above,
we cannot rely on treatment alone. A preventive approach is also needed,
but this requires knowledge of-the aetiology of cardiovascular diseases
which, unfortunately,, we do not yet possess to a satisfactory extent*

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

The present lack of knowledge of the aetiology of cardiovascular
diseases has induced a number of investigators to focus their attention
on certain environmental factors, like physical inactivity, psycho-
logical stress, smoking habits, nutritional factors, and also trace
elements, as possible aetiological agents for some types of cardio-
vascular diseases*

\

Studies of trace elements are of particular importance at the
present time since man-made alterations in the environment through the
use of fertilizers, food additives, food-processing and canning, and
through industrial pollution of air and water, may be bringing about
changes in our mineral balance and, as a consequence, in some biological
functions. It is well established that several trace elements are of
great importance in a number of biological processes, mostly through
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their action as activators or inhibitors of enzymatic reactions, "by
competing with other elements and proteins for binding sites, by
influencing the permeability of cell membranes, or through other
mechanisms* Even some of the trace elements for which no biological
mechanism has so far been ascertained may quite probably play a role*•
Other may simply be contaminants.

Chronic diseases might indeed result from long-term exposure to
environmental situations leading either to an unnatural accumulation
of some, possibly harmful, minerals or to depletion of other minerals
which might be beneficial* It is therefore reasonable to assume that
minerals could exert an action, either directly or indirectly, on the
cardiac cell, on the blood vessel walls, and on other systems related
to cardiovascular function such as the blood pressure regulating centres,
lipid and carbohydrate metabolism, and so on.

EVIDENCE FOB THE ROLE OF TRACE ELEMENTS JIT CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

There is evidence that trace elements might play a role in some
forms of cardiovascular diseases. One of the most interesting examples
in this respect is the statistical relationship found by several in-
vestigatoi-s in different countries between softness of drinking water and
the incidence of cardiovascular diseases. One possible interpretation
of these findings is that the lack of certain minerals is perhaps de-
leterious to cardiovascular health [?» 9, 14, 23, 29, 32, 37, 40 ].
Other examples are the findings of Schroeder and his colleagues that
cadmium induces hypertension [38, 39? 41, 42, 461» and of Wester who
detected marked changes in the mineral content of infarcted heart tissue
[57, 58, 59l» From an epidemiological point of view, valuable information
can be gathered from the work of Tipton and her colleagues i_52, 53* on
the tissue mineral conten* of healthy subjects as a function of their
ethnic origin and geographical distribution. Except for these works,
however,, no other systematic investigation has been carried out, so that
our knowledge of the relationship between trace elements and cardio-
vascular diseases is rather fragmentary being based, in most instances,

on occasional, isolated findings.
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In this presentation we will disregard the so-called "bulk"
elements, which.have been,studied extensively and whose physiological,
actions on the cardiovascular system are fairly well known ffor references,
see 3, 4, 36.]»"but will focus our attention only on some of the trace
elements which, on the basis of available experimental, clinical, and
epidemiologioal evidence, appear to be of interest in relation to cardio-
vascular diseases and may be worth further study, The aim of the present
report is not so much to review all the available information but rather
to express the interest of the Cardiovascular Diseases Unit of the World
Health Organization in the field of trace elements in relation to cardio-
vascular diseases.

RELEVANT PACTS ABOUT SPECIFIC TRACE ELEMENTS
( •

Cadtniumt The trace element that has perhaps been studied most
extensively of all in relation to cafdiovaacular diseases is cadmium.
It appears to play a number of deleterious roles, particularly in
relation to arterial hypertension. When administered to rats in doses
suitable to reproduce tissue concentrations comparable to those found
in North-American subjects, cadmium produces hypertension, hypertrophy
of the left ventricle, and sclerosis of small arteries in kidneys, heart,
and other organs C38, 41, 42, 45» 46]• It decreases the blood cholesterol
level but, on the other hand, increases lipid deposition in the aorta
•walls and thus favours formation of atherosclerotic plaques [42, 45]*
Cadmium-induced circulatory damage has also been reported in testes and
placenta of rats [33]« The hypothesis that cadmium is related to hyper-
tension in"man as it is in rats may find support in the clinical obser-
vation that this metal is present in high concentrations in the kidneys
and urine of hypertensive patients [39]» Supporting evidence is also
found in the results of two different epidemiological studies carried out,
respectively, by the group of Tipton, Schroeder and colleagues fJ4» 41,
52, 53~j, and by Carrol 1 Til"]. The first of these showed that the renal
cadmium concentration is practically nil in infants but increases with
age, and that it is lower in populations relatively unexposed to industrial
civilization and having a low incidence of cardiovascular diseases than in
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populations from highly industrialized areas such as, for instance,
the United States, where the incidence of cardiovascular diseases is
high [41, 53]« Concerning the statistical association between softness
of drinking water and the incidence of cardiovascular diseases, Schroeder
has advanced the hypothesis that soft water, lacking calcium, removes
cadmium from water pipes, thus causing a. higher uptake of this apparently
harmful element [41].

Carroll's [ll] observations were of a positive correlation "between
the cadmium content of air and the incidence of hypertension and athero-
sclerosis in 28 North-American cities. He found no relationship with any
other air pollutants except zinc which, as we will see later, is always
associated with cadmium. Carroll also hypothesized that the higher in-
cidence of cardiovascular diseases in coastal areas of the United States
might he due to greater consumption of seafood, which is notoriously
rich in cadmium fll]. Again, this suggestive hypothesis may find support
in another statistical observation, namely, the marked increase in cardio-
vascular mortality which occurred in Norway, Denmark and Sweden over the
past several years. More than 10 years ago mortality from cardiovascular
diseases in these countries was much loxver than in the United States,
while the consumption of seafood was much higher| this finding was
taken as an evidence that seafood, on account of its high content of
unsaturated fats, was beneficial to cardiovascular health [20], In recent
years, however, the cardiovascular death rate in these countries has
increased very sharply although the consumption of seafood has remained
high. Between 1955 and 19&4 Norway underwent a 7.45̂  increase in death
rate from ischaemic heart disease while in the United States the increase
was only ifo. In a comparable period of time, seafood consumption in
Norway remained constantly high whereas in the United States it decreased
sharply to one-tenth of the Norwegian value. On the basis of this obser-
vation, and in accordance with Carrol1, we might speculate that increased
industrialization in Norway has brought about higher pollution with cadmium
which, being accumulated by shellfish and other marine animals, is even-
tually ingested by huznans.
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The experimental, clinical, .and statistical evidence so far available
indicates "that cadmium may be an aetiological factor in • some forms of
.cardiovascular diseases "but further investigations are heeded to .ascertain
whether cadmium really plays a role and to establish, what mechanism is
involved. , " • . " • ' •' ' '

• .Zinc: .Zinc is always associated with cadmium, both in the geosphere
and in the biosphere* Carroll reported that ainc concentrations in air
correlate strongly with death rates from hypertension and atherosclerosis,
as,is also the case for cadmium [ll], Schroeder found that, in rats, the
administration of zinc reverses the hypertension induced by cadmium,
probably because the two elements compete for the same binding sites [43],
and a direct relationship exists between blood pressure and molar ratios
of cadmium to aittc in kidneysj when this ratio is higher than 0.35 the
animal is likely to develop hypertension. This seems to be true for man
also since it was found that the renal cadmium to zinc'ratio increases
with age and reaches a peak in the age group 40 to 50 years [47].

. Zs

As regards the relationship of zinc to atherosclerosis, a few
Russian investigators studied the behaviour of this element in the aorta
wall of atherosclerotic subjects. The results, however, were contra-
dictory: some of the authors reported that the zinc concentration in the

s - t

aorta wall was increased in atherosclerosis [5, 35, 49], but others found
that it was decreased T55l.

Zinc appears to be related also to myooardial infarction [54, 56,
57» 58], As. reported by Wester, the concentration of this mineral decreases
in injured heart tissue, and this decrease is perhaps related to the
disappearance of lactic dehydrogenase, a. zinc enzyme, from the infarcted
heart tissue.

Manganese; Manganese also .seems to play a role in atherosclerosis:
it prevents the development of experimental atherosclerosis in rabbits
[2, 22] and has a beneficial effect on lipid metabolism in atherosclerotic
patients [22~j. As compared with healthy controls, the manganese content
of the heart and aorta of atherosclerotic subjects is lower, and that of
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plasma is higher [5, 55]* In myocardial infarction a sharp decrease in
manganese content occurs in the injured myocardium [16, 17] > followed '
by a. marked increase in the plasma [17, 23"], This increase is so rapid
and specific that it may be used as a diagnostic indicator of a recent
myocardial infarction !. 171 *

Chromium̂ : Another trace element which appears to exert beneficial
effects against atherosclerosis is chromium. Experiments in rats showed
that chromium deficiency is associated with a higher incidence of aortic
plaques, whereas a life-time administration of this metal in trace amount
prevents the formation of atheromatous lesions, decreases the blood
cholesterol level, and prolongs the life span [41, 42, 45l» Contrary
to cadmium, whose lowering effect on the blood cholesterol level results
in deposition of cholesterol in the aorta walls, chromium facilitates
cholesterol catabolism and excretion [42], Also, the results of epi-
demiological studies indicate that this element may be related to cardio-
vascular diseases [41, 53]* It appears that tissue levels of chromium
in populations having a high incidence of cardiovascular diseases, like
the North Americana, decrease markedly with age, sometimes to almost
complete depletion, whereas in populations with a lower incidence of
cardiovascular diseases, like Africans and Orients}s, these levels remain
high. The chromium content in the hearts of these subjects is four times
as high as in American subjectsj in the kidneys and aortas it ia seven
times as high. The depletion of "bodily chromium in Americans may be due
to excessive consumption of refined sugars, typical of prosperous countries,
which causes an increase in the urinary excretion of this mineral [41]•
If we also bear in mind that refined sugars contain little chromium whereas
raw sugars, which are consumed mostly in less affluent countries, contain
appreciable amounts of it [41], and that a positive relationship has been
detected between the amount of refined sugars consumed and cardiovasciilar
mortality [60], then the hypothesis that dietary chromium plays a role
in preventing atherosclerosis in man, as it does in rats, may well be
justified,

Cobalt^ As far as cobalt is concerned, its relationship to athero-
sclerosis is not yet clear. Y/hen injected into rabbits and chickens it.
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increases both the "blood cholesterol level and the incidence of athero-
sclerosis [10, 31, 51], but when it is fed to these animals in the diet
it reduces the incidence and severity of the atherosclerotic lesions

. [16, 5l]» However, when given orally to roan for therapeutic purposes,
it may cause hypercholesterolaemia. Its mode of action in increasing
the blood cholesterol level is debatable: according to Caren and Carbo,
this increase may be due to the destruction of the pancreatic alpha-cells
such as is caused, in rabbits, by injection of cobalt [lO]f but Tennent
[51] found no effect on these cells when cobalt was injected into chickens.

In atherosclerotic subjects the cobalt content of the heart and aorta
is higher than that of healthy controls [49* 55]5 in myocardial infarction,
on the other hand, the injured heart tissue loses cobalt [57» 58}»

At least one type of oardiorayopatby seems to be related to cobalt
intake: this is the beer drinkers' cardiopathy which occurred in Quebec
City between August 1965 and April 1$66 and was described by Morin and
Daniel [281. This syndrome was characterized by cardiac enlargement
and failure,and by a high mortality rate, and it occurred only in heavy
beer drinkers* It was found that, one month before the syndrome appeared,
a Quebec brewery had added a considerable amount of cobalt sulphate to
beer to improve stability of the foam. Exactly one month after this pro-

s"

cedure was discontinued the syndrome disappeared. A similar phenomenon
•was reported also from Omaha, Nebraska, and from Louvain in Belgium* It
seems that under certain circumstances such as, for instance, malnutrition,
cobalt is absorbed more readily and may accumulate in the myocardium where
it causes degeneration and necrosis of the myofibrils. It has also been
observed in several animal species that cobalt accumulates in the myo-
cardium and exerts a deleterious effect on myocardial function f8, 18, 19, 24]*

Arsenics A parallel can be drawn between the Quebec oardiomyopathy
episode and the epidemic of heart failures which occurred among beer drinkers
in Manchester in 1900. The Manchester syndrome, however, was ascribed to
beer contamination with arsenic [for references, see 28]; as reported
by Selye [36], arsenic can indeed cause myocardial necrosis both in animals
and in man.



yanadiurn: Vanadium reduces cholesterol levels in plasma and in
aorta in rabbits and in healthy human subjects as well* Its anti-athero-
sclarotio action appears to be due to interference with cholesterol .synthesis
by inhibiting utilization of mevalonic acid, and also. to acceleration of
cholesterol catabolism [l2, 25, 30, 48"). It may be of interest to note
that hard waters, whose consumption is statistically associated with &
lowei- incidence of cardiovascular diseases in many areas of. the world,
contain vanadium whereas soft waters do not [50! • ,

Nickel: As regards nickel, D'Alonao found that the plasma level of
this element increases sharply following my ocardial infarction [l3~)« It
is possible that the heart, which is notably rich in nickel, loses
this element as a consequence of a myocardial injury* Similarly to what
is envisaged for manganese, the rapid increase in nickel concentration in
the blood may be used as a diagnostic indicator of a recent rayocardial
infarction.

Sfelioont While all the trace elements so far examined in this report
play a metabolic role in atherosclerosis by either inhibiting or favouring
cholesterol synthesis, oatabolism, excretion, or deposition in the artery
walls, silicon seems to play a functional role since, according to Loeper
f26], it protects the elastic state of the artery walls and maintains the
intiraa impermeable to lipid infiltration. The highest concentrations of
silicon are found in the aorta, mainly in collagen and elastine. Its
content in the aorta walls decreases with age and in atherosclerosis, even
if this is still at an early stage, thus suggesting an association between
lack of this element and hardening of the arteries. It has also been
proved that atherosclerosis, experimentally induced in rabbits, regresses
if the animals are fed silicon salts

Seleniumt Selenium has been reported by several authors to prevent
some types of cardiac necroses of nutritional origin in cattle [61, 62~}»
Selenium deficiency causes cardiac necrosis in mice [36"1 but not in rats.
In dogs, on the other hand, injections of selenium in trace amounts produce
cardiac damage and blood pressure changes. Since the results of animal
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experiments are contradictory, and pertinent information concerning human
beings is lacking, the role played by this element in cardiocirculatory
function is poorly known and further studies are certainly needed.

Fluorine; Fluorine may exert both a beneficial and a deleterious
effect on cardiovascular function. During an epidemiologieal survey on
osteoporosis in areas of the United States supplied with highly fluori-
dated waters, it was found that the incidence and severity of aortic
calcification was lower than in the areas supplied with non-fluoridated
waters. It seems that fluorine interacts with calcium, favours calcium
localization in the bone and thus prevents its accumulation in the walls
of the blood vessels. It is envisaged that high doses of fluorine might
be useful as a preventive measure against calcification of the arteries L61.
3jn opposition to this apparently beneficial effect, however, it has been
proved that large doses of fluorine produce, at least in rats, focal
rcyocardial necroses associated with lesions of the cerebral cortex Lfor
reference, see 36"].

ROLE OP NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY

An interesting hypothesis has been formulated by Elkeles [15] on the
indirect role possibly played by calcium in the development of athero-
sclerosis. This author found that calcium deposition in aorta and other
arteries is accompanied by a sizeable amount of alpha-radioactivity, most
likely due to radioactive elements deposited together with the calcium.
In arteries like the abdominal aorta and the coronaries, which are most
affected by atherosclerosis, alpha-radioactivity increases with age and
is higher in men than in women| in the pulmonary arteries instead, which
are rarely affected by atherosclerosis, radioactivity does not increase
with age, and :nay even decrease. Slkeles speculated that a progressive
deposition of calcium together with small amounts of alpha-emitting
elements may lead to subtle injuries and to reactive changes in the
connective tissue of the artery walls, thus paving the way for the develop-
ment of atherosclerosis.
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DISCUSSION

Many other trace elements have been studied from an epidemiological
and a clinical point of view: some of them seem to have a predilection
for the aorta or the heart, others accumulate with age in some tissues,
still others occur in different concentrations in the tissues of different
population groups F44]» However, they have not been dealt with here since
the available information is much too scanty and no relationship to cardio-
vascular diseases could he evidenced yet*

The information presented thus far is summarised in Table IV, which
shows the trace elements listed according to the beneficial or harmful
roles they seem to play in cardiovascular health, and in Table V, which
shows the changes in tissue mineral concentration occurring in association
with atherosclerosis and myooardial infarction*

Like many other diseases, the cardiovascular diseases or, at least,
some of them, may also be due to metabolic disturbances caused by mineral
imbalance; in turn, they may cause changes in the mineral concentration
of some tissue, which could possibly be used as diagnostic indicators
for the early detection of a cardiovascular abnormality. Some of these
changes, for instance, occur very soon after a myocardial insult. Others
appear to be very specific: they occur not only in the blood or in whole
organs, but also in different parts of the same organs. Differences have
been detected between injured heart tissue and. non-injured tissue in
myocardial infarction? between atria, ventricles, and interventricular
septum? between the conductive 'system and the myocardium! and also
between different layers of the aorta walls in atherosclerosis. The in-
formation available, however, is still of a preliminary nature. We do
not know whether the changes in tissue mineral concentration that have
been detected in the hypertensive, the atherosclerotic, and the cardiac
subjects as compared with healthy controls represent a cause or an effect
of the disease. Neither do ive know, from an epidemiolepical point of view,
whether the differences in tisstie minoral concentration existing between
different populations with different cardiovascular mortality rates represent
a true astiological factor or are simply a statistical association with -no
cause-effect relationship*
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TABLE IV.' POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS BETWSE3T TRACE BLBMMTS
AUD CARDIOVASCULAR .HEALTH

BENEFICIAL EFFECTS

Mn Prevents atherosclerosis
Or Prevents atherosclerosis
V Prevents atherosclerosis
Si Protects elasticity and impermeability of blood vessels
Cu Protects elasticity and impermeability of blood vessels
F May prevent calcification of aorta ,
Co Prevents atherosclerosis when given orally
Zn May prevent hypertension

HARMFUL EFFECTS

Cd Induces hypertension and atherosclerosis
Co Induces atherosclerosis when injected:

may induce beerdrinkers1 cardiomyopathy
As In large doses provokes focal myocardial necroses
F In large doses produces focal myocardial necroses
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TABLE V. CHANGES IK MINERAL CONCENT RATIOS3 IN TISSUES IN ATHEROSCLEROTIC
AND CARDIAC SUBJECTS AS COMPARED WITH HEALTHY CONTROLS

ATHEROSCLEROSIS

Inorease .

Co Heart5 Aorta
Pe Aorta
Mo Aorta
Pb Aorta, Plasma .-
Ag Aorta
Cu Heart ; •
Zn Heart, Aorta

Decrease

Cu Aorta
Zn • Plasma
Mn -Heart, • 'Aorta
Si Aorta

MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION

Inorease Decrease

Ba
Br
Sb
Cu
B
Ni
Mn
Mo
Al

Heart*
Heart*
Heart*
Plasma
Plasaia
Plasma
Plasma
Plasma
Plasma

Mn Heart*
Mo Heartx

A3. Heart*
Rb Heart*
Co Heart*
Cs Heart*
Zn Heart,* Plasma

Injuied heart tissue.
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BSSEARCH.AIMS

The Cardiovascular Diseases Unit of the World Health Organization
has already taken steps towards the establishment of collaborative research
programmes in the field of trace-elements and 'cardiovascular diseases on
an international basis. Plans are being made for co-operation with an
Institute in Quebec City where research on the effects of cobalt on the
heart are under way. Also a clinical and epideraiological investigation
has been initiated recently as a collaborative project between the World
Health Organisation and the International Atomic Energy Agency. 'Neutron
activation analysis is being used to study the tsineral content of autopsy
specimens of heart and blood vessels in healthy subjects and in cardiac
patients. For the time being this project is on a pilot scale only,
being carried out on small population groups from Europe and the Eastern
Mediterranean region, but it is planned to expand it in the near future.

A systematic investigation of the relationships between trace
elements and cardiovascular diseases is certainly a manifold,problem^
since it should cover a broad spectrum of elements, as well as dealing
with all the various types of cardiovascular disease and with their
incidences in different countriesf it should include animal experiments,
clinical studies, and epidetniological surveys; it should also provide
clues as to the biochemical mechanisms involved in the relationships
between trace elements and cardiovascular diseases. Obviously, a research
project of this kind can be carried out only on an international level,
through the co-ordinated efforts of several institutions. Before any
attempt is made towards this aim the following three steps should be taken?

1, An agreement should be reached on a standardized technique for the
collection of autopsy and, possibly, of biopsy specimens. In our Unit
we have already prepared a standardized protocol for a detailed study
of the heart, which is currently being used by several institutes
collaborating with the World Health Organization and which could easily
be adapted to trace element studies.
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2. The techniques of elemental analysis should be standardized.
Neutron activation analysis seems to be one of the most sensitive
techniques available for the analysis of many trace elements. In any
case, it would be interesting to compare the results obtained by different
authors using different techniques.

3» A complete re-evaluation should be made of all the information
already available in the field of trace elements and cardiovascular
diseases, including the clinical and experimental findings and the results
of epidemiological surveys in healthy subjects from different countries.
In this respect it is unfortunate that most of the epidemiological in-
formation already available for tissue mineral concentrations and for
cardiovascular mortality was obtained from two different sets of popu]ation
groups so that no meaningful correlation can yet be made. All the data
should therefore be reorganized and condensed in a homogeneous body.

ji

CONCLUSION

It is hardly necessary to emphasize the fact that cardiovascular
diseases are of major concern for everybody in all countries* Whereas
most public health problems are now on their way to being solved, and
many other health problems shouH be overcome as a consequence of tech-
nological progress and raised living standards, for atherosclerosis,
ischaemic heart disease and arterial hypertension, the outlook is rather
discouraging since they seem to be a by-product of such technological
progress, and their incidence increases concurrently. It is for this
reason that such a new topic of investigation as trace elements, which
could supplement our knowledge of the aetiology and pathogenesis of
cardiovascular diseases and could furnish information of diagostic and
preventive importance, should merit our attention at the present time.
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SELECTED ASPECTS OP TRACE ELEMENTS IN CANCER RESEARCH
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ABSTRACT

While long-standing exposure to metals such as nickel, cobalt and,
possibly, arsenicf in high concentrations is known to produce cancer in
man, the role of trace elements in the aetiology of cancer has not yet
been studied systematically and present knowledge is far from satis-
factory. There are indications that zinc, iron, manganese, boron and

,J .- - •molybdenum should be studied in more detail as to their possible role
in the natural history of specific cancers. Another potentially inter-
esting aspect of this work concerns changes in trace element concentra-
tion? during the process of ageing, since the incidence of many cancers
is age dependent. The relationship between trace elements in the local
soil and human pathology of the area is very difficult to study in
westernized societies where diets comprise materials grown on a wide
range of soil types. Much more useful information could be expected
in areas where people still live under more natural conditions.



INTRODUCTION

It has been remarked that the number of substances which are known
to cause cancer is now so large and the substances themselves so wide-
spread that it is a lucky man who succeeds in getting out of this world
alive. Fortunately, most of these substances have been identified only
as a result o'f. animal experiments, and for the majority there is no evi-
dence yet that they are a significant cause of cancer in man. ,

Cancer epidemiology involves the search for substances such as
these functioning as environmental factors in the causation of cancer.
It must be recognized, however, that the environment, even in its
narrowest definition, is very complex; a very large number of factors
interact with one another and impact upon the individual in an infinite
variety of patterns. The human body responds with great complexity and
variability to environmental influences in accordance with the genetic,
cultural and physiological make-up of the individual.

We are thus dealing with the interaction of two extremely complex
networks, the human body and its environment, and in environmental
studies of cancer the issue can be even more difficult. A causal relation-
ship between a factor and a cancer means nothing more than that the factor
forms a part of the complex of circumstances that sometimes results in
cancer and that the absence or lowered intensity of the factor would re-
sult in fewer cancers. It does not imply that the.factor is a sufficient
cause, in other words, that exposure to the factor would invariably in-
duce the cancer, nor does it imply that the factor is a necessary one,
for the cancer may appear in the absence of the factor and even in its
presence may not have been caused by it.

George Oettle" has said: "The picture in cancer causation is ana-
logous to that in teratology where one embryological abnormality may be
induced by many different agents and furthermore a single factor may
produce very varied effects depending on the stage at which exposure
takes place. The pathological repertoire of an adult as well as an
embryonic tissue is limited, so that many causes may send it along a final
common path ...". "The situation resembles the early chapters of a de-
tective story. There are two differences. First, although we are presented
with an abudance of clues and of suspects, all are relevant} secondly, we
are not permitted to peep at the final chapter."
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METALS AS DIRECT CARCINOGEN'S IN MAN

Although not directly related to the problems of trace elements,
brief mention should be made of the carcinogenic role of some metals.
In all cases where metals have been found to be directly carcinogenic
in man,' the elements were present in high concentrations and with a long
standing exposure in very specific environmental conditions [2],

Chromium as used in the tanking industry.is connected with carcinoma
of the anterior nasal passages. The most striking association was found
between bronchial carcinoma and carcinoma of the-maxillary antrum and
ethmoid sinuses in nickel workers. Antral and especially ethmoid cancer
are rare diseases, and the observation that 8 per cent of deaths among
nickel workers were at one time due to these two cancers indicated with-
out question the existence of a specific hazard.

Other risks arising from the refining of nickel have been considera-
ble. Twenty per cent of the employees directly involved died of lung
cancer, and this was at the time when lung cancer was a relatively rare
disease. The risks, however, were confined to the early stages of the

t ' ' ' "̂

refining process, and there is no reason to suppose that contact with
either pure nickel or soluble chromates carries any risk in ordinary life*
The nickel industry has recognised its responsibility and has ,taken
suitable preventive measures.

\

Chronic exposure to arsenic as held to be associated with increased
skin cancer levels, and possibly with an increased incidence of internal
cancer as well [3}» Smaller risks may be associated with haematite
mining in England and with gold mining in Rhodesia.

In Africa a substantial increase in the incidence of oesophageal
cancer in Bantu populations has been tentatively connected with the excess
of zinc found in locally made gin (Malawi gin) [4], The excessive zinc in
this particular gin was attributed to the use of very primitive tools which
are zinc coated. It is worth mentioning that high levels of nitrosamihes
which, in rats, are specific oesophageal carcinogens, have also been demon-
strated in Zambian maize spirit [5]»



POSSIBLE ROLE OP TRACE ELEMENTS IN THE NATURAL HISTORY OP CANCER

Zinc: Zinc, an essential nutrient for plants and animals, has been
shown to be a constituent of a number of metalloenzymes, chiefly associa-
ted with protein synthesis. In addition it acts as a cofactor ia many
other enzyme systems. There is considerable indirect evidence that zinc
metabolism is also closely related to the action of several hormones
including insulin, ACTH, glueagon, the growth hormone, gonadotropin and
•perhaps testosterone. Recent studias suggest that ainc is incorporated
into the enzyme systems which are intimately involved in the healing
process [_6"\*

It may be of interest to mention studies of iron and zinc deficien-
cies in Iran and Egypt, where a syndrome consisting of iron deficiency
anaemia, hepatosplenomegaly, dwarfism and hypogonadism has been described,
The most likely factors responsible for iron and zinc deficiencies in
these patients were poor dietary intake, blood loss through parasites
(since red blood cells contain large quantities of iron and zinc) and
loss through sweating [7]. The diet of these patients in villages con-
sisted mainly of bread and beans, animal protein being available in very
meagre quantity. Inasmuch as heavy metals may form insoluble complexes
with phosphates and phytates, a high cereal intake may decrease the amoun'
of available iron and 2inc from such diets.

A high oesophageal cancer incidence has been observed in several
areas of the Caspian coast. Poor diet, blood loss from parasitic infesta-
tions such as hookworm, and loss through sweating in the hot climate,
might well lead to serious iron and zinc deficiencies in ^hese areas*
It has still to be shown, however, that these deficiencies contribute to
the high oesophageal cancer incidence in these areas.

The blood from cancer paiients generally shows subnormal concentra-
tions of zinc and. favourable progress is accompanied by an increase to-
wards normal values. On the other hand, in cases of tumours in tissues
relatively rich in zinc, blood zinc levels have been found to be above
normal, and a decrease to normal values indicated favourable progress.
It seems that these changes in blood zinc are due mostly to changes in
erythrocyte zinc, i.e. in the levels of carbonic anhydrase. Marked



changes in leukocyte zinc, quite unrelated to carbonic anhydrase (since
the leukocytes do not contain this, enzyme), occur in patients .with chronic,
myelocytic, lymphocytic, .and monocyti,p leukaemia* In these diseases the
concentration of zinc in the peripheral- leukocytes is greatly reduced "below
normal and, cannot be raised by injections. of stable zinc gluconate [8]« .
Davies and co-workers have recently found significant and, in some patients,
extreme lowering of plasma ainc in carcinoma of the bronchus compared with
normal individuals and also with other forms of cancer

Subnormal concentrations of zinc in blood and liver have been demdn-
strated in post-alcoholic hepatic, cirrhosis and some response to zinc
therapy was observed. In this case, the zincuria appears to be secondary
to a metabolic disorder involving zinc and .increasing its requirements. On
this basis, post-alcoholic cirrhosis can be regarded as a conditional zinc
deficiency [iCfj. Zinc was found in several dehydrogenasesj two of them,
alcohol dehydrogenase and glutamic dehydrogenase, have bee,n isolated from . ;1

mammalian liver, and ainc is essential for their activity. Zinc is there-
fore involved in the oxidation of ethanol, which is considered to have an
important role in the development of Laennec's cirrhosis [lOJ. It is a
matter of speculation whether such findings could be exploited in studies
of liver cancer, which is often found- in 'a cirrhotic liver. Considering
malignant melanomas, it might be of interest to speculate on the role of
zinc 'and other metals in influencing the colour of the natural melanin com-

v
plexes as some of the metals affect the light absorption properties of
melanins formed in vitro from tyrosine [83.

.-•''. .
Stocks has analysed more than 750 garden soil samples from North

Wales and found that the average zinc content of the soil was greater in
those gardens where death was due to gastric cancer and the subject had
lived for more than fifteen years. When the copper content was subsequently
measured, the biggest differences were found in the ratio of zinc to
copper. No hypothesis has been formulated, but Stocks has pointed out
that zinc and copper are biological antagonists, and that the addition of
copper acetate to the diet has a strong retarding effect on the development
of at least one type of experimental tumour - the hepatic tumour pro-
duced by giving p-dimethylaminoazobenzene to rats [ll].



Zinc deficient soils have been reported in 32 out of 50 States in
the U.S.A., and these deficiencies may have been aggravated by the wide-
spread use of phosphate fertilizers. Although zinc feeding of crops is
•now common practice, especially in the farming of corn, tobacco, citrus
fruit and pecans, the zinc in the plant is often inaccessible to animals.
The elemental food chain is thus broken, and it has become necessary to
supplement feeds with zinc salts to ensure optimal growth and production
in domesticated animals [6]. High zinc levels have been demonstrated in
the human prostate but these did not seem to be correlated with prostatic
disease [12].

It has now become apparent that zinc deficiency is probably also a
problem of concern in public health because it may be the cause of delayed
healing, poor growth, skin disorders, infertility porphyrinopathies, and
atherosclerosis. Further, and here we are back in the cancer field,
inadequate zinc stores can lead to successful competition for essential
enzyme ligands by toxic metals such as cadmium.

Cobalt; Gastric cancer is three times more common in patients with
pernicious anaemia than in the popiilation as a whole. The association is
presumably incidental in the sense that both diseases are caused by
factors'that produce atrophic gastritis.

As cobalt is involved in the synthesis of vitamin B 2, it might be of
interest to include cobalt in the study of the natural history of gastric
cancer. The issue, however, is very complicated since the problem of co-
balt in human nutrition is essentially one of the sources and supplies of
vitamin B12 and its absorption rather than of cobalt itself. All ordinary
diets supply much more cobalt than can be accounted for as vitamin B.? and
no relationship necessarily exists between their cobalt and vitamin B, „
contents.

Because of the ubiquity of cobalt in small traces, cobalt-free
diets and culture media are most difficult to prepare. Therefore it is
far from easy to obtain definitive evidence that ionic cobalt is essential
for most forms of life, plant and animal. On the other hand, one micro-
gram of vitamin B..„ can make the difference between life and death from



human pernicous anaemia [13]. Concentrations of cobalt in wild animals
have shown similar values to those in human tissues and ;the presence of
cobalt in mammalian tissues fortifies the idea that this element is.
ubiquitous and plays a role in mammalian metabolism, other than as a
constituent of vitamin B.?. . '

The daily requirement of one microgram of vitamin B.-- is probably
all provided from bacterial sources and contains 0.04 micrograms of
cobalt; It is a strange paradox, says Schroeder, that so little cobalt
is required when relatively so much is supplied in food, so much is aln-
sorbed and so much appears in the urine. By analogy with other elemental
micronutrients, it is possible that human beings require cobalt aside
from vitamin B 2, but this idea is unproven [13j.

Iron: Iron, as already discussed in connection with zinc, is of
interest as one of the possible factors in oesophageal cancer due to iron
deficiency anaemia. Ahlbom [143 conclusively demonstrated a link between
sideropenia, Plummer-Vinson syndrome and cancer of the hypopharynx and
upper oesophagus* However, not all women with chronic sideropenia develop
dysphagia, let alone hypopharyngeal cancer. Histological and histoohemi-
cal studies of the adjacent mucosa have been essentially negative [15]«
Such findings indicate that the relationship between a trace element
deficiency and a cancer is far from easy to understand.

Iron has been mentioned together with chromium, nickel and mangan~
ese (elements not previously associated with specific biological compounds),
as playing a role in determining the configuration of the RNA molecule,
perhaps linking purine and pyrimidine'bases, or both, ar.d hence bearing
a functional relationship to protein synthesis and transmission of genetic
information.

Manganesei Among the many enzyme reactions activated by manganese
in vitro, only one has been shown to occur ini vivo; this is the manganese
activated catalysis of mucoproteins and ground substances. It would
be very interesting to study further the possible role of manganese in the
formation of mucopolysaccharides, since these form an important part of
gastric mucus. The latter is believed to act as a barrier defending



gastric mucosa against chemical and physical attack by ingested material.

Boron; Circumstantial evidence points to the possibility that "boron
may be related to.oesophageal cancer in man. Very high boron concentra-
tions have been reported in the solonetz and Bolonchak soils of the Kulin-
dinsk steppe, resulting in gastrointestinal and pulmonary disorders in
lambs [16]. The soils in the Ghuryev region of western Kazakhstan also
appear to be of the type described as solonchak, and here the incidence of
oesophageal cancer seems to be the highest in the world. A high incidence
of oesophageal cancer is also found in the Turkoman desert area of Northern
Iran, where again the soils have been referred to as solonchak. However,
a causal link between the soil and oesophageal cancer must still be con-
sidered conjectural.

Molybdenum; It has been reported that molybdenum is deficient in
garden plants in certain areas of the Transkei where patients with oeso-
phageal cancer are found. However, further information must be obtained
before a causal relationship can be deduced* It is nevertheless inter-
esting to note that molybdenum seems to be important for the metabolism
of nitrates and may be involved in nitrosamine synthesis. Nitrosamines
are virtually selective carcinogens for oesophageal cancer in rats [18],

TRACE ELEMENTS AND THE PROCESS OP AGEING

Ageing has a profound impact on the frequency of cancer in human
populations and most cancers increase rapidly in incidence with age after
about 40 years [20], It seems therefore that a systematic stxidy of trace
elements in the process of ageing might contribute to our understanding of
the natural history of cancer. It should be pointed out, however, that
any rise in concentration of a trace element with increasing age may be
due simply to accumulation in the tissue as a result of life-long exposure
and there may be no causal link between a rise in concentration and the
actual processes of ageing.

Many, but not all trace elements increase in concentration with age.
Tlpton (reported in reference 8) believes that chromium is the only ele-
ment in which tissue concentrations actually fall. She found that most



tissues in human stillborn foetuses and in infants had chromium con-
centrations two to three orders of magnitude higher than those ob- '
served in adults. Of particular interest in this connection is the
gradual decline in the efficiency of glucose utilization with age.
This slowly progressive impairment is apparently not due to a defi- .-
ciency of circulating insulin or to other hormonal imbalances; it may
be related to declining tissue chromium concentrations. It has been
observed that some of the cases with age-connected impairment of glucose
tolerance are chromium responsive, and this opens an important question:
would it be possible to prevent this impairment from developing by
raising the daily chromium intake [

Tissue Cobalt , according to -Schroeder, shows no trends either of
accumulation or of depletion with age [13].

The strontium content, of the bone has naturally attracted con-
siderable attention because of the affinity of this tissue for

90 • 'strontium and its relevance to the problem of Sr retention. The
actual levels reported are enormously variable.. There is agreement,,
however, that different bones in the same individual do not differ
significantly in strontium content and that the levels tend to increase
with age. Some studies indicate a minute retention of strontium from
normal diets, with no evidence of this being substantially greater in
children than in adults [8],

Evidence has been obtained that titanium accumulates with age in the
lungs, but not in the liver and kidney. These findings point to a
parallel between titanium and aluminium and suggest that the occurrence
of titanium in the lunge, like that of aluminium aid also of silicon,
is caused principally by inhalation of atmoppher-: c dust ! 8"|.

Schroeder has pointed out that two pounds of lead per man, woman and
child in the United States annually are added to gasoline, of which about
one pound comes out of the automobile exhaust. Ihis rapidly increasing
exposure is new, only 40 years old. Lead accumulates in man with age
and shortens the lives of rats and mice. We must look, says Schroeder,
for some widespread and relatively new disorder of civilisation as a
consequence of sub-clinical lead toxicity which would not appear in un-
civilized areas, and whose prevalence would be proportional to national
consumption of leaded gasoline [21],



Mean copper concentrations in man in aorta, liver, lung and spleen
are high in the newborn, declining to fairly constant levels throughout
life. Concentrations in kidney, heart and pancreas are not unduly ele-
vated in the young and remain constant. In old age, hepatic and aortic
copper decline, the latter being inversely related to the concentration
of aortic .calcium. In the human brain, low levels at birth rise steadi-
ly to double at maturity. Geographical variations in median values are
elevated in aorta, kidney, liver and lung in various races, compared
with those of Africans [22].

• Cadmium is usually considered a toxic metal (under certain circum-
stances a nephrotoxic one), and has been found in the kidneys of all
adult humans from many cities of the world. Its concentrations have been
reported to be highest in the Japanese and lowest in African natives.
Its virtual absence in the newborn and its accumulation with age have
made this a trace metal of unusual interest, even to the point of pro-
voking speculation that it may be a factor affecting longevity and
causing chronic disease in older persons. The high concentrations found
in man in certain areas of the world but not in others may be partly the
result of contamination of foods by processing or by phosphate ferti~
lizers [23].

Vanadium has been found in "average" concentrations in normal adult
liver, spleen, pancreas and prostate gland tissues. The-only organ
carrying consistently and substantially higher concentrations than these
organs is the lung, where the concentrations are 20 times higher. This
accumulation of vanadium in -she adult lung no doubt results from the
inhalation of atmospheric dust, in the manner familiar with aluminium,
silicon and titanium.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (lARC) is mainly
interested in epidemiological studies of cancer. One of the most fruitful
lines of research is the study of cancer patterns in selected areas of the
world with a characteristically high incidence of cancer of specific sites.
In analyzing the situation in such areas one is immediately faced with the
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fact that the incidence of cancer in man is obviously far more de-
pendent on the conditions of his life than had previously been sup-
posed. For some cancer sites, particularly in gastric cancer, the geo-
graphical distribution in some parts of the world .is very character-
istic and has led to fairly extensive soil analyses. In oesophageal
cancer, sharp borderlines seem to exist between high and low-incidence
areas in some parts of the world, pointing to the -possibility of a much
closer relationship between-the disease -and,the local environment than
is usually supposed.

In the multidisciplinary approach which has been followed by IARC,
research on trace elements seems to be one of the disciplines of great
promise, although a very difficult one, since many factors contribute
to there being a much less pronounced relation between the health of the
population and the soil of the area which it occupies than is the case
with farm stock and plants. In spite of a very indirect relationship,
an understanding of anomalies of a trace element and its role 'in plant
diseases'could well be the key to understanding similar conditions in
humans.

In highly developed or "westernized" societies, human foods come
from ever widening geographical sources, so that the overall diet usually
comprises materials grown on a wide range of soil" types. In addition
to this, modern human diets contain a great variety of types of foods,
so that trace element abnormalities which may be present in particular
parts of plants, animal tissues, or fluids can be offset by the con-
sumption of other types of food not so affected. Also, industrial treat-
ment provides the opportunity for both loss and gain of trace substances
during storage, transport, preservation and processing [̂ 3*

Schroeder gives two good examples of the consequences of modern
industrial methods for refining food where some essential elements be-
come marginal or deficient. The refining of flour and rice removes
QCffo to 90$> of the bulk and trace metals, and so a major source of calo-
ries provides what may be less than optimal amounts of metallic micro- ,
nutrients. The refining of sugar is another example, where chromium,
necessary for the metabolism of glucose, is eliminated [l9]«



The relationship between human health and the local environment
might be much more pronounced in some communities where modern agri-
cultural practices have not yet penetrated and people live under
more or less "natural" conditions in the sense that their food is
mostly locally grown and consumed. Such areas still exist in large
parts of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, but are likely to undergo
significant changes in the near future. Research work should start
now before the conditions of life make it more and more difficult for
us to trace the role of trace elements in cancer aetiology.
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THE USE OP ACTIVATION ANALYSIS IN THE STUDY OP CYSTIC FIBROSIS
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ABSTRACT

KTon-destructive neutron activation analysis has been used to determine
sodium in fingernail samples from 73 healthy subjects, and from 7 patients
with cystic fibrosis. The technique has adequate sensitivity but its
precision is poor. Better precision requires gamma detectors with "better
energy resolution than sodium iodide crystals.



INTRODUCTION

Cystic fi"brosis is a fairly common disease which may be fatal to in-
fants. It may be diagnosed by the excessive concentrations of.sodium,
potassium and chlorine in sweat, hair and nails from affected persons,
among other symptoms fll. Sodium and potassium determinations in hair
and nails are usually made by a destructive technique involving dissolution
in hot hydrochloric acid followed by flame spectrophotometry f2,3]. Diffi-
culties caused by impurity sodium and potassium can be overcome partly
by scrupulous cleanliness, and also by replacing glassware with polytetra-
fluoroethylene ware [21. Chlorine determinations are usually made by
a volumetric technique.

Very young infants do not sweat, and the samples of hair or nail
which can be obtained from them may only weigh a few hundred micrograms.
Hence a very sensitive analytical technique is needed for diagnosis from *
such small samples. Activation analysis appears to be a suitable technique,
since it has the necessary sensitivity. It may also be non-destructive and
can be quite rapid. After this work had been started it was found that
similar studies were being carried out by G.L. Woodruff and his collaborators

at Seattle, Washington f4_].

EXPERIMENTAL

The cleaning of fingernail samples prior to analysis is a major ex-
perimental difficulty. In this work, samples were washed six times with
de-ionized water, dried, weighed and then sealed into lengths of 'Layflat'
polyethylene tubing. Most samples weighed between 10 and 100 mg. Samples

12 -2were activated for a period between 3 and 30 min in a flux of 2 x 10 n cm
-1sec , together with standards containing 50 micrograms of sodium. The

polyethylene wrapping gave rise to a small blank, so it was discarded prior
to counting. Samples were counted using a sodium iodide scintillation
counter connected either to a single channel gamma-ray spectrometer, or to
a 400-channel instrument with rapid printout. The counting time needed to
obtain 10' counts was usually between 10 and 100 seconds.

RESULTS

Using a. single channel gamma.-ray spectrometer, the dominant 1.37 KeV
line from ""'Na effectively obscured both the 1.52 MeV line from K and also
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the 1.64-MeV line from 01. Even with instruments of better resolving power,
42gamma spectrometry frequently gives low results for K in the presence of

â [5]» As yett no determinations of chlorine or potassium have "been made
in this work and the sodium results are not very reproducible. For example,
three independent determinations on the same sample ("cooled" for 14 days
between each activation), gave 697, 690 and 620 ppm sodium. The reproducibility
of analyses of nail samples" collected from the same subject over the period
of a year was fairly good; six samples from one individual were found to
contain 432, 520, 516, 526t 522 and 434 ppm sodium. . .

About 100 samples have been analysed for sodium so far. Samples from
healthy subjects (not including relatives of patients with cystic fibrosis)
contained between 100 and 1600 ppm sodium, while samples from patients
known to have cystic fibrosis contained up to 5880 ppm sodium. The mean

c

values with their standard deviations are compared with figures from other
workers in Table I; the numbers of samples are given in parenthesis,

TABLE I
SODIUM CONTENT OP HUMAN NAIL SAMPLES IN MEQ NA KG~1

The figures given are mean values, + standard deviations (with the number
of samples in parenthesis).

Healthy subjects Cystic Fibrosis cases Technique Reference

24
41
46
46

± 15

+ 24

(73)
(181)
(44)
(148)

42 +
91
140 +
140

32

53

(7)
(132) .
(149)
(15')

Activation
Activation
Flame Phot.
Flame Phot .

This

[4]
[2]
[3]

work

DISCUSSION

The difference between our figures and those of other workers can be
ascribed partly to our extensive washing of the nail samples prior to
analysis, and partly to the age factor. Our samples came from subjects
of all ages, but it is known that nails from adults contain much less
sodiuir than do nails from children. For example, Kopito et al. [2_1 found

-1 —146 Meq Na kg in children's nails and 11 meq Na kg in adults' nails.
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Non-destructive activation analysis is a possible technique for de-
termining sodium in small fingernail samples, which are more easily collectedv
and transported than are sweat samples. At present the technique lacks
precision, but there seems little doubt that it would be greatly improved
by tising large lithium-drifted germanium detectors. These have a much better
energy resolution than do sodium iodide detectors, and should give reliable
analyses not only for sodium, but also for potassium and chlorine. A fully
automated system involving a reactor facility, sample changert germanium
detector, multichannel analyser and computerised readout would be expensive,
but could be used for mass-screening of infant nail samples at the rate of
thousands per week.
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THEORETICAL PHOTOPEAK COTWT-RATES IN OE(Ll) AND NAl(TL) DETECTORS
PROM GAMMA-RAY EMITTERS FORMED BY THERMAL NEUTRON ACTIVATION

R.M. PARK
Medical Applications Section, International -Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

INTRODUCTION
In the course of developing and testing- activation analysis pro-

cedures in the IAEA laboratory, a need was found for calculated values
of the photopeak count-rates from gamma-ray emitters formed by thermal
neutron activation. Tables of theoretical count-rates were computed for

, the two principal detector systems used in this work (i) a 20 cm .Ge(Li)
detector and (ii) a 3̂ 3 inch right 'circular Nal(Tl) crystal. A third
table was prepared containing data for an assumed ideal gamma-ray detector
(lOOfa counting efficiency for all gamma-rays emitted by the source). The
tables are reproduced here in the hope that they may serve as tiseful sour-
ces of ready-reference data on thermal neutron activation analysis sensi-
tivities, 'More comprehensive data on sensitivities attainable with
Nal(Tl) detector systems have been published by Girardi et al. [l] and by
Wing and Wahlgren' [2].

EXPLANATION OP THE TABLES

Table I: Data for a typical 20 cm Ge(Li) detector (for a small
source in the position of maximum count-rate).

Table IT: Data for a typical 3x3 inch âl(Tl) detector (right
cylindrical crystal with a small source in the position
of maximum count-rate).

Table TIT: Data for a, theoretically ideal detector (100# counting
efficiency for all gamma-rays emitted by the source).
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The tables quote photopeak count-rates obtained following thermal
neutron activation of 42- different target 'elements, calculated by the
equation:

counts per minute/Jig of target element =
3.6 x 10~5 . -%-9- .AS. [l-exp(-0.6931t ,/ti)] . exp(-0.6931t ,/ti)

" a * _2 -1where f = flux density of activating particles (n.crrT sec" )
«• = activation cross-section of precursor isotope (in barns, i.e. units

of 10~?/1cm2)
© = isotopic abundance of precursor -isotope
M = atomic weight of precursor element
A = abundance of gamma-ray used for measurement of activity

(number of gamma-rays of the specified energy emitted per dis-
integration)

€ = photopeak efficiency of the detector for the specified gamma-ray
t = activation time >
t = decay time, following activation I (all measured in the
, , i -> •, .-, ~ , , , . , . , same \jnits)t i= half-life of product radionuclide J
a

>Io account is taken of secondary reactions in the calculation of the induced
activities or, in the few cases where such problems arise, of the complex
radioactive growth-decay characteristics of parent-daughter relationships.
Similarly, the effects of coincidence events in the detector (e.g. the
formation of summation peaks), is neglected.

The elements are listed in the tables i.i alphabetical order of their
chemical symbols (the number preceainx^ the pvmhol is the atomic number).

Only product nuclides that erut ^amma-rayr are listed, and of these gamma-
rays, only the most abundant one emitted by each radionuclide is considered.
"or radionuclid.es such as ""Co which emit two or more gamma-rays in equal

abundance, onl^ the lowest energy is quoted.

The column headings are largely self-explanatory. The activation c ss-
sectio-^ Rnd isotopic abundance refer in each. case to the target nuclidf,
while the half life, gamm-i-ray energy (in Ve'f] and "gamma-rays per 100
disintegrations" refer to the product radi onuclides. These data are from
T>ederer et nl . T3], Phot^ppak efficiencies were coloul nted by the computer
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from an empirical function approximating well to the efficiency versus
energy relationship of the two detectors (Figure l).

Activation s^4_(*®?ay ̂ on< .̂?̂ £̂ns

13 — ?. —1
s -An activating thermal neutron flux density of 10 - n. cm " sec is

assumed. The activation time is either one half-life of the product nuclide
(which produces 50/5 of the saturation activity) or 24 hours, whichever is
the shorter. -These times correspond approximately to the maximum that it is
usual to employ in practical irradiations, though for product radionuclides
with half-lives in excess of a few days, it may sometihies be considered
•worthwhile to activate for much longer. T'he theoretical count-rates
are guoted for 6 different decay times, each differing from the previous
one approximately by factors of ten.

Calculation of theoret._ical_ a£tivitjLejS_ under other__co_nditi:̂ ns

.The induced activities are directly proportional to the neutron flux
density ft the growth factor, fl - exp(-0,6931 t /ti)"], and the decay factor,a •%
exp(-0.6931 t,/ti). Other values of these parameters, corresponding to other
conditions of activation and decay from those assumed, can readily be taken
into account by multiplying the figures quoted in the tables by the ratio of
"actual value of the parameter" to "value of the narame+er assumed in the
table". Similar corrections can be applied for different counting effi-
ciencies, most easily by multiplying the data of âble TTT bv the appro-
priate efficiency '"expressed as a. decimal fraction, not an a percentage).

.Wote on the format of the data
T'he data are direct copies of the output of a computer, ^nr some of the

parameters, the number of significant figures rruoted is far in excess of their
real precision, ^is is particularly the case for the quoted photopeak effi-

ciencies, which are w>erally not meaningful beyond, two significant fifntr>es«

All the calculated count-rates -are listed in floatiig point format. A
number such as ^.1K 0^ is to be interpreted as 3.1x10 (i.e. 3100). Similarly
a number such as 7.BE-01 is to be interpreted as 7.8xlO~ (i.e. 0.73). Cou^t
rates less than 0,001 counts per minute per mi cro<jram are generally of little

interest for trace analysis purposes, and have bee^ set eaual to 2iero.
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THEORETICAL PHOTOPEAK COUNT RATES FOLLOWING THERMAL NEUTRON ACTIVATION

DETECTOR
ACTIVATION TIME
FLUX DENSITY

20 CUBIC CM GE(LI) CRYSTAL
24 HOURS OR ONE HALF-LIFE (WHICHEVER IS THE SHORTER)
10**13 N/SO CM/SEC

1 AKV>tT
ELEMENT

47-AG
13-AL
33- AS
79-AU
56-BA

56-BA
35-BR
35-BR
35-BR
20-CA

20-CA
48-CD
48-CD
17-CL
27-CO

27-CO
24-CR
55-CS
29-CU
29-CU

26-FE
31-GA
31 -G A
32- GE
32-01

h-KUUUtl
NU GLIDE

AG-110M
AL- 28
/*=>- 76
A:^-198
BA-131

BA-139
BR- 80
BR- 80M
8R- 82
CA- 47

CA- 49
CD-112M
CO-115
CL- 38
CO- 6CM

CO- 60
CR- 51
CS-134
CU- 64
CU- 66

FE- 59
GA- 70
GA- 72
GH- 75
GE~ 77

MALI-
LIFE

255. OD
2.3M

26. 4H
2.7D

12.0D

1 ,4H
17.6M
4.4H

35. 3H
4.5D

8.8M
43.0O

2.2D
37. 3M
10. 5M

5.3Y
27.60

2*OY
12. 8H

5.1M

45. 6D
21. IM
14 = 1H

1 e4H
1 1 »~s-'

AS- 1 1 V
X-SECT
(BARN)

3.00
0,24
4.50

98,80
8.80

0«40
8.50
2*90
3*00
0«30

1.10
O,14
1,10
0.40

18*00

37*00
17.00
28,00

4.50
2.30

1.10
1.90

5.00
0«, 50
0 o 3 0

iSUl

ABUND
< % )

48.65
100.00
100.00
100.00

0 » i O

71*66
50«S2
50.52
49.48
0.003

C.18
28.86
23*86
24.47

100.00

100.00
4.31

100.00
69.10
30 a 90

0.31
60.20
39*80
36o74

7,07

R.tV

658
1779
559
412
496

166
6iC
618
777

1297

30 S3
934
337

2167
59

1173
320
605
511

1039

1090
1039
as 4
265
?OB

UAMI*IA:>
PR ICO
DISINT

96.0
10C.O
43.0
95.0
48.0

23.0
7.0
7.0

83.0
74.0

89«0
1 .9

50.0
47*0
S.I

100.0
9.0

98.0
33.0

9.0

56.0
0.5

<?6oO
11. C
f 5 « r-

KJ1UI U
PK-EF

{%)

0.44
O. 12
Oo58
0.98
0.71

4.58
0.49
0.49
0.34
0.17

0.08
0.26
1.39
0.10

15.54

0.19
1,53
0.50
0.67
0.22

0.21
0,22
0*30
2, 13
2, a « 3

0 HOURS

5.6E 01
1.9E 03
2.5E 04
3.8E 05
4.4E 00

4.0E 03
3.3E 03
1.1E 03
7«1E 03
1 . 6E-02

6. IE 00
l.OE-01
1,9E 03
2»4£ 02
1*8£ 05

1.6E 02
1.7E 02
3.5E 02
2.3E 04
4. IE 02

3.9E-01
3o3E Ol
1.5E 04
i . IE 03
1 . °.~ 0^

U U N I a/ 'MJirn

O.S HRS

5.6E Cl
2.4E-01
2.5E 04
3.8E 05
4.4E 00

3. IE O3
l.OE C3
i.oe os
7.0E 03
1.5E-02

5.7E-Q1
l.OE-01
1.9E 03
1.3E 02
2 o5E 04

1.6E 02
1.7E 02
305E 02
2.2E 04
6.9E 00

3.9E-01
1.2E 01
1.5E 04
8*3E 02
1.8E 0?

U 1 tX M i \-KU

5 HOURS

5.6E 01
0.0
2.2E 04
3»6E 05
4.4E CO

3.2E 02
2.4E-02
5. IE 02
6.4E 03
1.5E-02

C.O
l .OE-OS
1.8E 03
8.9E-01
O.Q

1.6E 02
1.7E 02
3.5E 02
1»7E 04
0.0

3.9E-01
1.7E-C3'
i.2E 04
8.5E 01
to3E 02

V»K«M A r - l t K

2 DAYS

5.6E 01
0.0
7. IE 03
2.3E 05
3.9E 00

0.0
0*0
5.7E-01
2.8E 03
1.1S-02

0.0
9.9E-02
l.OE 03
0.0
C.O

1.6E 02
1.6E 02
3.5E 02
1.7E 03
0.0

3.8E-01
0.0
1«4E 03
0.0
9«6E 00

Ut^AY Uf

20 DAYS

5.3E 01
0.0
8.5E-02
2.2E 03
1»4E GO

0.0
0.0
0»0
5.8E-01
0.0

0.0
7.4E-02
3.8E 00
0.0
0.0

1«6E 02
l.OE 02
3.4E 02
0.0
0*0

2.9E-01
0.0
0«0
0*0
0 sO

200 DAY

3.3E 01
C.O
0.0
0 = 0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o
c.c
0.0
4. IE-03
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.5E 02
1.2E 00
2.9E 02
0,0
0.0

1.9E-02
0.0
C » 0
c«o
c-«o

s

1
Cnv_n

1

(20 CUBIC CM G£(LI> CRYSTAL)



TARGET
ELEMENT

80-HG
80-HG
53-1
19-K
12-MG

25-MN
42- MO
42 -MO
11 -NA
28-NI

78-PT
37 -RB
37-RB
16-S
51 -SB

51-SB
21-SC
34-SE
34-SE
34-SE

34-SE
14-SI
50 -SN
38-SR
38-SR

73- T A
52-TE
90-TH
90 -TH
22-TI

PRODUCT
NUCU I DE

HG-197
HG-2C3
I -128
K - 42
MG- 27

MN- 56
MO- 99
MO-101
NA- 24
NI- 65

PT-197
RB- 86
P3- 88
S - 37
SB-122

SB-124
SC- 46
SE- 75
SE- 77M
SE- 81

SE- 81M
SI- 31
SN-1 1 3
SR- 85
SR- 87M

TA-182
TE-125M
TH-233
PA-233
TI- 51

HALF
LIFE

2.7D
46. 9D
25.0M
12. 4H

9.5M

2.6H
2.8D

14. 6M
15. OH
2.7H

18. OH
16. 7D
17. 3M

5.1M
2. 80

60.40
83. 9D

120.4D
0.3M

18. 6M

56. 8M
2.6H

11 5.0D
64.0D

2.8H

115. ID
58. OD
22. 1M
27, OO

5.8M

ACT IV I SOT
X-SECT ABUNO
(BARN) (SO

905,00 0.15
4.00 29. 8O
6*40 100.00
1.20 6.77
0.03 11.29

13.30 100.00
0.51 23.75
0.20 9.62
0.53 100.00
1 . 50 1,16

0.90 25.20
1.00 72.15
0.12 27.85
0.14 0.01
6,00 57,25

3.30 42. 7S
23.00 100.00
30.00 0.87
22*00 9.02
0.60 49.82

0.10 49.82
0*11 3.12
1.30 0.95

.1.45 0.56
1.30 9.86

21.00 99.98
5.00 4.61
7.40 100,00
7,40 100,00
0.14 5.25

KEV GAMMAS
PR -100
DISINT

77 18,0
279 77.0
443 14,0

1525 18.0
844 70.0

847 95.0
140 90.0
307 91,0

1368 100.0
1482 25.0

77 20.0
1077 8.8
1836 21.0
3102 90.0

564 66,0

603 97.0
889 100.0
265 60.0
161 50,0
280 0.9

103 8.0
1266 0.1
391 64.0
514 10C.O
388 60.0

68 42,0
35 7,0
87 2.7

310 44,0
320 95.0

PHOTO
PK-'-EF

(»)

12.17
1.95
0*86
0.14
0.30

0.30
5.89
1.64
0* 16
0.15

12.17
0.21
0.12
0.08
0.57

0.51
0*28
2.13
4.80
1*93

8*81
0.17
1.07
0.66
1.09

13.72
22*23
10.70
1.62
1.53

— ̂  — COUNTS/MINUTE/MICROGRAM AFTER DECAY OF''- ——— -

0 HOURS

1.2E 04
4.7E 02
I* IE 04
9.5E 01
5.3E 01

1.3E 05
5.3E 03
5.4E 02
6.6E 03
1.9E 01

5. IE 03
2. IE 01
1.7E 01
<5.5E-02
8.4E 03

2.4E 02
4.2E 03
3.8E 01
LIE 05
1.2E 02

8.0E 02
2.7E-02
1.5E 00
2.4E 00
2.3E 03

1.5E 04
1.2E 02
1.7E 04
2.1E 03
4.0E 02

0,5 MRS

1.2E 04
4,7E 02
4,8E 03
9.2E 01
5.9E 00

I. IE 05
5.3E 03
1.3E 02
6.5E 03
1.7E 01

5.0E 03
2, IE 01
5.4E 00
0.0
8.3E 03

2.4E 02
4.2E 03
8.8E 01
0.0
3.9E 01

5.6E 02
2.4E-02
1.5E 00
2.4E 00
2.0E 03

1.5E 04
1.2E 02
6.5E 03
a. IE 03
I. IE 01

,.

5 HOURS

1.1E 04
4.7E 02
2*7E 00
7.2E 01
0.0

3.4E 04
5.0E 03
0.0
5.3E 03
5.3E 00

4.2E 03
2. IE 01
0.0
0.0
8.0E 03

2.3E 02
4.2E 03
8.7E 01
0,0
1.7E-03

2. IE 01
7.2E-03
1*5E. 00
2.4E 00
6.8E 02

1.4E 04
1.2E 02
1.4E 00
2. IE 03
0.0

'
, 2 . DAYS

7.2E 03
4.6E 02
O.O
6.4E 00
0.0

3.2E-01
3.2E 03
0.0
7. 2E 02
0.0

8.0E 02
1.9E 01
0.0
0.0
5. IE 03

2.3E 02
4.2E 03
8.7E 01
0.0
0.0

0*0
0*0
1..5E 00.
2.3E 00
1.8E-02

1.4E 04
1.2E 02
0*0
2.0E 03
0.0

20 DAYS

7.2E 01
3.5E 02
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
3.7E 01
0.0
0.0
0.0

0,0
9.9E 00
0,0
O.O
5.9E Ol

1.9E 02
3.6E 03
7.8E 01
0.0
0.0

0,0
0.0
.1.4E 00,
1.9E 00
0.0

1.3E 04
9.5E 01
0.0
1.2E 03
0,0

200 DAYS

0.0
2.5E 01
0,0
0,0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0,0
0.0
0*0

0.0
1.2E-02
0.0
0.0
0,0

2,4E 01
8. IE 02
2.8E 01
0*0
0.0

0,0
0*0
4.6E-01
2.7E-01
0,0

4.3E 03
1.1E 01
0.0
1.2E 01
0.0

(20 CUBIC CM GE(LI) CRYSTAL)



1 AKlat 1
ELEMENT

92-U
92-U
23 -V
74-W
30-ZN

30-ZN
40 -ZR
40-ZR

K KU WU V. 1
NUCLIDE

U -239
NP-239
V - 52
W -187
ZN- 65

ZN~ 69M
ZR- 95
ZR- 97

nAUf Al_ 1 I V
LIF£ X-SECT

( B A R N )

23. 5M 2.73
2. 3D 2.73
3.7M 4.90

23. 9H 40.00
245.00 0.46

13. 6H 0.10
65.50 0.08
17. OH 0.05

1 toU 1
ABUND

I X )

99.30
99.30
<99.,75
28.40
48.89

18. .56
17.40

2.80

isev

75
106

1434
686

1115

439
765
665

V»«finiA»
PR 100
DISINT

51 .0
23.0

100.0
27.0
49.0

95.0
100.0

98»0

*-TIU I U

PK-rEF
< % )

12.49
8*51
0.15
0.41
0.20

0.87
0.35
0.43

0 HOURS

1.3E 05
2. IE 04
2.6E 04
1.2E 04
3.5E 00

4.3E 02
2.0E 00
1.2E 01

-
0.5 HRS

5.4E 04
2.0E 04
l.OE 02
1.2E 04
3.5E 00

4. IE 02
2.0E 00
1.2E 01

5 HOURS

1.9E 01
1.9E 04
0.0
HE 04
3.5E CO

3.3E 02
2.0E 00
9.6E 00

2 DAYS

0.0
LIE 04
0.0
3. IE 03
3.5E 00

3.8E 01
2.0E 00
1.7E 00

20 DAYS

0.0
5.6E 01
0.0
V, IE-02
3.3E 00

0.0
1.6E 00
0.0

OF

200 DAYS

0.0
0.0"
0.0
0.0
2.0E .00

0.0
2.4E-01
0.0

(20 CUBIC CM GE(LI) CRYSTAL)



THEORETICAL PHOTOPEAK RATES

DETECTOR
ACTIVATION TIME
FLUX DENSITY

3 INCH NAKTL) CRYSTAL
24 HOURS OR ONE HALF-LIFE (WHICHEVER IS THE SHORTER}
10**13 N/SQ CM/SEC

TARGET
ELEMENT

47-AG
13-AL
33-AS
79-AU
56-BA

56-BA
35-BR
35-BR
35-BR
20 -C A

20-CA
48-CD
48-CD
17-CL
27-CO

27-CO
24-CR
55-CS
29-CU
29- CU

26-FE
31-GA
31-GA
32-GE
32-GE

PRODUCT
NU GLIDE

AG-110M
AL- 28
AS- 76
AU-198
BA-131

BA-139
BR- 80
BR- 80M
BR- 82
CA- 47

CA- 49
CD-1 15M
CD-115
CL- 38
CO- 60M

CO- 60
CR- 51
CS-1 34
CU- 64
CU- 66

FE- 59
GA- 7O
GA- 72
GE- 75
GE- 77

HALF
LIFE

255. OD
2.3M
26.4H
2.7D
12. OD

1.4H
17.6M
4.4H
35. 3H
4.5D

-8.8M
43. OD
2.2D
37. 3M
10. 5M

5.3Y
27.80
2.0Y
12. 8H
5.1M

45. 6D
21. 1M
14. 1H
1.4H

11. 3H

ACT IV I SOT
X-SECT AS UNO
<BARN) (%)

3.00 48.65
0.24 100.00
4.50 100.00
98.80 100.00
8*30 0.10

0.40 71.66
8.50 50*52
2.90 50.52
3.00 49.48
O.30 0.003

1.10 0.18
0.14 28,86
1.10 28.86
0.40 24.47
18.00 100.00

37.00 100. CO
17.00 4.31
28.00 100.00
4.50 69.10
2.30 30.90

1.10 0.31
1.90 60.20
5.00 39.80
0.50 36.74
0.10 7.67

KEV GAMMAS
PR 100
DISINT

658 96.0
1779 10C.O
559 43.0
412 95.0
496 48.0

166 23.0
618 7.0
618 7.0
777 83.0
1297 74.0

3083 89.0
934 1.9
337 50.0
2167 47.0
59 2.1

1173 1OO.O
320 9.0
605 98.0
511 36.0
1039 9.0

1090 56.0
1039 O.5
834 96.0
265 11.0
265 45.0

PHOTO
PK-EF
<%)

12.31
4.41
14.72
19.80
16.65

32.94
13.21
13.21
10*19
5.*1

3.23
8.25
23.24
3.86
38.54

6.43
24.11
13.52
16.16
7.33

6.95
7.33
9.39
27,09
27.09

————— COUNTS/M1NUTE/MICROGRAM AFTER

0 HOURS

1.6E 03
7. IE 04
6.4E 05
7.7E 06
l.OE 02

2.9£ 04
9.0E 04
3. IE 04
2. IE 05
S,3E~01

2.5E 02
3.3E 00
3.2E 04
9.0E 03
4.5E OS

5.3E 03
2.7E O3
9.4E 03
5.4E 05
1.3E 04

1.3E 01
1.1E 03
4.6E 05
1.4E 04
2.3E 03

0.5 HRS

1.6E 03
8.7E 00
6.3E 05
7.7E 06
l.OE 02

2.2E 04
2.SE 04
2.8E 04
2. IE 05
5.3E-01

2.4E 01
3.3E 00
3. IE 04
5.2E 03
6. IE 04

5.3E 03
2.7E 03
9.4E 03
5.3E 05
2.3E 02

1.3E 01
4. IE 02
4.5E 05
1.1E 04
2.3E 03

5 HOURS

1.6E 03
0.0
5.6E 05
7.3E 06
l.OE 02

2.3E 03
6.6E-01
1.4E 04
1.9E 05
5.2E-01

0.0
3.2E 00
3.0E 04
3.4E 01
1. IE-03

5.3E 03
2.7E 03
9.4E 03
4. IE 05
0,0

1.3E 01
5.7E-02
3.6E 05
1.1E 03
1.7E 03

2 DAYS

1.6E 03
0.0
1.8E 05
4.6E 06
9.2E 01

0.0
0.0
1.5E 01
8.3E 04
3.9E-01

0.0
3.2E 00
1.7E 04
0.0
0.0

5.3E 03
2.6E O3
9.3E 03
4.0E 04
0»0

1.3E 01
0*0
4.4E 04
0.0
1.2E 02

DECAY OF

20 DAYS

1.5E 03
0.0
2.2E 00
4.5E 04
3.3E 01

0.0
0*0
0.0
1.7E 01
2.5E-02

0.0
2.4E 00
6.3E 01
0.0
O.O

5..2E 03
1.7E 03
9.2E 03
0.0
0.0

9.6E. 00
0*0
0.0
0,0
0.0

• — — .— ——
.

200 DAYS

9. IE 02
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0 '
0.0 .̂
0.0 °°
0.0 '

0.0
1.3E-01
0.0
0.0
0.0

4.9E 03
1.9E 01
7. 8E 03
0.0
0.0

6.2E-01 ,
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

<3 INCH NAKTL) CRYSTAL)



1 M!-< feC 1

ELEMENT

80-HG
80-HG
53-1
19-K
12-MG

25-MN
42-MO
42-MO
11 -NA
28-NI

78-PT
37-RB
37-R8
16-S
51 -SB

51-58
21-SC
34-SE
34-SE
34-SE

34-SE
14-SI
50-SN
38~SR
38-SR

73-TA
52-TE
90-TH
90 -TH
22 -T I

HKUUUV. 1
NUCLIDE

HG-197
HG-203
I -128
K - 42
MG- 27

MN- 56
MO- 99
MO-101
NA- 24
NI- 65

PT-197
RB- 86
R8- 88
S - 37
SB-122

58-1 24
SC- 46
SE- 75
SE- 77M
SE- 81

SE- 81M
SI- 31
SN-113
SR- 85
SR- 87M

TA-182
TE-125M
TH-233
PA-233
TI- 51

riAi_»-
LIFE

2*7O
46.90
25. OM
12. 4H

9.5M

2.6H
2. 80

14.6M
15. OH
2.7H

18. OH
18.70
17. 8M
5.1M
2. SO

60. 4D
83*90

120.4D
0.3M

18.6M

56. SM
2.6H

115.00
64. OD

2.8H

115*10
58. OO
22. 1M
27*00

5.8M

rtU 1 IV
X-SECT
(BARN)

905.00
4.00
6*40
1.20
0.03

13.30
0.51
0.20
0.53
1.50

0.90
1.00
0.12
0.14
6.00

3.30
23.00
30.00
22.00
0.60

0.10
0.11
1.30
1.45
1.30

21.00
5.00
7.40
7.40
0*14

i SU 1
ABUNO

( X )

0*15
29*80

100.00
6.77

11.29

100.00
23.75

9.62
100.00

1*16

25.20
72.15
27.35
0*01

57.25

42.75
100.00

0.87
9.02

49.82

49.82
3.12
0.95
0.56
9.86

99.98
4.61

100.00
100.00

5.25

H.S.V

77
279
443

1525
844

847
140
307

1368
1482

77
1077
1836
3102

564

603
889
265
161
280

103
1266

391
514
368

68
35
87

310
320

toAMWAU
PR 100
OISINT

18.0
77.0
14*0
18.0
70.0

99.0
90.0
91.0

100.0
25*0

20.0
8.8

21.0
90.0
66.0

97.0
100.0
60*0
50*0
0.9

8,0
0.1

64.0
100.0

80.0

42.0
7,0
2*7

44*0
95.0

h«r»uj u
PK-EF

(X)

37.77
26.31
18.56
5.00
9.26

9.22
34.46
24.79
5.52
5.13

37.77
7.04
4.31
3.22

14.58

13.57
8.73

27.09
33.24
26.25

36.50
5.95

20.70
16.06
20.84

38.17
39*37
37,30
24.63
24.11

— \.

0 HOURS

3.8E
6.4E
2*4E
3.4E
1.6E

4.0E
3. IE
8.2E
2.3E
6.9E

1.6E
6.9E
6.4E
2.3E
2.2E

6.3E
1.3E
1.1E
7.SE
1.6E

3»3E

04
C3
05
03
03

06
04
03
05
02

04
02
02
CO
05

03
05
03
05
03

03
9.2E-01
3.0E
5.8E
4.4E

4.0E
2. IE
5.8E
3.2E
6.3E

01
01
04

04
02
04
04
03

UVJNIJ j / 'MiN

0.5 HRS

3.7E 04
6.4E 03
l.OE 05
3.3E 03
1.8E 02

3.5E 06
3, IE 04
2.0E 03
2.3E 06
6.0E 02

1.6E 04
6.9E 02
2.0E 02
3.8E-O2
2. IE 05

6.3E 03
1.3E 05
LIE 03
0.0
5.3E 02

2.3E 03
8. IE-01
3. OS 01
E.8S 01
3.9E 04

4.0E 04
2. IE 02
2,3E 04
3.2E 04
1.7E 02

U I E / M J U < U

5 HOURS

3.6E 04
6.4E 03
5. 85 01
2.6E 03
0.0

l.OE 06
3.0E 04
5.3E-03
1.8E 05
1.9E 02

1.3E 04
6.8E 02
5.4E-C3
0.0
2.0E 05

6.3E 03
1.3E 05
1.1E 03
0.0
2.3E-02

8.6E 01
2.5E-01
3.0E 01
S.8E 01
1.3E 04

4.0E 04
2. IE 02
4.8E 00
3. IE 04
0.0

<»KA« Af-Tt

2 DAYS

2.2E 04
6.2E 03
0.0
2.3E 02
0.0

9.8E 00
1.9E 04
0.0
2.SE 04
2.5E-03

2.5E 03
6. 4E 02
0.0
0.0
1.3E 05

6. IE 03
1.3E 05
1.1E 03
0.0
0,0

0.0
0.0
3.0E 01
5.7E 01
3.5E-01

4.0E 04
2. IE 02
0*0
3.0E 04
0.0

K OtCAY

20 DAYS

2.2E 02
4.7E 03
0*0
0.0
0.0

0.0
2.2E 02
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
3.3E 02
0.0
0*0
1.5E 03

S.OE 03
1.1& 05
9.9E ^02
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
2.7E 01
4.7E 01
0.0

3 -*•<>£• 04
1*7E 02
0.0
1 •'SE 04
0.0

OF —— . ————

200 DAYS

O.O
3.3E 02
0*0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
O.O
0.0

0.0
4. 1E-O1
0,0
0.0
0.0

6.3E 02
2.6E 04
3..5E 02
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
9.0E 00
6.6E 00
0.0

1.2E 04
a.OE 01
0.0
1.9E 02
0.0

13 1NGH NiVH .TU K CRY sf AD



PARGET
ELEMENT

92-0
92-U
23-V
74- W
30 -ZN

30-ZN
40 -ZR
40 -ZR

PRODUCT
NUCLIOE

U -239
NP-239
V - 52
W -187
ZN- 65

ZN- 69M
ZR- 95
ZR- 97

HALF
LIFE

23. 5M
2.30
3.7M

23. 9H
245. OD

13. 8H
65. 5O
17. OH

ACTT Vf\\* 1 J. V

X-SECT
(BARN)

2.73
2.73
4,90

40.00
0.46

0.10
0.08
0*05

I SOT
ABUND

(X)

99.30
99.30
99.75
28.40
43.89

18.56
17.40

2.80

KEV GAMMAS
PR 100
DISINT

75 51.0
106 23.0

1434 100.0
686 27.0

1115 49.0

439 95.0
765 100.0
665 98.0

DUr*Tf}HHw I \J
PK-EF

(X)

37.86
36.34
5.29

11.75
6,79

18.71
10.37
12, 17

—————— COUNTS/MINUTE/MICROGRAM AFTER DECAY

0 HOURS

4.0E 05
8.8E 04
9.2E 05
3.5E 05
1,2E 02

9. IE 03
6.0E 01
3.3E 02

0.5 HRS

1.6E 05
8.7E 04
3.6E 03
3.5E OS
1 .2E 02

8.9E 03
6.0E 01
3.2E 02

5 HOURS

5.8E 01
8.3E 04
0.0
3. IE 05
1.2E 02

7. IE 03
6.0E 01
2.7E 02

2 DAYS

0.0
4.9E 04
0.0
3.8E 04
1.2E 02

8.2E 02
5.9E 01
4.7E 01

20 DAYS

0.0
2.4E 02
0.0
3.2E-01
1.1E 02

0.0
4.9E 01
0.0

OF — -

200

0.0
0.0
0*0
o.c
6.6E

0.0
7.2E
0.0

DAYS

01

00

(3 INCH NAKTL) CRYSTAL)

o
)



THEORETICAL PHOTOPEAK COUNT RATES FOLLOWING THERMAL NEUTRON ACTIVATION

DETECTOR
ACTIVATION TIME
FLUX DENSITY

IDEAL DETECTOR <100%. COUNTING EFFICIENCY FOR ALL GAMMA-RAYS)
24 HOURS OR ONE HALF-LIFE (WHICHEVER IS THE SHORTER)
10**13 N/SQ CM/SEC

1 AK fc»E !

ELEMENT

47-AG
13-AL
33-AS
79-AU
56-8A

56-HA
35-BR
35-Bfc
35-BR
20-CA

20-CA
48- CD
48-CD
17-CL
27-CO

27-CO
24-CR
55 -CS
29-CU
29-CU

26-FE
31-GA
31 -GA
32-GE
32-GE

KKUUUV. f

NUCLIDE

AG-110M
AL- 28
A*/- 76
AU-198
BA-131

BA-139
8R- 80
8R- 30M
BR- 82
CA- 47

CA- 49
CD-U5M
CD- US
CL- 38
CO- 60M

CO- 60
CR- 51
CS-134
CU- 64
CU- 66

FE- 59
GA- 70
GA- 72
GE- 75
GE- 77

n«ur
LIFE

255. OD
2.3M

26. 4H
2.7D

12. OD

1.4H
17, 6M
4.4H

35. 3H
4.5D

8.8M
43. OD

2.20
37. 3M
10.5M

5.3Y
27. 8D
2.0Y

12. 8H
5.1M

45. 6D
21. 1M
14. 1H

1.4H
11. 3H

«<- 1 1 V

X-SECT
(BARN)

3.00
0.24
4.50

98.80
8.80

0.40
8.50
2.90
3.OO
0.30

1.10
0.14
1.10
0.40

18.00

37.00
17.00
28.00

4.50
2.30

1.10
1.90
5*00
0*50
0.10

i SU I

A8UND
m

48.65
100.00
100.00
100.00

0.10

71 .66
50.52
50.52
49*48
0.003

0.18
28.86
28.86
24*47

100.00

100.00
4.31

100.00
69.10
30.90

0.31
60.20
39.80
36.74
7.67

iscv

658
1779
559
412
496

166
618
618
777

1297

3083
934
337

2167
59

1173
320
605
511

1039

1090
1039

834
265
265

ia/M»iwMi>
PR 100
DISINT

96.0
100.0
43.0
95.0
48.0

23.0
7.0
7.0

83.0
74.0

89.0
1.9

50.0
47.0
2,1

100.0
9.0

98,0
38,0
9.0

56.0
0.5

96*0
11.0
45,0

Knu i u
PK-EF

<%>

100.00
100.00
100. CO
100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100,00
100.00
100.00
100,00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100. CO
100*00
100.00
100*00
100.00

\f

0 HOURS

1 .3E
1.6E
4.4E
3.9E
6.2E

8.7E
6.8E
2.3E
2. IE
9.2E

7.8E
3.9E
1.4E
2.3E
1.2E

8.2E
1.1E
6.9E
3.4E
1.8E

1.9E
1.5E
4.9E
5.0E
8.6E

04
06
06
07
02

04
CS
05
06

,00

03
01
05
05
06

04
04
04
06
05

02
04
06
04
03

UUWI 3S

0*5 HRS

1.3E
2.0E
4.3E
3.9E
6.2E

6.7E
2.1E
2. IE
2. IE
9.2E

7.3E
3.9E
1.4E
1.3E
1.6E

8.2E
LIE
6.9E
3.3E
3, IE

1.9E
5.5E
4.8E
3,9E
8.3E

04
02
06
07
02

04
05
05
06
00

02
01
05
05
05

04
04
04
06
03

02
03
06
04
03

\Jt C/'ro.H-KU

5 HOURS

1,3E 04
0.0
3.8E 06
3.7E 07
6.2E 02

7«OE 03
5.0E 00
1.1E 05
1.9E 06
8.9E 00

0.0
3.9E 01
1.3E 05
8.8E 02
2.7E-C3

8.2E 04
LIE 04
6.9E 04
2.6E 06
0.0

1.9E 02
7.8E-01
3.9E 06
4.0E 03
6.3E 03

taKAM f\f 1C

2 DAYS

1.3E
0.0
1.2E
2.3E
5.6E

0.0
0,0
1.2E
8.2E
6.8E

0.0
3. 8E
7.3E
0.0
0.0

8.2E
LIE
6.9E
2.5E
0.0

1.8E
0.0
4.7E
0.0
4.SE

04

06
07
02

02
05
00

01
04

04
04
04
05

02

05

02

K UfcCAY U

20 DAYS

1.2E 04
0,0
1.5E 01
2.3E 05
2.0E 02

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.7E 02
4.3E-01

0.0
2.9E 01
2.7E 02
0,0
0,0

8. IE 04
6,9E 03
6*8E 04
0.0
0*0

1.4E 02
o.o
0.0
0*0
0.0

t- ——————

200 DAYS

7.4E 03
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.0E-03

0.0 '
0.0 £
0.0 *"
0.0 '
0.0

0.0
1.6E 00
0.0
0.0
0.0

7.6E 04
7.7E 01
5.7E 04
0.0
0.0

8.9E OC
0.0
0.0
0.0
c.o

(IDEAL DETECTOR)



ARGET
:LEMENT

80 -HG
80-HG
53-1
19-K
12-MG

25-MN
42 -MO
42 -MO
11-NA
28-NI

78-PT
37-RB
37- R8
16-S .
51-SB

51-S8
21 -SC
34-SE
34-SE
34-SE

34-SE
14-S1
50 -SN
38-SR
38-SR

73 -TA
52-TE
90 -TH
90 -TH
22-TI

PRODUCT
NUCL I OE

HG-197
HG-203
I -128
K - 42
MG- 27

MN- 56
MO- 99
MO-101
NA- 24
NI- 65

PT-197
RB- 86
RB- 88
S - 37
SB- 122

SB- 124
SC- 46
SE- 75
SE- 77M
SE- 81

SE- 81M
SI- 31
SN-113
SR- 85
SR- 87M

TA-182
TE-125M
TH-232
PA-233
TI- 51

HALF
LIFE

2*70
46. 9D
25. OM
12.4H

9.5M

2.6H
2.8D

14.6M
15.0H
2.7H

18. OH
18. 7D
17. 8M

5..1M
2.8D

60.4D
83. 9D

120. 4D
0.3M

18.6M

56. 8M
2.6H

1 15. OD
64 .OD

2.8H

115. ID
58. OD
22. 1M
27. OD

5.8M

if TTUM%. 1 X Y ~
X-SECT
( B A R N )

905.00
4.00
6.40
1.20
O.pS

13.30
0.51
0.20
O.53
1.50

0.90
1.00
0.12
0.14
6.00

3.30
23.00
30.00
22.00

0.60

0.10
0.11
1.30
1.45
1.30

21.00
5.00
7.40
7.40
0.14

T SOT " KPV
ABUND

< « )

0.15 77
29.80 279

100.00 443
6.77 1525

11.29 844

100.00 847
23.75 140
9,62 307

100.00 1368
1.16 1482

25.20 77
72.15 1077
27.85 1836
0.01 3102

57.25 564

42.75 603
100.00 889

0.87 265
9.02 161

49.82 280

49.82 103
3.12 1266
0.95 391
0.56 514
9.86 388

99.98 68
4.61 35

100.00 87
200.00 310

5.25 320

GAMMAS PHOTO
PR lOff PK-EF
OIS1NT lit}

18*0 100.00
77.0 100.00
14.0 100*00
18.0 100.00
70.0 100.00

99. C 100.00
90.0 100.00
91.0 100.00

100.0 100.00
25*0 100.00

20*0 100.00
8.8 100.00

21.0 100.00
90.0 100.00
66*0 10O.OO

97.0 100.00
100. C 100.00
60.0 100.00
50.0 100.00

0.9 100*00

8.0 100*00
0.1 100.00

64.0 100.00
100.0 100.00

80*0 100*00

42.0 100.00
7.0 100*00
2.7 100.00

44*0 100.00
95.0 100.00

_- ——— -- COUNTS/ Mlf4UTE/MICR0€RAM: AFTER DECAY OF ~— ———

0 HOURS

9.9E 04
2.4E 04
1.3E 06
6.8E 04
1.8E 04

4.3E 07
9.0E 04
3.3E 04
4.2E 06
1.3E 04

4.2E 04
9.8E 03
1.5E 04
7. IE 01

'1.5E 06

4.6E 04
1.5E 06
4, IE 03
2.3E 06
6.2E 03

9. IE 03
1.5E 01
1.4E 02
3.6E 02
2. IE 05

1.1E 05
5.4E 02
1.6E 05
1.3E 05
2.6E 04

0.5 MRS

9.9E 04
2.4E 04
5.5E OS
6.6E 04
2.0E 03

3.8E 07
9.0E 04
7.9E 03
4. IE 06
1.2E 04
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